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Abstract 
 
 Krittou Marottou Ais Giorkis (‘Ais Giorkis) is an Aceramic Neolithic site, 
occupied approximately 9,500 cal B.P., and located in the western foothills of the 
Troodos Mountains on the Mediterranean island of Cyprus. This thesis is an intra-site 
spatial analysis of the chipped stone assemblage recovered between 1997 and 2013 from 
the site using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technology. Previous work on the 
assemblage from 1997 through 2004 had attempted spatial analysis using traditional 
statistical methods and found no patterning (O'Horo 2008). Using the expanded database 
and GIS this thesis identifies multiple spatial patterns in the assemblage with implications 
on the lifeways practiced at ‘Ais Giorkis. Locating meaningful patterns in the site’s 
chipped stone assemblage is especially valuable because, unlike in many intra-site spatial 
analysis projects, the spatial resolution of the data is less than ideal.  
Given the success of this analysis using low resolution data, the methods used in 
this thesis have applications to a broad range of archaeological projects. Chief among 
these are the application of GIS to older excavations and rescue excavations where data 
resolution is limited to the excavation unit and level due to time or technology 
constraints. For this reason, the methods used from excavation through geospatial 
analysis are thoroughly documented within this thesis, including the errors where they 
can serve as cautionary tales. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1. Overview 
 Krittou Marottou Ais Giorkis ('Ais Giorkis) is an Early Aceramic Neolithic site 
located in the western foothills of the Troodos Mountains on Cyprus. It was occupied 
approximately 7,500 cal B.C. (Simmons 2012a). It has been subject to periodic 
excavation led by Alan Simmons of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas starting in 1997 
and continuing to the present. From 1997 to 2013, the project has analyzed over 234,000 
pieces of chipped stone, which form the primary dataset for this thesis. Whereas previous 
studies of the 'Ais Giorkis chipped stone assemblage have been directed at classification 
(e.g., O'Horo 2008; Simmons and O'Horo 2003) or implications on exchange networks 
(Melson 2010),  this thesis focusses on the chipped stone assemblage as it relates to 
spatial use at 'Ais Giorkis. Understanding spatial use at ‘Ais Giorkis is critical to 
interpreting the assemblage and understanding the lifeways practiced by the people who 
occupied the site. 
  This thesis investigated spatial use at 'Ais Giorkis through Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) based analysis of the find locations and characteristics of the 
chipped stone assemblage. Point-level recording is not conducted at 'Ais Giorkis; all 
artifacts are recorded only by excavation unit and level. Therefore, spatial analysis is 
conducted at the resolution of recording, using aggregated areal units, rather than point-
precision.  
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 Using GIS-based spatial analysis of areal units, I plan to locate patterns of spatial 
use at 'Ais Giorkis from which to better understand the lifeways practiced there in the 
past. Before analysis can be conducted it is necessary to develop a geodatabase. This 
process is thoroughly documented here.  
2. Research Objectives 
 The ultimate goal of this research is to better understand the lifeways of the 
community at prehistoric 'Ais Giorkis, and contribute to the understanding of the lived 
experience among the earliest residents of the island of Cyprus. In doing so, I hope to 
address two weaknesses in the archaeological literature related to GIS, as well as pilot a 
method for further research by the Ais Giorkis Project
1
. The first weakness that this thesis 
addresses is the dearth of literature focusing on the application of GIS to intra-site
2
 spatial 
analysis.  The second weakness that this thesis addresses is the scarcity of literature 
focusing on archaeological analysis of data aggregated into Modifiable Areal Units (the 
issues associated with Modifiable Areal Units will be discussed in the next chapter). If 
the techniques used in this thesis prove useful in locating activity areas and explicating 
spatial patterns in the 'Ais Giorkis chipped stone data, then they can be used in the future 
to explore these data in greater detail, as well as the other data types recorded by the Ais 
Giorkis Project—such as the faunal and ground stone data. 
                                                 
1
 Note that both Ais Giorkis and Ais Yiorkis are transliterations of the Greek Αισ Γιορκισ, throughout this 
thesis ‘Ais Giorkis will refer to the archaeological site (following the preference of the Republic of Cyprus 
Department of Antiquities) except where historical use dictates otherwise. Ais Giorkis Project will refer to 
the archaeological project (following the name registered with the American Schools of Oriental 
Research’s Committee on Archaeological Policy).  
2
 “Intra-site” has been used in the literature to mean both the analysis of space within a single site (e.g., 
Carr 1984) or to mean the comparison of spatial patterning at multiple sites without consideration of the 
intervening space (e.g., Vullo et al. 1999), within this work intra-site will exclusively be used in the former 
sense. 
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Analysis will focus on four major questions. These are: 1) Stratigraphically, which 
data are spatially intact enough to be used to reconstruct culturally relevant spatial areas 
at ‘Ais Giorkis? 2) Can activity areas be identified at ‘Ais Giorkis using lithic data? 3) 
Can hearth areas be identified at ‘Ais Giorkis using chipped stone data?, and, 4) If 
activity areas are identifiable, how do the results of these analyses differ from what was 
known before this research? 
Before spatial analysis can begin, it is essential to determine which data remain in the 
area of their original deposition. The occupation of 'Ais Giorkis appears to have occurred 
only during a single phase of the island’s Early Aceramic Neolithic period. The project’s 
geoarchaeologist, Rolfe Mandel (University of Kansas), has identified four cultural strata 
(see Chapter 4). Particularly of interest is whether the material associated with Stratum II 
is compositionally similar enough to the in situ strata to be used in the identification of 
activity areas. I will determine this using Chi-squared analysis of the chipped stone’s 
primary divisions between strata, thus addressing Question 1. 
Once this has been determined I will use a combination of High-Low Cluster 
Analysis (Getis-Ord General G and Getis-Ord 𝐺𝑖
∗), Cluster Analysis (Moran’s I and Local 
Moran’s I), and visualization across multiple unit resolution to look for spatially 
significant clustering of selected artifacts. These artifacts have been selected based on 
both their ability to inform on spatial use at the site and as methodological tests. This 
process will be used to address both Question 2 and Question 3.  
Currently, spatial understanding at 'Ais Giorkis is limited to general observations 
surrounding two areas of the site’s upper terrace. The first area is characterized by the 
presence of cobblestone platforms, while the second is characterized by the presence of 
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pits carved into the soft bedrock. Question 4 will be addressed by considering whether 
new information has been discovered through GIS analysis. 
3. Document Structure 
 In crafting this thesis, two primary audiences were considered. The first were 
scholars of the Cypriot Early Aceramic Neolithic, who may or may not have an interest in 
the minutiae of the techniques used to explore the archaeology. The second were scholars 
considering incorporating GIS-based spatial analysis in their own research, who may or 
may not be interested in the particulars of Cypriot pre-history. To the first group chapters 
three, four, seven, and Appendix I will be of most interest. To the second group chapters 
two, five, six, and Appendices II and III will be of most interest.   
 Background chapters are two, three, and four. These provide background on GIS 
and spatial analysis within archaeology, a summary of the prehistory of Cyprus from its 
oldest known human presence to the start of the Late Aceramic Neolithic, and the history 
and excavation methods of the Ais Giorkis Project, respectively. Chapter five chronicles 
the design and implementation of the database used in this research. Supplemental to this 
chapter is Appendix III that lists reserved words which must be avoided in the crafting of 
a relational database. Chapter six employs the database generated in chapter five to 
address the research questions of this thesis. Supplemental to this chapter is Appendix II 
that contains additional imagery. Chapter seven addresses the anthropological 
implications of the results of chapter six. Chapter eight concludes this work with an 
overview of its findings, both methodological and anthropological. Appendix I provides 
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the descriptive statistical breakdown of the 'Ais Giorkis lithic assemblage following the 
2013 field season.
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Chapter 2: History of GIS and Spatial Analysis within Archaeology 
2.1.  Introduction: 
 This chapter discusses the history and development of spatial analysis within 
archaeology. The development of Geographic Information Science/Systems (both 
abbreviated GIS) outside of archaeology and their integration within the existing 
practices of spatial archaeology are examined. This literature review focuses on the 
historical trajectories which have led to the development of those issues with the current 
archaeological discussion of GIS that this thesis hopes to address.  
Spatial relationships have always been an intrinsic concept within archaeology. 
Indeed, the very concepts of archaeological sites and loci demonstrate an embedded 
concern for the spatial patterning of things. Green writes that “the spatial dimension is 
central to archaeology because it involves all levels of archaeological research—theory, 
method and practice” (Green 1990:3).  
Space and spatial relationships exist on a practically infinite continuum of 
resolutions. For example, David L. Clarke (1977) generalized the spectrum to a mere 
three levels of resolution of concern to archaeologists, to be discussed below. However, 
more recently, spatial archaeology at all archaeologically relevant levels of resolution 
have been billeted under the broad tent known as landscape archaeology, without 
theoretical distinction for scale. Though GIS have been employed by archaeologists from 
at least the early 1980s, it was not much later that GIS became an important tool in 
archaeological spatial analysis. During the 1990s, several core applications emerged 
within the archeological literature, as did the genre conventions associated with their 
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publication. Today, the core topics established two decades ago still dominate the 
literature. 
The established conventions within the archaeological discussion focus on macro 
level (sensu Clarke) spatial analysis to the near exclusion of the semi-micro and micro 
levels of analysis. Moreover, much of the discussion is still focused on what can be done 
with GIS, rather than how things can be done with GIS.  
2.2.  Spatial Resolution    
 Spatial resolution in archaeology can mean many things, particularly when 
combined with the lexicon of Geographic Information Sciences. Perhaps the most 
important meanings for this discussion are: 1. the spatial scale relating to the level of 
analysis, and, 2. the spatial resolution of the data being analyzed. Spatially related levels 
of analysis can be defined in many ways from a simple dichotomy to infinitely nested 
tiers. Spatial resolution, as it relates to data, is a comparatively simple function of data 
capture. Of course, the spatial resolution of one’s analysis in many ways determines 
one’s needs in terms of spatial resolution of data.  
Very broadly, archaeologists tend to consider two spatial scales of analysis. These 
are intra-site analysis, the examination of phenomena occurring within the designated 
site, and inter-site analysis, the examination of phenomena as they occur among and 
between sites. Clarke, however, envisioned a three level generalization of spatial 
resolutions, each with its own appropriate social theory. These levels were defined as 
micro, semi-micro, and macro (Clarke 1977:11-15). Macro level relates to inter-site and 
regional spatial analysis, described as a between site system by Clarke. The semi-micro 
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level relates to intra-site spatial analysis, described as a within-site system by Clarke. The 
micro level relates to spatial analysis objects within discreet loci (e.g., buildings, rooms, 
graves, etc.), described as a within-structure system by Clarke. Conceivably, one could 
now add levels even finer than Clarke’s micro level thanks to today’s sub-millimeter 
accurate survey tools.   
As mentioned above, the spatial resolution of data is affected by many steps in the 
archaeological process (e.g., Figure 1); the ultimate resolution of one’s data will be the 
lowest resolution of all steps in the process. Excavation methods and equipment 
determined during the planning phase and implemented during the excavation phase are 
the most obvious determinant of the spatial resolution of archaeological data. With a 
well-established datum, trained excavation staff, and a total survey station, many artifacts 
can be point provenienced to the millimeter. 
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Figure 1-Steps in the Archaeological Process Affecting Spatial Resolution. 
 
A similar set up with a traditional transit level can produce resolutions of ±48 cm, with 
survey-grade GNSS (viz., Global Navigational Satellite System, such as the NAVSTAR 
Global Positioning System [GPS] or GLObalnaya NAvigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya 
Sistema [GLONASS]) falling somewhere in between. Even without expensive surveying 
equipment, reasonable accuracy can be acquired between artifacts depending on 
excavation method.  At the survey level, spatial resolution of data is even more variable. 
Many archaeological surface surveys are conducted using recreational grade GPS 
receivers, a technology generally not recommended by Esri for GIS data collection (Esri 
2004).  Recreational grade GPS receivers have been found to have an average root-mean-
square-error (RMSE) of 15.29 meters under none-ideal conditions (Weih Jr et al. 2009). 
While an RMSE of 15.29 is unacceptable when planning a road or establishing a site 
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datum, it may be acceptable when collecting points across a multiple kilometer 
archaeological surface survey.   
 Spatial resolution of data is also affected by its recording. This is particularly true 
of data not born digital (see generally Bell et al. 2009), though born digital data can be 
affected by migration between data environments. An example of this would be that if 
one imported an 11-digit UTM coordinate (millimeter precision) from an 18-digit bigint 
field to a five-digit smallint field in a MySQL database (Oracle 2014:1161-1162), the 
resulting data precision would only one hectometer. 
 Finally, spatial resolution of data can be affected by the nature of the data’s 
release to the academic community. For example, the chipped stone data reported from 
the excavations at Kalavasos Tenta on Cyprus (see McCartney 2005) include detailed 
breakdowns within the relative t- and z- axes but no real x- or y- axes data. As such, these 
data can be spatially plotted to a resolution of about 6.7 dectare without gathering the 
excavation records.  
 As mentioned, spatial resolution of data are tied to the practicable spatial 
resolution of analysis. At the intra-site level of analysis, very precise resolution is 
necessary, while at the inter-site level of analysis the ‘Tenta data described above is 
perfectly usable. As noted by Conolly and Lake (2006:28), resolution has important 
consequences for analysis and interpretation. 
2.3.  GIS and Archaeology 
 While GIS is a relatively recent development, the discipline of archaeology—both 
as practiced in North America and as practiced in Europe—can be seen as “pre-adapted” 
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to the technology. Few disciplines (save geography, from which GIS originates) have 
such an integral concept of space and spatial relationships as archaeology. Additionally, 
archaeologists had been engaging in computerized studies of spatial phenomena using 
advanced statistics and programs such as SYMAP on university mainframes long before 
the advent of true GIS. Unfortunately, GIS arrived as a practicable technology at a time 
when quantitative exploration of site level phenomena was going out of vogue. As such, 
while a rich literature on the inter-site and landscape level applications of GIS exist, site 
level uses of GIS have been dominated by simple mapping. Recently, however, 
researchers are once again considering the value of quantifying intra-site spatial 
phenomena, now employing GIS. 
 
2.3.1. The Development of Space and Spatial Relationships within Archaeology 
 As mentioned above, spatial considerations have been embedded in archaeology 
from the discipline’s formative years. By space, I am referring to the simple definition “a 
limited extent in one, two, or three dimensions” (Merriam-Webster 2012), rather than the 
more esoteric sense demonstrated in statements like “Place is security, space is freedom: 
we are attached to one and long for the other” (Tuan 1977:3). 
A History of Archaeological Thought notes an implicit concern for spatial 
relationships as early as the antiquarian period, during which Camden attempted to 
correlate the ancient monuments of Britain to historically documented peoples (Trigger 
2006:86). Indeed, by the 18
th
 century, early British archaeologists were generating highly 
spatially precise maps of monuments and excavations (Wheatley and Gillings 2002:3). 
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By the late 19
th
 century, North American archaeologists were carving cultural regions 
across the map (Trigger 2006:179-181). The importance of space only grew during the 
cultural-historical period, during which temporal-spatial patterns were used to plot 
cultural zones (Wheatley and Gillings 2002:4-5). Around this same time, remote sensing 
began being employed to locate sites (e.g., Reeves 1936).   
By the 1970s, the “New Archaeologists” were looking to statistics for techniques 
to quantify spatial relationships in accordance with the de rigueur hypothetico-deductive 
model (e.g., Clarke 1977; Hietala and Larson 1984; Hodder and Orton 1976). Though 
GIS were in existence by the 1970s, and even in use among some archaeologists, the high 
cost of processing power before the microcomputer revolution and subsequent surpassing 
of the 64k barrier hindered the widespread application of GIS in spatial archaeology.  
Just as with non-spatial phenomena (e.g., Aldenderfer and Blashfield 1978; 
Sackett 1966), early attempts to enlist statistical methods to quantify spatial phenomena 
eventually drew criticism on methodological grounds. This is not surprising given that 
most archaeologists are no more statisticians than we are land surveyors, climatologists, 
database administrators, or masters of any of the host of other trades from which we often 
borrow. By the 1990s, computing costs had decreased and accessibility had increased to 
the point where GIS became accessible to many archaeologists. This period will be 
discussed in detail below. 
2.3.2. Computerized Spatial Analysis 
 While the history of GIS goes back to 1963 (Tomlinson 1963), and by the mid-
1970s computerized statistical spatial analysis was well established within the 
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archaeological literature (Clarke 1977; Hodder and Orton 1976; Whallon 1973, 1974), it 
was not until the 1990s when GIS began to take root in archaeology. This is not to say 
limited use of GIS by archaeologists did not occur before the 1990s.  
2.3.2.1.SYMAP 
Though GIS proper had yet to be practicable in the 1980s, archaeologists were 
experimenting with SYMAP since the late 1960s. SYMAP (SYnergraphic MAPping 
Program) was not a true GIS by most definitions, rather was merely a computer mapping 
program. SYMAP was developed in FORTRAN at Harvard’s Laboratory for Computer 
Graphics and Spatial Analysis during the 1960’s (Niemann and Niemann 1998).  As early 
as 1967, George Cowgill had evaluated the value of SYMAP to archaeological spatial 
analysis at Teotihuacán; however at the time it was seen as too costly (Cowgill et al. 
1984:158). SYMAP has been described as “massive and somewhat elephantine from the 
viewpoint of the demands it makes on a computer system” (Cerny 1972:168), yet the 
ability to lease server time made it available to archaeologists within the academy.  
Early in the 1970s, SYMAP (e.g., Figure 2) was use to map the distribution of 
sites through time near Polis, Cyprus, in many ways anticipating one of the principle uses 
of GIS with Cypriot archaeology to this day (Adovasio et al. 1975; Barnett 2008; Stewart 
2006). Before the close of the 1970s, the value of computerized mapping to intra-site 
spatial analysis had been discussed (Hietala and Larson 1979). 
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Figure 2-SYMAP Generated Map 
(Adovasio et al. 1975:Fig. 16) 
 
 
 In 1985, one particular archaeological spatial analysis project using SYMAP was 
published which has become the model cautionary tale for spatial statistics in the 
computer age. As will be discussed in this chapter, before classical statistics with an 
assumption of independence can be conducted spatial statistics must be conducted to rule 
out spatial correlation. Whitley and Clark, wishing to bring this to the attention of 
archaeologists, conducted spatial autocorrelation testing using Moran’s I on Maya stelæ 
and found no significant correlation (Whitley and Clark 1985). Later reanalysis by 
Kvamme would find that spatial correlation existed with a p = .0044. After careful review 
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of Whitley and Clark’s method, Kvamme noticed that they had used a variant of Moran’s 
I designed for areal data  𝐼 =
𝑛 ∑(2)𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑍𝑖𝑍𝑗
2𝐴 ∑ 𝑍𝑖
2𝑛
𝑖=1
  (Whitley and Clark 1985:379), rather than a 
variant designed for point data  𝐼 =
𝑛 ∑ 𝑊𝑖𝑠(𝑥𝑖−?̅?)(𝑥𝑗−?̅?)(2)
𝑊 ∑ (𝑥𝑖−?̅?)
2
𝑖
  (Kvamme 1990b:199).  
While the state of statistical training among archaeologists has not changed from 
Whitley and Clark’s “introductory calculus and an advanced course in statistics” 
(Whitley and Clark 1985:391-392), the increasingly user-friendly environment of modern 
GIS suggests that errors like this example from the SYMAP days are likely persistent 
within archaeological applications of GIS. 
2.3.2.2.The Integration of True GIS  
During the 1980s, GIS was being used for cataloging multiple sites across space; 
for example, in 1985 the Illinois State Museum was working with Esri (Environmental 
Systems Research Institute, at the time) to develop a site database (Goldstein 1985:671-
672). The following year, archaeologists in the UK were considering GIS as a platform 
not just for cataloging, but for exploring the relationships between sites and ecology from 
a landscape perspective (Harris 1986). By 1989, Kvamme called for the widespread 
adoption of GIS as a database management platform across the spectrum of spatially 
coded archaeological data with particular emphasis on regional applications (Kvamme 
1989). 
 Throughout the 1990s, advances in microcomputing increased the feasibility of 
GIS within archaeology (Lieff 2006:10). Around the same time, however, the glamour of 
quantitative archaeology was wearing thin (Ammerman 1992). Books aimed at 
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introducing GIS to archaeologists also began to appear in the 1990s. Allen, Green, and 
Zubrow’s Interpreting Space: GIS and Archaeology, printed in 1990, was the first book 
published which aimed to present GIS to archaeologist. Many of the enduring genre 
conventions of archaeological GIS volumes were evidenced in the work. The collection 
includes no intra-site case studies (though the authors suggest that the technology could 
be applied to site-level problems), prefers to employ landscape perspectives, and 
privileges the visual display capabilities of GIS over workflows. Site cataloging and 
predictive modeling were key foci of the volumes case studies (Allen et al. 1990:7). 
Interpreting Space, though focused heavily on landscape archaeology, took an explicitly 
anthropological approach to archaeology. This was quickly answered with Archaeology 
and Geographical Information Systems: a European Perspective, aimed at archaeologists 
trained outside of the North American system and introduce European perspectives on the 
application of the relatively new technology (Lock and Stančič 1995).  
 Early into the 1990s, the value of GIS as a way to manage and interpret data made 
it a welcome tool among archaeologists working beyond the site boundaries. Predictive 
modeling of site locations based on environmental and landscape features was a common 
interest (Kvamme 1990a, 1992), though the relationship of the environment and 
landscape on life at known sites was also of interest (Hunt 1992), as was the study of site 
inter-visibility (Wheatley 1995). By the close of the 1990s, predictive modelling based on 
environmental factors had become so much a part of the research agenda of 
archaeologists in GIS that Kvamme wrote “Too many archaeological GIS investigations 
focus only on the physical environment” (1999:181), a condition he attributed to the 
relative ease of these data types. 
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 The trend of using GIS for predictive modelling continued into the 2000s, which 
books such as Practical Applications of GIS for Archaeologists: a Predictive Modeling 
Toolkit (Westcott and Brandon 2000) leading the way. Shortly after, Wheatley and 
Gillings (2002) released their excellent introductory text on GIS, Spatial Technology and 
Archaeology, which provided a good overview of the technology but was rather limited 
in describing the execution of a GIS-assisted study, particularly of a single site. In the 
mid-2000s, Ebert noted that archaeological discussion of GIS tended to fall into one of 
three categories: predictive models of site location aimed primarily at CRM 
archaeologists, general GIS procedure studies, and discussions of the “theoretical issues 
in landscape archaeology” within the context of GIS (Ebert 2004). This observation finds 
its clearest example in Landscape Archaeology and GIS (Chapman 2009). Ebert also 
observes that areal data is more common in archaeology than point data. His review finds 
that archaeological discussion of areal data is primarily limited to predictive modeling, 
simulation modeling, catchment analysis, and viewshed analysis, despite much broader 
potential uses for the data type (Ebert 2004:323). Though Ebert discusses some of the 
points of departure between the analysis of point and areal data, it is clear that Ebert’s 
conception of areal data is focused on raster data models, rather than areal vector data. 
This is an important distinction as GIS platforms tend to have differing geoprocessing 
and mathematical procedures for raster and vector data. 
  Lieff observed that “the application of GIS in archaeological research has, in 
general, remained stagnant for some time” (Lieff 2006:2), a statement which can hardly 
be refuted. Historically, and continuing into the present, master’s theses have been the 
proving grounds for archaeological application of GIS, both methodological and 
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theoretical. Recently, a few scholars have returned to intra-site spatial analysis now 
employing GIS. These have been primarily master’s theses (e.g., Hlubik 2013; Lieff 
2006; Mills 2009), though some studies have been published in scholarly journals (e.g., 
Henry et al. 2014; Sisk and Shea 2008). 
2.3.3. Patterns 
 The historic forces which have influenced the development of Geographic 
Information Science within archaeology have created distinct strengths and weaknesses 
within the archaeological application of Geographic Information Systems. Three 
particular weaknesses, which this thesis addresses, are an underdevelopment in the fields 
of intra-site archaeology, insufficient attention to analysis of polygon-type vector data, 
and genre conventions which hamper the development of a programmatic approach to 
GIS within the discipline. 
2.3.3.1.The Paucity of Intra-Site Analysis within Archaeological GIS 
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Figure 3-General Development of GIS Applications within Archaeological Literature 
 
 The historic trajectory of GIS development has been heavily weighted toward 
inter-site applications, in many ways creating a feedback system which keeps the 
discipline focusing of inter-site applications even today (see Figure 3). In 1988 Cowan 
noted that GIS, while having CAD-like functions, was fundamentally not a CAD; indeed, 
he observed that GIS goes beyond even a CAD linked database (Cowan 1988). 
Nevertheless, the most common intra-site application of GIS is simple site mapping. 
While the analytical capabilities of GIS have been leveraged at site-level archaeology 
(e.g., Lieff 2006; Mills 2009; Penacho 2013; Schrader 2013), these have primarily been 
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the domain of master’s theses. One is hard pressed to find an intra-site case study within 
the archaeological texts on GIS (see Table 1), though much information can be gleaned 
from them of relevance.   
 
Table 1-Trends in Archaeological Discussion of GIS 
 
 While the effects of differing resolutions between Digital Elevation Models 
(DEMs), metabolic models, and anisotropy on Least-Cost Pathways (LCP) analysis has 
been well discussed (e.g., White and Surface-Evans 2012), the same cannot be said for 
the effects of various spatial statistical procedures at the site level. As such, much of the 
theoretical and procedural literature relating to site-level spatial analysis predates the 
widespread adoption of GIS by archaeologists.    
2.3.3.2.The Underdevelopment of Areal Data Analysis 
 In addition to being somewhat limited in scope, archaeological treatment of GIS 
data has been limited (see Figure 4). GIS fundamentally operates on two data models viz. 
raster and vector, a point made by nearly all introductory volumes on GIS. At this point, 
most modern GIS platforms (e.g., ArcGIS, QGIS, GRASS, gvSIG, etc.) are capable of 
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seamlessly operating with both data models. Some data are better stored as raster data, 
such as DEMs, images, and surfaces.  
Raster data (sometimes referred to as grid data) sets are generally understood to 
be efficient for storing and processing continuous data at a uniform resolution. Vector 
data, on the other hand, are discontinuous events such as points, lines, and polygons. 
Given these, raster data is understood to be less spatially precise than vector data, but also 
less processor intense (Conolly and Lake 2006:29)  
Points differ from polygons in several important ways. Points are discrete 
occurrences in XY/XYZ space with no volume; they are fundamentally zero-dimensional 
objects. Points tend to represent single objects for which tabular data can be attached in a 
one-to-one manner (see Chapter 5). Good examples of point data are spot finds found 
during archaeological surface survey. Polygons, by contrast, are two or more dimensional 
objects with a defined area. While a polygon can be joined with data in a one-to-one 
manner (e.g., a polygon could be used to identify an ash lens), often polygons are used to 
represent many data within a defined area using a one-to-many join/relate. One of the 
more common examples of this are the Topologically Integrated Geographical Encoding 
and Referencing (TIGER) line files used by the US Census, as well as similar protocol 
used by other nations’ census bureaus, to publish GIS based census data while 
maintaining privacy (Walford 2002:124). 
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Figure 4-General Discussion of Data Types within Archaeological GIS Literature 
 
Treatment of the analysis of vector data in the archaeological literature has 
focused almost completely on point data, though Wheatley and Gillings (2002) briefly 
discuss areal data. Where polygons are discussed, they tend to be used as markers of 
single events over an area, such as soil type, surface survey area, or site area, rather than 
as containers form multiple observations (e.g., Carmichael 1990; Warren 1990; Warren 
and Asch 2000; Westcott and Kuiper 2000). This is unfortunate given that analysis, 
particularly at the statistical level, and interpretation can vary between point and polygon 
vector data (Mitchell and Esri 1999:183-190). 
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2.3.3.3.Communicating GIS Effectively 
 In 2002, Wheatley and Gillings observed that archaeological leverage of GIS 
technology too often began “with a vague idea of ‘GIS-ing’ the data and undertaking 
some ‘GIS-ish’ analysis” leading to inevitably flawed projects (Wheatley and Gillings 
2002:1). Similarly, Westcott and Brandon (2000:xiii) noted that archaeologists were 
presenting “gee-whiz” visualizations of their data with little GIS substance. 
Unfortunately, over a decade later, these observations could be made today. This very 
project began as little better than a vague idea of ‘GIS-ing’ some data, and GIS based 
archaeological conference presentations with little GIS substance continue to occur. 
These issues are compounded by an increasingly breakneck release schedule for the 
dominant GIS software, ArcGIS, resulting in specific reference works becoming outdated 
before they can be printed. 
 While there is little to be done about ArcGIS’ release schedule, save perhaps 
joining the Open GIS Movement (see generally Tsou and Smith 2011), I believe that the 
other issues are directly related to the conventions of GIS discussion within the literature. 
Too often within the discussion of GIS method in archaeology authors focus on the 
exciting at the expense of the mundane: beautiful maps are given more page than Spartan 
workflows, results are highlighted over methods, etc. While publishing the results of a 
GIS-assisted study in which the results are the target, this cannot be helped; however, this 
should never be the case in anything presented as a case study for the application of GIS. 
Increased discussions of methods, along with formal workflows, are essential to a 
movement away from “vague idea(s) of ‘GIS-ing’” and toward a programmatic 
understanding of the technology.   
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2.4. Addressing the Issue of Areal Data 
Developing methodology for integrating areal data among archaeological spatial 
analysis techniques has potential value across the discipline. Much excavation data are 
truly areal in nature. Even among excavations employing point proveniencing policies, 
areal data are produced during the screening of back dirt, collection of flotation samples, 
and the like. Techniques for spatial analysis of areal data will allow new spatial analysis 
of older excavations in which the spatial resolution of data is available to the excavation 
unit only. Moreover, through a simple process of joining/relating existing tabular data 
and existing polygons (as described in Chapter 5), projects currently employing GIS as 
CAD can begin conducting spatial analysis. 
Before delving into this subject, one might ask, why bother with explicitly spatial 
statistics? After all, most of the statistical training for archaeologists is in classical 
statistics (cf. Drennan 2009; Shennan 1997; VanPool and Leonard 2011). Given that the 
areal data that will be discussed are generally aggregated unit data, could one simply treat 
the aggregated unit data as independent samples and conduct analysis through classical 
statistics thereby avoiding the hairier aspects of spatial statistics? No, or rather, not 
without first conducting spatial statistics. Unit aggregated data do not, by default, meet 
the assumption of independence required for most classical statistical testing. Before 
classical statistics can be considered, data must be tested for spatial dependency. This is 
due to a principle known as the First Law of Geography or Tobler’s First Law which 
states “everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than 
distant things” (Tobler 1970:236); this is a core principle of modern spatial analysis (H. J. 
Miller 2004). Lloyd notes that “in cases where data are not spatially dependent many 
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forms of geographical analysis are pointless” (2007:5); therefore, whether one aims to 
conduct classical or spatial statistics with spatially linked data, the first step must be a test 
for spatial dependence. 
While areal data has been largely ignored among archaeologists, they are the 
mainstay of disciplines like demography and human geography, which relay on spatially 
abstracted census data (Lloyd 2007:61). As such, this study will look to these disciplines 
for guidance on the dangers, effects, and appropriateness of various analytical and 
statistical techniques rather than engaging the GIS-engine as a “black box” that conducts 
statistical black magic (Longley and Batty 1996:6-7). 
2.4.1. Considering the MAUP 
 Any more than cursory examination of the literature related to the spatial analysis 
of polygonal or areal data will yield an active discussion over the Modifiable Areal Unit 
Problem (MAUP). Unlike point data, areal data is by definition aggregated data, as such 
results can be manipulated by choices made in the aggregating process. Because choices 
made in aggregation dictate the composition of the data to be analyzed, the MAUP 
effects nearly all statistical tests, including those of classical statistics (Wong and Lee 
2005:9). It is unfortunate, given the pervasiveness of the MAUP, that it is not discussed 
by texts like Drennan’s Statistics for Archaeologist (2009). Exploitation of the MAUP 
can be done intentionally, as in gerrymandering (Goodchild 1996:247) or through the 
careless adoption of preexisting—though largely arbitrary—boundaries (Arnold and 
Appelbaum 1996:49). Sweeney and Freser note that despite the well-documented and 
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undesirable effects of the MAUP, social scientists are generally compelled by the realities 
of the data to work with areal data (2004:245-246). 
 Attempts to solve the MAUP have been made. Some researchers have proposed 
Bayesian solutions to specific problems related to the MAUP (e.g., Hui 2009; 
Krivoruchko et al. 2011), moving to scale-independent test (Fotheringham 1989), 
reanalysis, and comparison at varying scales of analysis (Wong 2003). Others suggest 
less specialized methods. Among these methods are ensuring that the areal units are 
based on something other than mere data analytics (Bivand et al. 2008) and using the 
least aggregated data possible (Goodchild 1996). Additionally, in many situations, local 
statistics are more robust against the effects of the MAUP than global statistics (Lloyd 
2007). 
 This study will not attempt to offer a grand solution to the MAUP, rather it is 
acknowledged that, as the site’s director often says, “people did not live in our tidy 
squares” (Alan H. Simmons, personal communication 2013). Often there is no one way to 
do things when it comes to GIS and mapping, and the choices made often affect the final 
project; therefore, documenting the process is a high priority of this work.   
2.5. Summary and Implications 
 Though the discipline has had a deeply embedded conception of space since its 
early days, it was not until the New Archaeology that quantifying spatial relationships 
became common practice. GIS became a viable technology at a time when intra-site 
spatial analysis was under heavy criticism. As such, the application of GIS technology 
became focused on spatially larger phenomena. At these larger scales, abstracting sites to 
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point data is often acceptable. Polygonal (areal) data, where it is used at these scales, has 
primarily been used to represent practically homogeneous phenomena, such as soil type, 
much in the same way raster data often are. Moreover, perhaps as a necessary practice to 
compel the adoption of new technology, GIS publications have focused on the “gee-wiz” 
graphical capabilities of GIS to the exception of step-by-step explanations of the 
application of GIS. 
 These historical conditions have led to an imbalance in the literature and 
applications of GIS within archaeology. Entire volumes have been written on the 
application of GIS to explicitly landscape phenomena (e.g., Chapman 2009) and even 
specific problems occurring at the landscape level (e.g., White and Surface-Evans 2012). 
However, there has been little discussion of the application of GIS to site level 
phenomena, leading to a condition in which site level application of GIS remains 
primarily identical to CAD.  Additionally, the emphasis on dazzling graphics has led to 
an over reliance on less problematic (and realistically less available) point data, as well as 
a paucity of detailed methodological discussion. 
 With the understanding that master’s theses are where archaeology tests its 
Geographic Information Science, this thesis will address these issues by conducting a 
well-documented application of GIS powered spatial analysis to particular site specific 
questions using problematic (viz. realistic) areal data from the site of 'Ais Giorkis. Both 
the successes and failures of these tests will be documented in hopes of ultimately 
contributing to a useful body of GIS practice which will open up sub-ideal sites (e.g., low 
budget excavations and older excavations) to GIS analysis, as well as contribute to the 
growing resurgence of interest in intra-site spatial phenomena.   
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Chapter 3: Background to the Neolithic on Cyprus 
3.1. Introduction 
The history of Neolithic research on Cyprus has been marked by a series of major 
revisions to the island’s cultural history. Generally, each major revision has had to 
account for older and more complex occupation of the island than the previous consensus 
had understood.  
Until relatively recently, the Early Neolithic on Cyprus was all but unknown. As 
late as 1982, Vassos Karageorkis wrote that, despite considerable survey work, no 
evidence for humans on Cyprus can be found predating the relatively late Khirokitia
3
  
Culture (Karageorghis 1982:16). Casson notes that even the identification of the 
Khirokitia period came as somewhat of a shock when Porphyrios Dikaios began 
uncovering its sites in the 1930s (Casson 1970).   
The Khirokitia Culture (KC) was considered a late developing, relatively 
impoverished Aceramic Neolithic culture insular from the developments of the mainland 
Near East. However, more recent research has demonstrated sites of even greater 
antiquity and cultural similarity to the mainland Near East. By the late 1970s, initial 
reports were being debated, suggesting an even earlier occupation (Stanley-Price 1977). 
These reports were eventually confirmed through further survey and excavation leading 
to the widespread acknowledgement of a Pre-Pottery Neolithic B (PPNB) occupation 
with affinity to that of the mainland Near East.  
                                                 
3
 Sometimes transliterated “Choirokoitia,” from the Greek “Χοιροκοιτία” 
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Numerous purported pre-Neolithic sites had been proposed, though none held up 
to scrutiny until the close of the 1980s. A number of claims for Paleolithic sites had been 
made on Cyprus, including sites such as Ayios Mamas and Ayia Anna Perivolia; 
however, subsequent investigation revealed them to be geofactual or related to later 
periods (Knapp 2013:44; Simmons 1999:21-24). At this time, Alan H. Simmons and an 
interdisciplinary team excavated the stratified rock shelter Akrotiri Aetokremnos 
(sometimes called “Site E”) near the sea at the Sovereign Base Area of Akrotiri (Knapp 
2010; Simmons 1999; Simmons and Reese 1993), which dated to the Late Epipaleolithic. 
Three additional Late Epipaleolithic sites have recently been suggested by Ammermen et 
al. and one additional Epipaleolithic site by Efstratiou et al. Recent evidence has also 
been found for a Pre-Pottery Neolithic A (PPNA) occupation on Cyprus (McCartney 
2011; Vigne et al. 2012a). 
 
Knapp’s 
Periodization 
Cultural Periodization 
Approximate 
Calibrated Dates 
B.P. 
Approximate 
Calibrated Dates 
B.C. 
Late Epi- 
Paleolithic 
Akrotiri Phase 12.9-10.9 KBP 11,000-9000 BC 
Early 
Aceramic 
Neolithic 
Cypro-PPNA 10.9-10.4 KBP 9000-8500 BC 
Cypro-PPNB 10.5-9 KBP 8500-6800 BC 
Late 
Aceramic 
Neolithic 
Khirokitia Culture (KC) 9-7.5 KBP 7000-5200 BC 
Ceramic 
Neolithic 
Sotira Culture 6.9-5.9 KBP 4900-3800 BC 
Table 2-Periodization.  
Sources: (Knapp 2010:80; 2013:83; Simmons 2007:234) 
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3.2. The Late Epipaleolithic 
Currently, no sites have held up to scrutiny predating the Late Epipaleolithic and, 
indeed, even the sites of this period are mired in controversy. The Late Epipaleolithic 
presence on Cyprus is believed to have been characterized by periodic visits from the 
mainland, likely Levantine and/or south Anatolian coast, by complex hunter-gatherers 
(Knapp 2010). Multiple reasons for these visitations have been proposed, including 
access to resources such as salt or pygmy hippopotamus meat, as well as to satiate a 
human desire to explore.  
 
 
Figure 5-Late Epipaleolithic Sites 
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3.2.1. Akrotiri Aetokremnos 
Evidence for a human presence during the Pleistocene/Holocene transition is best 
evidenced at Akrotiri Aetokremnos. This site was first identified by the young son of a 
British serviceman stationed at the Sovereign Base Area of Akrotiri in 1961. He collected 
samples of chipped stone and bone associated with the site and provided the name “Site 
E” (Steel 2004). The site lay forgotten, however, until 1981 when R.A.F. Lieutenant 
Brian Pile rediscovered the site, also labeling it “Site E” (Simmons 1999). The site was 
finally excavated in 1987, 1988, and 1990 by a team led by Simmons after the then 
director of the Cyprus American Archaeological Research Institute (CAARI), Stuart 
Swiny, became interested in the site (Simmons 2014; Simmons and Reese 1993). Though 
the site firmly established a Late Epipaleolithic human presence on the island, it remains 
controversial due to its proposed role in the extinction of the endemic pygmy 
hippopotamus (cf. Ammerman and Noller 2005; Simmons and Mandel 2007b). 
The site of Akrotiri Aetokremnos was a collapsed rock shelter located on an 
eroding sedimentary talus of the cliffs (Figure 6) facing the Mediterranean Sea (Simmons 
1999). This situation provided stratified deposits but it also made access difficult and 
resulted in the erosion of an unknown quantity of the site. Simmons and team developed 
a series of five testable models to explain the site; after three seasons of excavation, they 
determined that the data best supported a model in which the site represents the activity 
of pre-Neolithic human agents, likely from Anatolia or the Levant (Simmons 1999). The 
site dating is robust with over 30 radiocarbon determinates. Charcoal samples were 
collected from Stratum 2, Stratum 4, and the interface of these strata. Additionally, bone, 
shell, and sediment have been dated. The weighted mean date is 11,775 cal B.P. 
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Considering only the charcoal dates, Stratum 2 dates to 11,919±173 (1σ) cal B.P., while 
Stratum 4 dates to 11,870±240 (1σ) cal B.P. (Simmons and Wigand 1999). In subsequent 
years, an additional AMS determinate was processed yielding a date of 12,135 (Cal.) B.P. 
(Simmons and Mandel 2007b), the dates of 12,776–12,461 cal B.P. have also been 
interpreted from these data (Vigne, Carrère, et al. 2011:256). These dates demonstrate a 
likely contemporaneity between the stratum that the majority of the pygmy hippopotami 
were found and the stratum which most of the cultural material has been found. 
 
 
Figure 6-Overlooking the Akrotiri Peninsula 
 
The site’s stratigraphy was characterized as relatively thin (about 1 meter) but 
intact with four major strata; Stratum 1 was primarily colluvium and sheet wash 
overlaying the cultural material, Stratum 2 was the cultural material, Stratum 3 was a thin 
sterile layer, and Stratum 4 was the bone bed (Simmons and Mandel 1999).  The tool 
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component of the chipped stone assemblage was dominated by scrapers (28%) and 
retouched flakes (17%). Of the scrapers, 56% were found in Stratum 2, 11% were found 
in Stratum 4, and 6% were found at the intersection of Strata 2 and 4 where Stratum 3 
was absent. Of the retouched flakes, 50% were found in Stratum 2, 14% were found in 
Stratum 4, and 5% were found at the intersection of Strata 2 and 4 where Stratum 3 was 
absent (See Simmons 1999:126; 2014:148-149). The debitage tells a similar story: 56% 
of tertiary flakes were found in Stratum 2, 16% in Stratum 4, and 4% at the intersection 
of Strata 2 and 4 where Stratum 3 was absent (Simmons 1999:126). 
The faunal assemblage includes small mammals, birds, snakes, tortoises, 
terrestrial and marine invertebrates, a single gray mullet, 3 (MNI) young pygmy 
elephants, and most contentious, over 505 (MNI) pygmy hippopotami (Phanourios 
minutus) (Simmons 1999:Chapter 7; 2014 Table 6.1). Of the pygmy hippopotami, 88% 
occurred in Stratum 4, 1.8% occurred in Stratum 2, and 5.2% were found at the 
intersection of Strata 2 and 4 where Stratum 3 was absent; however, of the bone found, in 
Stratum 4 over 32% was burnt, in Strata 2 46.3% was burnt, and of the intersection at 
least 11% was burnt (Simmons 1999:158). 
The excavation team has made a strong case that the hippopotami and the cultural 
items are directly related, and they have conceived a scenario in which the hunting of 
pygmy hippopotami was an important pull factor in island exploration (Simmons 1999, 
2012b, 2013). This point has been the most contentious issue surrounding Akrotiri 
Aetokremnos; one of the most common concerns has been the absence of cut marks on 
the hippopotami bones, though Simmons has noted that cut marks need not be present 
depending on a number of factors related to the physiology of the animal and the skill and 
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priorities of the butcher (see Bunimovitz and Barkai 1996; Simmons 1996). Additionally, 
Ammerman has been critical of the dates published for the site, preferring to calibrate the 
determinants to 12,850-12,050 B.P. to better correspond to the Younger Dryas 
(Ammerman et al. 2007), a difference of about 900 years from the calibration presented 
in Simmons, 1999. Regardless of the debate over the relationship between the 
hippopotami and the people, and minor disagreement over the calibration of the 
radiocarbon dates, it is generally accepted that this project has “established beyond a 
doubt that people were present and active on the island during the Late Epipaleolithic” 
(Knapp 2013:48). 
3.2.2. Others 
Moving into less certain territory, three additional Epipaleolithic sites have 
recently been proposed by Albert Ammerman and Jay Noller. While these sites lack firm 
dates and strong stratigraphic context, they have entered the literature on a tentative basis 
beginning early in the second season with an article profiling the project’s director 
(Bohannon 2007). While this was seen as premature by some researchers (Simmons and 
Mandel 2007a), these sites are now being tentatively discussed within the context 
established by the program at Akrotiri Aetokremnos (see Knapp 2013:59-74). 
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Figure 7-Akamas Aspros 
 
Beginning in 2004, Ammerman et al. (2006) identified two (or three) new 
Epipaleolithic sites by lithic association within the context of aeolianite dunes on the 
southern coast of the island. During the first season, the project focused on ground survey 
at Akamas Aspros (Figure 7) and Nissi Beach near Ayia Napa. These surveys were 
conducted initially using one and two meter collection circles with centroids located on 
identifiable topological features. A later phase employed 25 meter wide transects at Nissi 
Beach and three meter wide transects at ‘Aspros; these were then mapped onto Quick 
Bird satellite images (Ammerman et al. 2007). The chipped stone assemblage collected in 
the first season was said to closely match that of Akrotiri Aetokremnos, though with 
lesser emphasis on bladelets at Nissi Beach, while all three were distinct from the 
assemblages of the Cypro-PPNB (Ammerman et al. 2008:11-13).  
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The second report provided information on the small site of Akamas Alimman, 
interpreted as a special activity area satellite site of ‘Aspros. Two-hundred and fifty 
pieces of chipped stone were collected, though the data used to construct the 
interpretation of ‘Alimman only describes 80 pieces (cf. Ammerman et al. 2007:13 & 16). 
Of these, tools make up over 21% of the assemblage, while cores account for only 3.75%, 
and unfinished blanks represent 7.5% of the assemblage. These data suggest a chaîne 
opértoire in which tools were being crafted at another location, likely the main site of 
‘Aspros, using local material and being carried the 250 meters between sites for specific 
activities (Ammerman et al. 2007; Ammerman et al. 2006). However, this interpretation 
is contingent on the 80 piece assemblage being representative of the larger 250 piece 
collected assemblage and that the collected pieces have not been overly distorted by 
depositional and post-depositional processes. A second collection made the following 
year at ‘Alimman recovered another 125 pieces, of which 25% were tools, 8% were cores 
(e.g., Figure 8), and 7.2%  were unfinished blanks; oddly, the missing 170 pieces from 
the first survey are not discussed and the chart summarizing the 80 pieces discussed 
above sums to 92 pieces (Ammerman et al. 2008:17). 
 
Figure 8-Bladelet Core at 'Alimman 
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The latest report from Ammerman et al. discusses the underwater archaeology and 
excavation at Akamas Aspros and Nissi Beach. The underwater survey at ‘Aspros 
recovered 40 chipped stone artifacts; while debitage and blanks were also recovered, only 
tool data was presented. The recovered tools were 1 backed piece, 1 notched piece, 2 
perforators, 4 retouched flakes, and 2 utilized flakes. These data are interpreted as support 
for the idea that the majority of the site is now located underwater, however, some 
caution should be employed in accepting this interpretation (Ammerman et al. 2008). 
Alternate explanations, such as discard, accidental loss whilst embarking/debarking on 
the island, river carry, and even wave action should be carefully considered.  As 
Simmons offered pygmy hippopotamus hunting as a potential pull factor for Akrotiri 
Aetokremnos, Ammerman et al. propose that sea salt deposits were potential resources 
targeted by the Late Epipaleolithic visitors to Akamas Aspros (Ammerman et al. 2008). 
While this is possible, it seems to be a less than optimal foraging strategy for seafaring 
people to voyage the open sea in order to collect sea salt, which would have been 
available on the coasts from which they embarked, extractible with only the effort of 
evaporation. Nevertheless, humans are not an exclusively optimizing species and it is 
possible that Cypriot salt possessed an extra-utilitarian value.  
Recently, a Late Epipaleolithic site has been proposed outside of the coastal 
regions. Investigation at Vretsia Roudias began in 2009, and only preliminary results 
have been published (Efstratou et al. 2012) at the time of this writing. Nevertheless, 
examination of the surface lithics suggested a stone tool industry similar to that of 
Akrotiri Aetokremnos. Results of the 2010 subsurface data are currently in press; 
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however, according to Simmons (2014), the subsurface data support the Late 
Epipaleolithic presence suggested in Efstratou et al. 2012. These data also appear to 
demonstrate the richest lithic assemblage yet recorded at a Late Epipaleolithic site on 
Cyprus (Simmons 2014:Table 7.1). This is not surprising given the chert rich 
environment of the Troodos compared to the coast. 
3.2.3. Summary of the Late Epipaleolithic 
Overall, the Late Epipaleolithic on Cyprus appears to have been a time of periodic 
visitation to collect special resources available on the southern coast of the island. It 
would be interesting if it were possible to determine if the seafarers of the Epipaleolithic 
were exporting the resources of Cyprus back to the mainland as prestige goods, if the 
resources of Cyprus were being consumed locally for prestige purposes (perhaps 
initiation through hippo consumption), or if the resources were being consumed locally 
purely for necessity’s sake. Perhaps future research may focus on these issues; however, 
given the current contention over details like site validity, exact dates, and relationships 
with possible pull factors, this is unlikely in the near future.  
3.3. The Neolithic on Cyprus 
 As mentioned above, for many years no occupation predating the relatively late 
KC period (c. 9-7.5 KBP) was known to the island. As late as 1994 there was no known 
Neolithic presence on Cyprus predating the KC (Simmons 1994). By the early 2000s, the 
perceived long hiatus between the Late Epipaleolithic and the KC had been broken up by 
the addition of a Cypro-Pre-Pottery Neolithic-B phase. By 2001, the Cypro-PPNB phase 
looked much as it does today (Swiny 2001).  
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From this point on, this chapter will no longer include the Cypro- prefix before 
the phase names. This is a choice made to improve readability, and should not be 
interpreted as minimalizing the differences between the mainland PPN phases and their 
Cypriot counterparts.  
No PPNA had been identified until Ayia Varvara Asprokremnos was reexamined 
by the Elaborating Early Neolithic Cyprus Project in the mid-2000s (cf. McCartney 1998; 
McCartney et al. 2006). Even after this revision, it was not until around 2010 when the 
idea of a PPNA phase occupation of Cyprus gained broad acceptance (Manning et al. 
2010).  
3.3.1. The PPNA 
  As mentioned above, a Pre-Pottery Neolithic A (PPNA) component has recently 
been demonstrated on Cyprus. This closes a gap in the archaeological record that had 
been perceived between the Akrotiri and PPNB phases, often conceptualized as a PPNA 
hiatus in the human exploitation of Cyprus following the close of the Epipaleolithic (see 
Knapp 2013; Manning et al. 2010; Steel 2004). Recent work at the sites of Ayios 
Tychonas Klimonas and Ayia Varvara Asprokremnos have established a convincing 
claim for this period’s presence on Cyprus, and with it, the need to once again revise our 
models of the colonization of Cyprus. 
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Figure 9-PPNA Sites 
 
3.3.1.1.Agios Tychonas Klimonas 
 Excavations at ‘Klimonas have produced 11 AMS radiocarbon determinates using 
charcoal, demonstrating a tight cluster of dates between 11,092 and 10,503 B.P. at 1σ, a 
lithic assemblage bearing an affinity with Levantine PPNA assemblages, domestic and 
communal architecture, and a suite of pre-domesticated plants and animals (Vigne et al. 
2012a). Of particular interest to the longue durée view of the exploitation and 
colonization of Cyprus are 871 (NISP) suid bones (Vigne et al. 2012b), which Vigne 
believes relate to boars introduced to Cyprus from the mainland during the Akrotiri 
(Epipaleolithic) period and evidenced at Akrotiri Aetokremnos (Vigne, Carrère, et al. 
2011). In addition to pig remains, the faunal assemblage at ‘Klimonas include domestic 
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dog, mouse (multiple species), cat, and human (Vigne et al. 2012a). Evidence for pre-
domestic emmer wheat has also been observed through casts (Vigne et al. 2012b).  
3.3.1.2.Ayia Varvara Asprokremnos 
 Research at Ayia Varvara Asprokremnos has produced 13 radiocarbon dates 
suggesting an occupation between 10,749 and 10,579 cal B.P.(Manning et al. 2010). The 
lithic industry also conforms to a broadly PPNA pattern, employing unidirectional blade 
cores, with some residual microlithic production (McCartney 2011). The tool assemblage 
is dominated by burins (22.5%); however, over 100 projectile points composed around 
4% of the total tools, perforators made up about the same percentage (4.9%), and scrapers 
made up 5.6% of the assemblage, while glossed pieces were poorly represented 
(McCartney 2011:189). Manning et al. (2010) note that these data suggest ‘Asprokremnos 
was not likely a site of farming activity. Others have noted that the site is located in a 
chert rich area in the eastern foothills of the Troodos mountains, perhaps suggesting chert 
acquisition was a major component in the placement of this site (Barnett 2008). In 
addition to lithic resources, the site was also situated to take advantage of ochre deposits, 
evidenced both by the physical landscape and the remains of grinding implements 
bearing ochre residue (Manning et al. 2010).  
 The relatively shallow deposits at Ayia Varvara Asprokremnos, lack of defined 
middens, and ephemeral structures suggest to Knapp that this site was likely a seasonal or 
temporary occupation, similar to the pattern seen in the preceding Epipaleolithic. 
Although, in regard to middens, McCartney notes that ‘Asprokremnos contains a complex 
dump feature worked into the havarra (a chalky, easily modified, bedrock located in 
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certain areas of Cyprus) that suggests occupation period/s of at least three months based 
on contemporaneous mainland villages (McCartney 2011:187). This is still contingent 
with seasonal occupation as suggested by Knapp, but it must be regarded as substantial 
seasonal occupation rather than casual seasonal occupation based on these data. Lacking 
all but preliminary data from Agios Tychonas Klimonas at the time of his writing, Knapp 
tentatively characterized the entire PPNA period based off the information from the 
single site of ‘Asprokremnos, resulting in an interpretation in which Cyprus is subject to 
seasonal exploitation by seafaring populations throughout the Late Epipaleolithic and 
PPNA periods and is not colonized until the subsequent PPNB (Knapp 2013). Given the 
evidence from Agios Tychonas Klimonas, this interpretation must be reevaluated.  
3.3.1.3.Recent developments at Agios Tychonas Klimonas 
  The data from further excavation at the site of ‘Klimonas demonstrates very 
different lifeways were being practiced than has been evidenced at the site of 
‘Asprokremnos. The site of ‘Asprokremnos demonstrates a lithic assemblage, suggesting 
a site with strong focus on hunting and hide production (projectile points, shaft 
straighteners, scrapers, perforators, etc.), although materials such as toolstone and ochre 
were also an important part of the site’s economy. The low frequency of glossed pieces 
and ground stone related to plant processing suggests exploration of wild or cultivated 
plants was not a major aspect of this site; the ephemeral architecture and thin deposits 
suggest relatively temporary occupations. The site of Agios Tychonas Klimonas, 
however, represents a much more substantial occupation, not contingent with an 
interpretation of Cyprus within the broader Near East identical to the prevailing 
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interpretation of the Epipaleolithic. Though pig hunting remained an important 
component of the foodways at ‘Klimonas, evidence for cereal production (emmer wheat) 
includes chaff casts, grinding stones, and glossed pieces (Vigne et al. 2012a). These data 
suggest that cereal (domesticated in the sense of being controlled by humans, though not 
in the morphological sense) was being produced locally. If this were the case, it suggests 
occupations extending into multiple seasons as required by the seasonality of planting, 
tending, and harvesting cereal crops. In addition, the architecture found at ‘Klimonas was 
much more substantial than was evidenced at the site of ‘Asprokremnos. The community 
building in particular demonstrates both physical and ritual investment beyond what 
would be seen at a seasonal camp. Vigne et al. note that the structure was 10 meters in 
diameter and semi-subterranean, having been sunk 1 meter into the earth. They calculate 
that 75 cubic meters of earth would have had to have been removed, in addition to the 
labor necessary for the construction of the walls. Moreover, they note numerous ritual 
deposits associated with the structure including caches of blades, projectile points, and 
ornamentation (Vigne et al. 2012a).   
 Given these new data from Agios Tychonas Klimonas, it seems that we must, 
again, reevaluate the role of Cyprus within the broader Near East. It appears that during 
the Late Epipaleolithic, seafaring populations from the mainland were visiting the island 
in order to acquire certain resources, though at this time the island does not appear to 
have been perceived as a place suitable for habitation. These mainland visitors to Cyprus 
seem to have brought with them non-domestic animals including boar which were left, 
perhaps intentionally, on the island. In the subsequent PPNA period, visitation continued, 
now exploiting the introduced species. This period appears to show continuation of the 
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previous model, seasonal exploitation, along with the introduction of the first settlement. 
With settlement came the village, dogs, cats, cereals, and possibly commensal mice.  
3.3.2. The PPNB 
Compared to the Pre-Pottery Neolithic A phase, there are more well documented 
sites within the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B (PPNB) phase. Though the present understanding 
is somewhat incomplete due in part to the ongoing political situation in Cyprus and the 
relatively late discovery of the period, it appears that the PPNB phase of Cypriot 
prehistory is marked by widespread settlement of the coastal areas of the island. Coastal 
preference (c. <5 KM) appears to dominate early settlement of Cyprus through the 
Khirokitia Culture (Knapp 2013:109). 'Ais Giorkis is an exception to this pattern, as it is 
located well inland of the other sites. Additionally, emerging evidence from Prastio 
Mesorotsos, located about 7.5 KM from the sea, may suggest a PPNB component there as 
well (McCarthy 2010, 2013); as yet, however, it is too early to include this site within the 
cannon of the PPNB on Cyprus.  
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Figure 10-Selected PPNB Sites 
 
This section discusses the sites of Akanthou Arkosykos
4
 (Akanthou’), Kalavasos Tenta 
(Tenta), Kissonerga Mylouthkia (‘Mylouthkia), Krittou Marottou Ais Giorkis5 ('Ais 
Giorkis), and Parekklesia Shillourokambos (‘Shillourokambos). While other sites have 
been proposed—for example Politiko Kelaïdhoni, and Agrokipia Paleokamina (see Jones 
2008), too little information is available in scholarly sources to warrant discussion at this 
time.   
3.3.2.1.Supra-regional perspective 
One major concern within the archaeology of PPNB Cyprus has been the degree 
                                                 
4
 Also referred to as Tatlısu Çiftlikdüzü within the de jure borders of the Turkish Republic of Northern 
Cyprus.  
5
 Until recently Romanized as Ais Yiorkis. 
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of connectivity, both physically and ideationally, that existed between Cyprus and the 
Mainland at this time. This issue is especially salient given the history of Neolithic 
research on Cyprus.  
 
General Period Anatolia Cyprus Levant 
Epipaleolithic 
ECA 1 
12.9-9 KBP 
Akrotiri Phase 
12.9-10.9 KBP 
Epipaleolithic 
16-11.6 KBP 
PPNA 
C-PPNA 
10.9-10.5 KBP 
PPNA 
11.6-10.5 KBP 
PPNB 
ECA 2 
9-7.6 KBP 
C-PPNB 
10.5-9 KBP PPNB/C 
10.5-8.2 KBP 
 
ECA 3 
7-6 KBP 
Khirokitia Culture 
9-7.5 KBP 
Pottery Neolithic 
Sotira Culture 
6.9-5.9 KBP 
Pottery Neolithic 
8.2-6.7 KBP 
Chalcolithic 
ECA 4/5 
6-4 KBP 
Chalcolithic 
5.7-4.2 KBP 
Chalcolithic 
6.7-4 KBP 
Table 3-Supra-Regional Comparative Chronologies 
Sources: (Asouti 2006:94; Ofar Bar-Yosef 2001:131; Knapp 2010:80; 2013:83; Peltenburg 1989; Simmons 
2007:234) 
 
 
During the PPNB, naviform core technology similar to that of the mainland enters 
the lithic assemblages of Cyprus. Additionally, obsidian artifacts—which would have 
been imported, likely from Anatolia—have been found in varying quantities at all of the 
PPNB sites, but most prominently at Akanthou’ and ‘Shillourokambos. These data 
demonstrate an ongoing relationship with the Near Eastern mainland throughout the 
Early Aceramic Neolithic, though there are numerous differences between the mainland 
and Cyprus.  
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3.3.2.2.Architecture 
One of the most notable differences between the mainland Near East and Cyprus 
during the PPNB can be found in the architectural assemblages. It has been noted that, on 
the mainland, architecture of the PPNB transitions from the dominant round structures of 
the preceding PPNA to rectangular floor plans, such as the long enduring megaron 
(Simmons 2007:133-134). This is not the case in Cyprus where architecture, when 
identifiable, remains generally circular until the Bronze Age. This is especially notable as 
the transition to rectangular architecture has been described as “the irreducible trademark 
of the PPNB(…) present everywhere (as) part of the global character of the PPNB” 
(Cauvin 2000:98). 
An exception to the absence of rectilinear architecture has been reported at 
Akanthou’. Rescue excavation suggested at least six structures of differing shapes 
including circular and rectangular dwellings as well as evidence of plaster production and 
plastered walls (Şevketoğlu 2006:123-124).  
Circular dwelling structures dating to the PPNB have also been discovered at 
‘Shillourokambos and Tenta. Definitively residential structures have not been identified 
at either 'Ais Giorkis or ‘Mylouthkia, though neither are without architecture. Though no 
residential structures have been identified within the PPNB component of ‘Mylouthkia, 
burnt daub fill within the wells present at the site has led to speculation of timber and 
daub structures of unknown shape (Peltenburg 2003b:89-90). Architecture at ‘Ais Giorkis 
consists of numerous circular and ovoid platforms (e.g., Figure 11) which may or may 
not be domestic in nature.  
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Figure 11-Platform at 'Ais Giorkis 
 
3.3.2.3.Chipped Stone 
The chipped stone assemblages of PPNB Cyprus are regrettably difficult to 
compare at the moment, though this has improved dramatically in recent years. Of the 
five well documented sites, two have not yet published complete chipped stone data. 
Both Akanthou’ and ‘Shillourokambos have only limited published data. Akanthou’ has 
published only approximate obsidian counts, over 4000 pieces (Şevketoğlu 2006:124). 
‘Shillourokambos has slightly more information published currently, though the bulk of 
the chipped stone data are promised in the forthcoming Shillourokambos Vol. 2. 
Presently, tool and obsidian data are published, while overall data has not been recently 
discussed. They demonstrate 232 tools (Philibert 2011) and over 300 pieces of non-local 
obsidian (Guilaine and Briois 2001:40) and an early publication from the site noted an 
excess of 13,000 pieces of chipped stone (Guilaine et al. 1998). The PPNB component at 
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Mylouthkia has produced the smallest assemblage recorded, with a slight 140 pieces with 
only a handful (22) of obsidian pieces (McCartney and Gratuze 2003). Comparatively, 
‘Tenta’s PPNB phase chipped stone assemblage of 60,243 pieces is quite large 
(McCartney 2005:233-235). By contrast, 'Ais Giorkis has produced a chipped stone 
assemblage over three times that of PPNB ‘Tenta, which are discussed in detail elsewhere 
within this work.  
3.4. Moving Forward 
If the history of research into the early prehistory of Cyprus yields any cohesive 
theme, it is that further research often requires a complete reframing of our understanding 
of Cypriot prehistory. The still developing picture of the Neolithic on Cyprus appears to 
demonstrate a much more complex situation than had previously been believed.  
Robust regional and supra-regional syntheses can only occur in a data rich 
research environment. This study intends to provide much needed data in terms of 
chipped stone counts for 'Ais Giorkis. The 'Ais Giorkis chipped stone catalog was last 
thoroughly described by Kasey O’Horo (O'Horo 2008); five additional excavation 
seasons have been conducted with still one more taking place during the writing of this 
work. The raw counts updated to include these additional six seasons will be presented in 
Appendix I, following the general structure of the Lithic Typology and Technology 
Appendix to the Tenta Chipped Stone Report (McCartney 2005) to facilitate comparison. 
Additionally, this work will examine the 'Ais Giorkis lithic assemblage from an explicitly 
spatial perspective using Esri’s ArcGIS 10. 
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Chapter 4: Background and History of Excavation at ‘Ais Giorkis 
 
4.1. Introduction 
This section discusses the history of excavation, environment, field procedures, 
and challenges associated with the archaeological exploration of ‘Ais Giorkis. 'Ais 
Giorkis was initially identified as a specialized activity site, focused on the procurement 
of wild deer and pig, associated with the later Khirokitia Culture (KC) (Fox 1987; 
Stewart 2006). Excavations at 'Ais Giorkis have instead produced a rich Cypro-PPNB 
assemblage that suggests a more intensive human occupation than had been suspected.  
4.2. History of Research'Ais Giorkis was initially discovered by the Canadian 
Palaipaphos Survey Project (CPSP) in 1980 and cataloged at Kritou Marottou-Ais 
Yiorkis (CPSP:80-E-46
6
); the CPSP cataloged Kannaviou-Kochina (CPSP:80-E-38), a 
nearby site, the same year. 'Ais Giorkis is the first Aceramic Neolithic site identified in 
the Paphos District (Fox 1987; Rupp et al. 1984:140). As mentioned in Chapter 3, no 
PPNB period was known on Cyprus in the early 1980s; both sites were, therefore, 
assumed to be associated with the Khirokitia Culture. The CPSP returned to 'Ais Giorkis 
during the 1982 season identifying “two potential cobble building walls” protruding from 
the modern terrace wall and estimated the site area as four decares (Fox 1987; Rupp et al. 
1984:140).  
In 1997, Dr. Alan H. Simmons led test excavations at both 'Ais Giorkis and 
                                                 
6
 CPSP site numbers follow the convention: YY-R-nn, where YY=2 digit year, R=initial of River, nn=find 
number. 
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‘Kochina under the aegis of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV). Excavation at 
‘Kochina revealed a heavily damaged KC period site with limited research potential, 
while excavation at 'Ais Giorkis revealed a substantial quantity of chipped stone and Bos 
remains with only 3 m
2
  of excavation and 175 m
2 
of surface survey (Simmons 2003).  
An additional 23 m
2
 of excavation and 175 m
2
 of surface survey were conducted 
in 2002 at 'Ais Giorkis (Simmons and O'Horo 2003).  The purpose of this season was to 
expand the artifact sample, determine whether significant architecture and deposits were 
present in situ, and attempt to locate additional Bos remains (Simmons 2003). 
The 2003 season excavated an additional 24 m
2
, with the primary goal of the 
season being the excavation and documentation of Feature 1, the large circular platform 
in Figure 12 (Simmons 2003).  
 
 
Figure 12-Feature/Platform 1 
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The primary goal of the 2004 field season was defining the site boundaries and 
examining the upper terrace areas (see Figure 13), the 2005, 2006, 2007, and 2008 field 
seasons have focused on exploring the areas of the upper terrace (O'Horo 2008:46). 
 
 
Figure 13-Approximate Areas of Upper (blue) and Lower (green) Terraces 
Image courtesy of Google Earth, ©2014 CNES/Astrium 
 
In 2011, a limited quantity of field work was conducted to evaluate remote sensing 
conducted during the 2009 season. Work resumed in earnest in 2013 and continues into 
the 2014 field season, both also focusing on the archaeology of the upper terrace.  
The results of the chipped stone analysis from seasons 1997, 2002, 2003, and 
2004 have been described in detail by Kasey O’Horo (2008). This work will attempt to 
avoid retreading ground covered by O’Horo: for example, definitions of the typology 
employed by the Ais Giorkis Project (see O'Horo 2008:Chapter 4). Likewise, the 
obsidian portion of the chipped stone assemblage has recently received explicit treatment 
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by Melson (2010) and will be treated only as general chipped stone here. It will be 
especially interesting to compare the results of O’Horo’s distribution analysis using 
traditional methods and this study’s distribution analysis using GIS techniques, 
additionally of interest will be changes in the statistical breakdown of chipped stone 
published previously (based on < 22% of the pre-2014 season assemblage) and that of 
this study. See Figure 14 for the breakdown of chipped stone by year. 
 
 
Figure 14-Chipped Stone Finds by Year, 1997-2013 
 
 
During the 2005, 2006, and 2007 field seasons, flotation sampling was conducted 
in an effort to better understand the nature of the site through its faunal remains. The 
1156 liters of samples taken in 2005 demonstrated an abundance of two-grained einkorn 
wheat; however, based on the low percentages of weed remains or chaff in the sample, it 
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has been suggested that the grain was imported from elsewhere on the island (Espinda 
2007:120). Recent publication of the expanded dataset revealed that out of the entire 
sample of 2173 liters, only 17 pieces of einkorn chaff have been recovered (Lucas et al. 
2012:120). 
During the 2009 and 2013 field seasons, limited Ground Penetrating Radar survey 
was conducted by Dr. Beverly Chiarulli. Additionally, during the 2013 field season Dr. 
Chiarulli provided use of the Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) survey 
equipment used to collect the survey points employed by this study (Figure 15). 
 
 
Figure 15-Author and K. DiBennedetto Collecting Survey Points, 2013 
 
4.3. Dating 
The dating of 'Ais Giorkis to the Cypro-PPNB (c. 10.5-9 cal B.P.) has been firmly 
established using multiple lines of evidence. From a typological standpoint, the most 
important fossil directeur of the PPNB, including its manifestation on Cyprus, is the 
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naviform core (e.g., Karimali 2005:189; Yamazaki et al. 2004); excavations at ‘Ais 
Giorkis have produced at least 28 of these diagnostic pieces. More important in 
establishing the date of the site are over 20 radiocarbon determinates. Based on the 19 
most consistent determinates taken from charred material the site dates to 9,520-9,390 cal 
B.P. For a complete list of radiocarbon determinates see Table 1 in Simmons (2012). 
These dates are firmly within the established chronology of the Cypro-PPNB. 
4.4. The Geography of 'Ais Giorkis 
 'Ais Giorkis is located in the western foothills of the Troodos Mountains at an 
elevation of approximately 470 meters above Cyprus Mean Sea Level. Extensive 
terracing and erosion have altered the landscape significantly since its Neolithic 
occupation.  
4.4.1. Physical Geography: 
The site is concentrated within two modern terraces on the southern slope of a 
large hill between Krittou Marottou and Kannaviou. The hill, even after terracing, 
remains quite steep. The grade as measured in Google Earth is 25.67% from the base of 
the lower terrace to the hilltop (see Figure 16), or 22.2% as measured based on kriged 
2013 survey points (see Figure 17). 
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Figure 16-Google Earth Elevation Profile 
 
 
Figure 17-Elevation Profile Generated in ArcGIS 
 
 In addition to the upper and lower terrace division, the upper terrace appears to be 
further divisible. Based on observation of excavated features at ‘Ais Giorkis, two distinct 
areas have identified on the upper terrace. The first is in the downslope or grid eastern 
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portion of the site and is typified by circular-to-ovoid stone structures. The second is in 
the upslope or grid western area and is typified by pit features dug into the soft bedrock. 
4.4.2. Geology and Climatology 
At the site level, the project geoarchaeologist, Rolfe Mandel, has identified four 
archaeologically relevant strata at ‘Ais Giorkis. Stratum I is the uppermost layer, 
characterized as colluvium disturbed by plow activity. Stratum II is characterized as a 
rich layer of cultural material transported downslope from its original archaeological 
context by colluvial processes; it can be up to 1.5 meters thick in downslope areas, and 
absent in upslope areas. Simmons notes that “although artifacts in Stratum II have been 
redeposited, it is unlikely that they moved a great distance, as the edges of chipped stone 
materials are very sharp” (2012a), a statement that will be tested in the next chapter. 
Stratum III is characterized as cultural material that remains geologically in situ; it can 
also be variable absent or up to 1.5 meters thick. Stratum IV is characterized as bedrock; 
in this area a crumbly white limestone which can also be present in cobbles within 
Stratum II, locally known as havara (see Schirmer 1998). This stratigraphic arrangement 
is complicated by numerous erosional features, such as gulley, which have been acting on 
the site since its occupation. Additionally, this stratigraphic arrangement is far better 
suited to downslope areas of the site than to describing the upslope area. This is 
especially true of pit features. Many of the pit features at 'Ais Giorkis are located in areas 
where the stratigraphy is thin enough that plow marks are often present on the bedrock, 
such that Stratum I intrudes on Stratum IV, and the feature itself is carved into the havara 
with Stratum II like deposits filling the pit.  
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From the standpoint of lithic raw material, 'Ais Giorkis is located in a geologically 
rich area (see Figure 18). The geological zone Ku-Ou is the Lefkara Formation, a 
Paleocene to Miocene aged carbonate deposit formed directly above earlier volcanic 
deposits while the area was still beneath the ocean (Kahler 1994). This formation is the 
source of both Lefkara and Moni chert, which tends to form in contact zones between the 
sedimentary material of the Lefkara Formation and pillow lavas (Stewart 2006). The UPL 
layer is composed of pillow lava and is immediately northeast of the site. Also northwest 
are BG and Db deposits; both are composed of diabase, a mafic rock used by the 
inhabitants of 'Ais Giorkis as a raw material for axes. 
 
 
Figure 18-Area Geology 
Derived from (Geological Survey Department 1995) 
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Modern precipitation averages 758.6 mm/year at the nearest station, Pano Panagia 
(Meteorology 2012), with a typical Mediterranean climate (Köppen-Geiger type “Csa”) 
such that the majority of the rain falls during the cooler months with little to no 
precipitation between June and September. Several seasonal streams are located near the 
site, while the Ezousa River is located approximately 1.5 km from the site (see 35/XXXII 
1979).  
4.4.3. Subsistence 
 ‘Ais Giorkis is somewhat enigmatic in that it seems to have a full suite of 
agricultural technologies (cf. Espinda 2007; O'Horo 2008), and yet it appears quite 
different from typical Neolithic farming villages, both within contemporary Cyprus, and 
within the broader Near East.  
Glossed and sickle tools are not uncommon within the lithic assemblage of 'Ais 
Giorkis. Additionally, preliminary results of Renée Kolvet’s ground stone analysis 
demonstrated that 60.1% of the ground stone assemblage is composed of grinding 
implements. As noted above, Lucas’ (née Espinda’s) flotation study yielded copious 
evidence for einkorn wheat at 'Ais Giorkis. Additionally, she found evidence for barley, 
pea/vetch, lentil, and wild oat (Lucas et al. 2012). Based on the low quantity of weed 
remains and chaff associate with the 'Ais Giorkis flotation study, Lucas has suggested that 
the residents of 'Ais Giorkis may have been importing their grain from other locations, 
possibly coastal sites (Espinda 2007:120). However, given the quantity of harvesting type 
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tools found within the 'Ais Giorkis chipped stone assemblage and the limited spatial 
coverage of the flotation study this scenario is not yet proven.  
Rich bone deposits at 'Ais Giorkis are composed of heavily fractured pig, deer, 
and caprid bones, as well as limited cattle bones. As analysis is still underway by the 
project zooarchaeologist, Paul W. Croft, and Katelyn DiBenedetto it is premature to 
attempt to quantify the faunal assemblage. Nonetheless, preliminary data suggest that 
deer (NISP exceeding 14,841) and pig (NISP exceeding 8,900) contributed significantly 
to the diet of the inhabitants of 'Ais Giorkis (Simmons 2012a:96). The emerging picture 
of subsistence at 'Ais Giorkis suggests an economy primarily focused on deer and pig 
exploitation, with limited, though substantial, ovicaprine and cereal grain components.  
4.5. Site Formation 
 Understanding the formation processes affecting a site is crucial to any 
archaeological interpretation (see Schiffer 1996); this is especially true at ‘Ais Giorkis. 
Post-depositional processes relating to the colluvial transportation of material from the 
upslope areas to downslope areas of the site may have resulted in a significant 
redistribution of material. Additionally, agricultural terracing has likely destroyed some 
of the site, as well as altered the physical geography of the area. Erosion has been an 
issue since the site was occupied, leading to active gullying during and after occupation 
which has redeposited artifacts and altered features. Additionally, several stone piles have 
been found in proximity to Platforms 2 and 3 (see Figure 28 for locations); whether these 
were intentional flood control structures or the result of natural processes is still a matter 
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of debate. Regardless of how they came to be, these piles form artifact traps, as do the pit 
features located in the upper most portion of the site.   
The majority of the site, as it is currently understood, is located upon the upper 
terrace. As such, recent excavations have focused on the upper terrace. This is due in part 
to its favorable preservation, the discovery of architectural features in the upper terrace, 
and limitations imposed by contemporary land use.  As visible in Figure 13, the lower 
terrace area is currently under cultivation, while the upper terrace has been fallow for 
several decades.  This allows for more aggressive excavation in the upper terrace than 
would be possible in the lower terrace. 
4.6. Ais Giorkis Project Methodology 
 Excavation and data management methodology are important considerations, 
given the biases associated with various field choices. Moreover, as this thesis is 
concerned with employing GIS to a site not excavated with GIS in mind, understanding 
the excavation program is valuable in that it establishes the challenges of post-hoc 
applications of GIS-based analysis. 
4.6.1. Spatial Considerations 
 During the 1997 field season, no site grid had been established and investigation 
was primarily conducted in 1 m
2
 test pits and 5 m
2
 surface collection units. During the 
2002 field season, a site grid was established. The grid was aligned to the modern 
terraces at approximately 40º eastern declination from True North. The grid origin was 
not staked and has no associated terrain feature. The origin of the grid was placed to 
capture the site in positive north and west values. Units from this point on are primarily 5 
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m
2
, excavated in 2.5 m
2
 quarters once beneath the plow zone. Units are recorded by the 
grid coordinates of the southwest corner of the 5 m
2
 unit and corner name: e.g., “20 North 
5 West Southwest Corner.” No total station or survey transit has been available to the 
project. Unit stakeout is based on eyeball and string measures from previously 
established units. Vertical measures are taken by line level from various local data. Some 
vertical measures have been taken using a dumpy level, particularly in the upslope 
portion of the upper terrace. 
 These lower precision survey techniques have allowed the project to employ more 
specialists and conduct more time excavating than would have been possible if modern 
survey equipment had been purchased and shipped to the island. Moreover, the prevailing 
genre conventions of Neolithic archaeology on Cyprus are grounded in site level 
discussion. Given these factors, spatial errors of less than three meters are justified. 
Nonetheless, these errors present serious challenges to the implementation of a GIS-based 
spatial analysis of the site. These issues and how they have been overcome will be 
discussed in Chapter 5. 
4.6.2. Excavation, Sampling, and Collection 
 Unit excavation is conducted by arbitrary layer. Though new strata generally 
result in new layers, layers are neither tied to strata nor to depth. The intention of this 
system was to allow unit levels to correspond to either the cultural or geological 
stratigraphy when present or default to a common depth, e.g. 10 or 20 cm, when not 
present (O'Horo 2008:55).  
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Crew experience level varies; however, a substantial portion of the project’s crew 
is composed of students from the University of Edinburgh’s Lembda Field School. Some 
field students have been within their first year of archaeological training and most in the 
field for the first time. Other crew was composed of graduate students and a limited 
number of professional archaeologists.  
If a feature is identified, the feature’s matrix is 100 percent screened. Outside of 
identified feature, screening is conducted on every fifth bucket, producing a 20 percent 
screening sample. Screening is conducted using a 6.35 mm (¼ inch) mesh. In addition to 
material found during screening, material is often collected as it is identified during 
excavation. 
Given the experience level of the crew, larger screen size, and the practice of 
direct collection of visually identified artifacts, it can be assumed that the collected 
chipped stone, shell, and faunal assemblages of 'Ais Giorkis are almost certainly biased 
somewhat toward larger pieces (see Graesch 2009). Once artifacts have been collected, 
whether by screen or in unit, they are sorted into general classes (i.e. Chipped Stone, 
Ground Stone, Bone, Shell, Other) and issued field numbers (FNs) identifying them to 
their origin unit and level. They are then transported to the project’s field quarters for 
cleaning and analysis.  
4.6.3. Chipped Stone Analysis: 
 Given the limitations on removing artifacts from Cyprus and the expense of 
travel, most artifact analysis is conducted concurrently with field excavation. At the 
conclusion of each field day completed FNs are transported from the site to the field 
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quarters. Once at the field quarters they are checked against the FN log. Chipped stone 
artifacts are then cleaned in plain water with soft bristled brushes and placed on racks to 
dry overnight.  
 Once dried, the chipped stone is sorted (see Table 4for sort definitions) into 
Tools, Cores, Debitage (Primary [defined as at least 50 percent of cortex remaining on 
the dorsal surface], Secondary, and Tertiary Flakes; Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary 
Blades; Bladelets, Core Trimming Elements and Core Tables, Burin Spalls, and 
Microflakes), and Debris (Chips and Chunks).   
 
 
Tool A piece with identified retouch or gloss 
Core 
Flakable lithic material with one or more 
identified flake/blade scars 
Debitage 
A piece with a single identified ventral surface 
(regionally synonymous with the term tool blank) 
Debris A piece without a single identified ventral surface 
Table 4-Definitions of Major Divisions within the Chipped Stone Assemblage 
 
 
Each debitage component is further separated into complete and broken pieces. Quantity 
of each type is recorded on the Initial Lithic Tally form. Each component is then bagged 
with a marker identifying its associated FN and then further bagged by FN as Tools, 
Cores, and a mixed bag of Debitage and Debris. This level of analysis is conducted by 
members of the Ais Giorkis Project—generally graduate students and advanced 
undergraduates—rather than field school students.  
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 More complete analysis is conducted on selected FNs as time permits. Detailed 
analysis involves classification of tools and cores within the techno-typological ontology 
employed by the project. Complete tools, cores, and debitage are measured, generally 
using digital calipers; their length, width, and thickness are recorded to a tenth of a 
millimeter. Additionally, nonmetric traits are recorded, including raw material type (see 
generally McCartney and Gratuze 2003:12-15), whether burnt, platform type, and 
termination type. Tools are also analyzed for type (see appendix), and retouch type. More 
details can be found in O’Horo (2008), Chapters Four and Five. Artifacts are analyzed by 
members of the Ais Giorkis Project with greater experience in chipped stone analysis 
with the help of a recording individual. Data are recorded on columnar pads (also known 
as analysis pads or accounting pads), which are labeled by year. 
 It should be noted that the term debitage is often used synonymously with lithic 
waste among North American archaeologists (see Odell 2000:289). For example, 
“Debitage represents the discarded and unused pieces of lithic material produced from the 
reduction of an objective piece” (Andrefsky 1998:82), and “The waste products of 
making stone tools can be called debitage” (Whittaker 1994:20).  As noted by Odell 
“Researchers working in the Near-East distinguish ‘debitage’ from ‘debris’ by the 
possibility of an object's becoming a ‘tool,’ i.e., a modified piece of chipped stone” 
(Odell 2003:66). Moreover, both experimental (e.g., Walker 1978) and ethnographic 
studies (e.g., Shott and Sillitoe 2005) have demonstrated that debitage—as defined in 
Near Eastern archaeology—can be used as tools. Therefore, while the project takes no 
stance on the intent behind the production of debitage, it would be simplistic to assume 
that the entirety of the 'Ais Giorkis debitage represents waste.  
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4.6.4. Curation 
 After analysis, chipped stone artifacts bags are checked out of the lab and 
transferred to the Local Museum of Palaipafos in Kouklia for curation. Columnar Pads 
and other paper records are transported to the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Various 
digital records have been produced from the paper records, however; many records exist 
only in paper form at this time.  
4.7. Current Interpretation 
As mentioned above, prior to test excavation in 1997 ‘Ais Giorkis was thought to 
be a small KC period hunting site. Following test excavation it became apparent that a 
significantly more intense occupation was required to produce the cultural depositions 
found at the site. By 2005, excavations had revealed a rich assemblage of bone, chipped 
stone, ground stone, and several platform and pit features. These data suggest have been 
interpreted by Simmons as evidence for a small mixed-economy village (see Knapp 
2013:109).  
Architecture is limited to several cobblestone platforms (Features 1, 17, and 15; 
referenced to in this thesis as Platforms 1-3, respectively) of unknown function. Both 
Platform 1 and 2 have had blade caches found in association with their base (Keach 
2014b; Simmons 2012a:90), suggesting a high level of both physical and symbolic 
investment. Platforms 1 and 3 have had small central pits within their plaster-like upper 
surface reminiscent of central hearths but lacking any evidence of burning (Simmons 
2012a). Interestingly, Platform 2 lacks this central depression, but has recently 
demonstrated evidence of burning. Simmons has suggested that the platforms may have 
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been used as foundations for homes, or as loci of community performance (Simmons 
2012a:91).  
The other significant cultural features found at 'Ais Giorkis are pits.  These are 
found primarily northwest of the platforms on the Upper Terrace (see Chapter 6-Figure 
28).  One of the pits is especially large, over three meters in diameter, it has produced a 
rich collection of chipped stone, potential postmolds, and a large chair-like rock. This has 
been interpreted as a possible structure, and as a possible chipping station (Simmons 
2012a:91). Other pits have been found further upslope with less material present. These 
have no firm interpretation associated with them, but may have been related to drainage 
or site demarcation. 
Interpretation of social activity at the site has lately been focused on feasting. 
Katheryn Twiss developed a list of twelve primary behaviors associated with feasting and 
their material correlates from which feasting can be identified in the archaeological 
record (Twiss 2008). Simmons has identified eight of the twelve material correlates at the 
site (Simmons 2012a:98).  
4.8. Summary 
Krittou Marottou Ais Giorkis, a Cypro-Pre-Pottery Neolithic B site, is located in a 
resource rich region of the western foothills of the Troodos Mountains of Cyprus. It has 
been under excavation for over a decade, the program of which has involved many 
interdisciplinary investigations, though using fairly primitive excavation methods. Rich 
faunal and lithic assemblages have been produced; the former is still undergoing basic 
analysis by specialists, while the later will receive its second treatment in this work.  
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As the excavation program at ‘Ais Giorkis has been primarily concerned with site-level 
analysis, the data are not coded at the high level of spatial precision necessary for 
treatment as point data within an intra-site level spatial analysis. As such, a spatial 
analysis of its chipped stone record will provide a test case for post-hoc GIS-assisted 
intra-site spatial analysis under realistic conditions.
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Chapter 5: Geodatabase Construction 
5.1. Introduction  
 Knowledge of Geographic Information Systems is becoming an increasingly 
important aspect of not only archaeology, but throughout the social sciences. 
Archaeology, specifically, has had a tradition of research into spatial relationships since 
the late 19
th
 Century (Clarke 1977:2-3). Increasingly, archaeologists are employing GIS 
to quantify spatial relationships. However, despite the growing number of GIS users 
within archaeology, nothing that could be called a community of use has developed. Few 
anthropology departments offer classes on the application of GIS within our fields, and 
there are few textbooks addressing GIS within an anthropological/archaeological 
framework. Worse, as shown in Chapter 2, many of the archaeological books on GIS 
have focused on what can be done with GIS, rather than how things can be done with 
GIS.  
 In effort to address the lack of detailed examples of how GIS is used in 
archaeological research, this chapter will provide the workflows that have been used in 
constructing the geodatabase that is used in the following chapters. These workflows 
represent the steps I have taken. There are many paths to creating a serviceable 
geodatabase and this path should in no way be seen as the only, or even the best way, to 
deploy GIS analysis to an archaeological project. Moreover, these workflows are 
embedded within their technological present and will likely be antiquated within the 
decade.  
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Figure 19-Data Flow 
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Figure 19 demonstrates the pathways which data have followed from field to the 
final geodatabase used in this project. The first four rows of Figure 19 were the subject of 
Chapter 3- Excavation, Sampling, and Collection. The remainder of Figure 19 will be 
discussed in this chapter.Database Design 
 As discussed in Chapter 3, the vast majority of 'Ais Giorkis data has not been born 
digital, rather they have been recorded on paper media and later coded into digital data as 
needed by members of the project. Data previous digitized exists in several formats 
including excel files (.xls, .xlsx) and SPSS files (.spo, and .sav). While the lexicon used 
to encode the data has remained fairly consistent throughout the various digitization 
(demonstrated in Table 5), the order that these data are listed is variable throughout the 
corpus of digitized data. Due to the diverse media, format, and structure of the 'Ais 
Giorkis chipped stone data, it was necessary to bring them into a common format before 
it could be integrated into an ArcGIS geodatabase.  
 
 
Code Type Code Type 
1 Cortical/Primary Flake 8 Bladelet 
2 Secondary Flake 9 Core Trimming Element 
3 Tertiary Flake 10 Core Tablet 
4 Cortical/Primary Blade 11 Massive Blade 
5 Secondary Blade 12 Massive Flake 
6 Tertiary Blade 13 Core 
7 Microflake 14 Debris 
Table 5-Chipped Stone Coding 
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   Data consolidation could have been done as a cut and paste operation, followed 
by the encoding of the remaining chipped stone data, within flat tables to be imported to 
ArcGIS from comma-separated value (CSV) outputs. However, as this project 
necessitated the digitization of all the chipped stone, it was desirable to bring it together 
in a format which would be broadly valuable to members of the project not focused on 
spatial analysis. Moreover, for interoperability between programs’ sake, a standard 
database format was desired. Figure 20 demonstrates the platforms and tasks envisioned 
for this project, which necessitate a common database. 
 
 
 
Figure 20-Interoperability between Programs 
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 Various candidates for primary (viz. non-spatial) Database Management System 
(DBMS) exist. Given that multiple concurrent users are not anticipated, that the 
anticipated operating environment was Microsoft Windows, and a desire for ease of use 
over high-end functionality, a basic desktop level DBMS was desired. Microsoft Access, 
using the default Microsoft JET engine, was selected for its ubiquity within the university 
environment. 
5.2.1. Database Tables 
 Tables were created for tools, cores, debitage, and total count data. As all chipped 
stone recorded by the Ais Giorkis Project has an assigned Field Number (FN) based on 
excavation unit and level, this was a natural choice for key field between the chipped 
stone tables and the find data table. Creation of tables requires special consideration for 
reserved words. 
 Reserved words are terms held for systems functions within a DBMS. They 
should not be used as column names as this can result in database errors. While working 
in a single desktop level DBMS the interface will generally prevent a user from using 
reserve words of that program. However, when using higher power DBMSs and when 
designing even desktop level databases for interoperable environments it is essential to 
consider reserved word. The project database must work in its native Access/JET DBMS, 
as well as the underlying database structure of the Esri file geodatabase (.gdb) and 
ODBC. Some reserved words are particularly tempting to archaeologists include: catalog, 
comment, date, diagnostics, end, float, level, note, and plan. A list of reserved words in a 
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variety of common DBMSs is presented in Appendix III. In addition to these, ArcGIS has 
a problem with “unit” and numbers (1, 2, 3, etc.) as column names. 
The find data table was titled FNs. It contains columns for FN, unit name, unit 
code, excavation year, easting, northing, stratum, layer, datum, opening depth, closing 
depth, and FN type.  FN is both the Primary Key which will link this table to the chipped 
stone data tables in a one-to-many cardinality, it is also the number issued to artifacts in 
the field which facilitates crosscheck with paper records. Unit name (unit_name) is the 
name of the excavation unit, as recorded in the excavation records.  Unit code (unit_code) 
is the key that will link the database to a spatial table in ArcGIS in a many-to-one 
cardinality. Easting and northing fields are the local coordinates of the units named 
corner. Datum, stratum, and layer are as explained in Chapter 4. Datum and depths 
provide z-below surface measurement. FN type provides the database with expandability 
beyond the chipped stone data. All FNs have been entered into the database, allowing 
other data types to easily be included within this framework, simply through the creation 
of their associated data tables.  
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Figure 21-Entity-Relationship Model of Access Database (using Crow's Foot Notation) 
 
 The database follows the logical model displayed in the Entity-Relationship (E-R) 
diagram above (Figure 21). For more information on E-R diagrams see Chen (1976). This 
model has been conditioned by the way data has been captured and stored by the project 
(see Figure 19) and basic database normalization (see generally Wang and Dennis 2011). 
 The FN_Class table identifies which FNs belong to which type of material. At the 
present level of development, this table is unnecessary. However, once additional datasets 
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(e.g., faunal) are incorporated into the database, this table will be used to restrict data to 
the type being analyzed.  
 The Initial Lithic Sorts generated in by the project have previously been 
aggregated and digitalized in the form of an Excel spreadsheet. This spread sheet was 
imported to Access as the Tally table. Fields redundant to the FNs table were removed, 
and a join was created between the tables using the FN columns as key fields. 
 The Cores table contains columns for FN, piece number, type, length, width, 
thickness, raw material, exhausted status, and burnt status. The final two columns were 
coded using the “yes/no” field type to reduce storage cost; however, this field type is not 
supported by ArcGIS’s file geodatabase and imports as 0/-1, requiring correction in 
ArcGIS and should be avoided. Similarly, the Access field type “memo” is not supported 
by ArcGIS and is converted to an unreadable Blob (binary large object) field.  
   
1 Flake-test 17 Indeterminate 
2 Flake-Single platform 18 Fragment-Flake 
3 Flake-Multidirectional 19 Fragment-Blade 
4 Flake-Globular 20 Fragment-Bladelet 
5 Flake-Bidirectional 21 Fragment-Indeterminate 
6 Flake-Opposed Platform 22 Spheroidal 
7 Flake-Pyramidical 23 Tabular 
8 Flake-Discoidal 24 Hammerstone/core 
9 Exhausted 25 Core-on-blade 
10 Core on Flake 26 Flake-Subpyramidal 
11 Flake-90 degree 27 Blade-multidirectional 
12 Blade-Single 28 Bifacial 
13 Blade-Naviform 29 subdiscoidal 
14 Blade-Opposed 30 Akrotiri 
15 Blade-90 degree 31 Subnaviform 
16 Bladelet 
 
Table 6-Core Types 
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The 'Ais Giorkis core types are stored in the Core_types table (Table 6), which is 
related only to the Core table. Its purpose is to reduce the database size by limiting the 
text fields in the database overall. Similarly, the Tool_class (Table 7) table serves the 
same function but is only related to the Tools table. The tools of 'Ais Giorkis are further 
classified into type. Tool type tables have not been constructed, primarily due to poor 
support for composite keys within ArcGIS; however, tool type has been coded.  
 
1 Projectile Point 12 Backed 
2 Piercing tool 13 Microlith 
3 Scraper 14 Retouched blade 
4 Burin 15 Retouched flake 
5 Notch 16 Axe 
6 Denticulate 17 Varia 
7 Serrated piece 18 Fragment 
8 Knife 19 Biface 
9 Glossed 20 Uniface 
10 Truncation 21 Crescent 
11 Tanged 
 
Table 7 -Tool Classes 
 
 The Tools table is the most complex table of the database. It is composed of 
columns for FN, piece number, class, type, blank, length, width, thickness, raw material, 
platform type, end type, retouch type, and burnt status. In addition to tool class, raw 
material, platform type, end type, blank type, and retouch type are related to tables which 
function like the described Core_types table, reducing database size. The FN column is 
the key column for joins to the FNs table, and ultimately, the spatial database. 
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 The Blanks (Table 8), Material_type, Platform_type (Table 9), and End_type 
(Table 10) tables are also related to the Debitage table. The Debitage table contains fields 
for FN, piece number, class, blank type, length, width, thickness, raw material, platform 
type, end type, retouch type, and burnt status.  
 
1 Cortical Flake 9 
Core Trimming 
Element 
2 Secondary Flake 10 Core Tablet 
3 Tertiary Flake 11 Massive Blade 
4 Cortical Blade 12 Massive Flake 
5 Secondary Blade 13 Core 
6 Tertiary Blade 14 Debris 
7 Microflake 15 Unknown 
8 Bladelet 16 Burin Spall 
Table 8 -Blank Types 
 
 
1 Single 
2 Dihedral 
3 Punctiform 
4 Multiple 
5 Crushed 
6 Cordical 
7 Unidentifieable 
Table 9 -Platform Types 
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1 Pointed 
2 Blunt 
3 Hinged 
4 Outrepassé 
5 Feathered 
6 Indeterminate 
7 Impact Fragment 
Table 10-End Types 
 
 
5.2.2. Data Integration  
 Due to the wealth of data generated over the life of the Ais Giorkis Project, data 
entry was a considerable task. The initial Access table created was FNs. Data for this 
sheet was hand entered from 'Ais Giorkis excavation records.  
Migration of data from disparate Excel and SPSS documents and coding books 
was a multistep process. These digital data were brought together in a common Excel 
book and separated into spreadsheets by intended Access table. After the Access tables 
were created, the columns of the Excel sheets were reorganized and relabeled to match 
the destination table. Columns made redundant through database relationships (e.g., year, 
unit, etc.) were discarded.  Data were imported using the Access Import from Excel 
wizard. Imported data was then checked against the paper analysis logs to ensure 
completeness and accuracy.  
 After the previously digitized data was checked against the paper records, the data 
from non-digitized years was added to the database. The database tables were then 
sampled using SPSS to extract a 10% (n = 2634) random sample to recheck against the 
analysis logs to minimize data entry related errors. 
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5.3. Geodatabase Construction 
 Geodatabase construction followed the best practices described by Arctur and 
Zeiler (2004). They suggest a six step process to geodatabase design which begins after 
with the acquisition or creation of a geodatabase design (see Figure 23). However, this 
workflow is prefaced by the development of a logical design for the geodatabase. The 
logical design used for this database follows the E-R model (Figure 21) discussed above, 
with the addition of spatial components (Figure 22).  
 
 
Figure 22- E-R Element Adding Spatial Component to Previous Database 
  
 However, advances in GIS since 2004 necessitate an additional step before 
beginning their six step process: selecting a geodatabase type. Prior to ArcGIS 9.2 
(released in 2006), the personal geodatabase (.mdb) was the exclusive format of sub-
enterprise level ArcGIS databases (Esri 2008). At the enterprise level, ArcSDE has 
allowed advanced DBMS-based geodatabases (e.g., Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, etc.) 
since the mid-1990s. The addition of the file geodatabase format (.gdb) in 2006 and the 
inclusion of a limited version of ArcSDE (SQL Server Express support only) in 2008 
have greatly expanded the geodatabase options within ArcGIS Desktop.  
 Deciding on a geodatabase format is now a critical step. The personal geodatabase 
format is based on the pre-2007 Microsoft Access database format, while the file 
FNs Unit Polygones
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geodatabase format is proprietary to Esri. While there are limited situations in which the 
personal geodatabase has advantages over the file geodatabase, it is often seen as a legacy 
format. The file geodatabase is capable of holding dramatically larger datasets, has better 
metadata support, and is capable of storing binary files, such as raster datasets.  
Currently, the file geodatabase is the recommended default geodatabase for single-user 
projects by Esri (Esri 2014a; Schmidts 2013:29). 
 
 
Figure 23-Geodatabase Design Workflow 
(After Arctur and Zeiler 2004:377)  
 
 Arctur and Zeiler suggest four options for obtaining a geodatabase schema (step 
one). The first (option a) is to extract or acquire (as an XMI or UML template) the 
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schema of an existing geodatabase. This option is not feasible for this project as 
archaeological databases are generally quite idiosyncratic and rarely made publicly 
available, although efforts at standardization have been made (e.g., T. M. Miller 2012). 
The second option (b), loading existing data, was chosen for this project as most of the 
schema had previously been established in Microsoft Access. Had this data not been 
previously migrated to a DBMS, their third option (c) is to begin with a blank 
geodatabase and enter the data directly. Their final option (d) is to use an external UML 
modeler, such as Microsoft Visio, to generate the geodatabase schema.  
In addition to the tabular data established in Microsoft Access, the geodatabase 
includes several GIS specific elements (polygons, rasters, etc.) that are components of the 
geodatabase and therefore must be accounted for within the schema. They were created in 
ArcGIS following the program’s defaults (as in option c) and then imported to the 
geodatabase. Creation of these elements will be discussed in the following subsection. 
 Step two is the modification of the schema to suit the needs of the geodatabase. 
Given that the schema has been created for this project, relatively little modification was 
required. Modifications made from the original Access database were required due to use 
of unsupported data types (e.g., Yes/No). Additionally, some changes were required to 
the unit polygon schema elements which will be discussed below.  
 Step three is the loading of data to the geodatabase (Figure 24). Spatial 
components had been constructed in the ArcMap and ArcScene components of ArcGIS 
and transferred to the geodatabase using ArcCatalog’s Copy and Paste functions. 
Database tables generated in Microsoft Access were transferred using the Import Table 
(multiple) function.  
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Figure 24-Transfer of Tabular Data from Access to ArcGIS 
 
This necessitated establishing an OLE DB connection between the original Microsoft 
Access database and ArcGIS. While the tables could have been queried through the OLE 
DB connection within ArcMap (Esri 2014b), there were two major reasons why 
importing the tables was the preferable solution. First, tables brought into the ArcGIS 
environment are assigned an Object Identification field (OID) which allows editing 
within the ArcGIS environment. Second, an OLE DB connection could not be established 
on the project’s lab computer due to 32-bit/64-bit compatibility issues. 
 Step four was unnecessary for this project as the scope of the project is 
geographically small and fairly simple from a spatial standpoint. Were ‘Ais Giorkis a 
multi-component site, topologies would have been established to prevent the statistical 
programs within ArcGIS from combining the periods. 
 During the testing step (five), it was discovered that several tables did not import 
correctly. In the original iteration of the Microsoft Access database the Tally table’s 
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columns were named following the debitage codes of Table 5 using the types as aliases. 
However, the numerical headers were corrupted either by conversion to ArcGIS tables or 
by the OLE DB drivers. Additionally, the Yes/No data were imported as 0/-1, and the 
memo field used for comments on the FNs table was converted to a Blob field.  Finally, 
despite not being listed as reserved words, ArcGIS flagged fields named “unit,” 
“comment,” and “level” as potential causes of limited functionality. 
 During revisions (step six), the Tally header names were changed from their 
codes to their aliases. All comment fields were renamed “notes” and changed to 254 
character text fields, the “unit” column was renamed “unit_code”, and “level” was 
renamed “Unitlevel.” The Yes/No fields were left, as converting them to 0/1 cells is 
easier to do in ArcGIS using the Field Calculator command. 
  
 
Figure 25-Illustrating the Importance of Metadata and Documentation 
"Piled Higher and Deeper" by Jorge Cham www.phdcomics.com 
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Arctur and Zeiler stop after the process has produced a passing geodatabase in 
step five; however, an additional step is necessary before a geodatabase can be 
considered developed. Before the geodatabase is complete, metadata should be 
developed. Metadata provides the essential documentation of data collection, coding, and 
processing actions necessary to allow others to adapt one’s geodatabase to future use.  
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Figure 26-Revised Geodatabase Design Workflow 
 
The comic strip in Figure 25, though specific to metadata in software, demonstrates the 
importance of documentation and metadata within the academic setting. Given the 
importance of metadata, as well as the changes in software since Arctur and Zeiler wrote 
Designing Geodatabases, the basic workflow for geodatabase design requires an update. 
Figure 26 represents that update, as well as the workflow used by this project. 
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Multiple metadata standards exist for geospatial data.  At a minimum, the default 
ArcGIS metadata should be used. Currently, both the United States (US 2014) and the 
E.U. (EU 2008) have endorsed versions of the ISO-19139: Geographic Information 
Metadata XML Schema Implementation (ISO 2007) standard, though the U.S. is still 
legally operating under The Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata (CSDGM), 
version 2. ArcGIS 10.1 provides native support for both U.S. standards, the E.U. 
standard, and the ISO-19139 standard, in addition to its default metadata type (Esri 
2012).  Given that 'Ais Giorkis is located within the E.U. and excavated primarily by 
Americans using NSF funds, using the non-localized version of the ISO-19139 metadata 
standard seems most appropriate for this project. 
5.3.1. Construction of Elements Unique to the Geodatabase 
 In addition to the tabular data comprising the original Microsoft Access database, 
the geodatabase contains a number of elements unique to the GIS. These include both 
vector (polygons) and raster datasets. Polygons for the island of Cyprus, excavation units, 
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) test location, and geological trenches were created. 
Raster data includes a local and a national scale Digital Elevation Model (DEM). 
 The Cyprus polygon was derived from a mosaic of Advanced Spaceborne 
Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) Global DEM V.2 (NASA and 
METI 2011) DEM rasters. The mosaic was reclassified and converted to a single 
polygon. 
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5.3.1.1.Unit Polygons 
 Excavation units were difficult to create due to the projects primitive survey 
methodology. However, for this very reason, this process can be seen as exemplary for 
the application of GIS to previously excavated site. As discussed in the preceding 
chapter, the local grid origin was never marked and had no associated global coordinates. 
Moreover, alignment of units was done by eye and by string, resulting in imprecisely 
located units within the grid. The local grid was designed to operate on westing and 
northing. Units have been placed in the GIS model based on their recorded location, 
rather than their true location. Westing data have been recorded as negative easting with 
the FNs table to convert the site coordinates into the easting and northing preferred by 
ArcGIS. 
Figure 27 demonstrates the workflow used to create the unit polygons. Prior to 
beginning this workflow units were assigned identification numbers based on unique X, 
Y coordinates within the 'Ais Giorkis grid and a table of unit identifications, coordinates, 
and sizes was compiled. Additionally, as the origin of the local grid was unknown an 
approximate origin coordinate was determined using Google Earth to measure back from 
visible pits. 
 A new ArcMap map was created and no coordinate system was set. Using the 
draw toolbar, a new annotated group was created for the units. Square and rectangular 
units were easily created using the rectangle option on the draw toolbar. Rather than 
attempting to create appropriately sized units, freehand polygon properties were edited, 
altering both the size and placement of the polygon to match the recorded unit data. 
While in the polygon properties box, the unit code was entered into the Element Name 
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box. Irregularly shaped units were created using the polygon option and positioned, sized, 
and named as above. A single large unit was drawn over the entire site to hold 
unprovenienced artifacts. All units were selected and copied.  
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Figure 27-Unit Creation Workflow 
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  The map was saved and a new map created. The coordinate system was set to 
UTM Zone 36N with the WGS84 datum. The units were pasted to the new map. While 
linked, the polygon properties were opened and the anchor point was set to the 
approximate origin coordinates. The units were then converted from annotated graphics 
to features. 
 The entity-relationship described in Figure 22 is not yet possible because the 
Element Name is coded as text data, regardless of what is entered, and ArcGIS does not 
allow joins or related between numeric and text column. A new column was created in 
the units’ attribute table and set as numeric (short integer). An editing session was 
initiated to copy the data from the text-type Element Name field to the new numeric field. 
After closing the session and saving the edits, the unit polygons could be related to the 
tabular data using the Figure 22 E-R component. 
 Geotrench and GPR outlines were generated from survey points collected during 
the 2013 field season. The points were originally collected in UTM 36N. They were 
brought into ArcGIS as comma-separated value (.csv) tables and displayed on the map 
using the Add XY function. Polygons were created using the Draw toolbar, targeting a 
new annotated group for each class. Using the Draw Polygon button the outlines were 
created in a connect-the-dots fashion. Graphics were converted to features, as above.  
5.3.1.2.Elevation Models 
 The national-scale DEM is the same mosaic collection of ASTER GDEM rasters 
previously mentioned. It has no current purpose in the database; however, it has been 
included to allow future research into multi-site questions. The local-scale DEM is more 
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immediately relevant to this thesis research. During the 2013 field season, over 300 
survey points were collected on and around 'Ais Giorkis using a Trimble R-8 DGPS 
survey system. Points were brought into ArcScene 10.0 as .csv table. Points were added 
in XYZ-space and projected with UTM 36N. A DEM raster was interpolated from the 
survey points using a spherical semivariogram based kriging method (see generally 
Oliver and Webster 1990). 
5.3.1.3.Alignment of Site to Real Space 
 In addition to the topographic survey points, geotrench and GPR test outlines, 
feature 1 was extensively captured in 2013 using the Trimble R-8. Once the feature 1 
points were added to the map, they demonstrated that the estimated origin point was off 
by approximately five meters. To correct for the discrepancy, the units feature class was 
converted back to annotated drawings and moved into alignment with feature 1 before 
being reconverted to a feature class.  
 The final spatial element created was a local coordinate system. Had the grid 
origin been known at the start of this project, creation of a local coordinate system would 
have been an early step, eliminating the need to draw units in a map without coordinates. 
Once the excavation units were aligned as accurately as possible, the feature class was 
exported to Google Earth using the Export to KMZ tool. A .csv file was created with 
point values of several easily identified intersections at 'Ais Giorkis. 
 The new local coordinate system (AGgrid) was created in ArcGIS. The origin was 
set to the coordinates obtained in Google Earth from the imported units.kmz. Declination, 
which had been previously determined while aligning the excavation units, was set. The 
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.csv file was added and XY points displayed using the AGgrid coordinate system. Fine 
changes were made to the AGgrid origin until points appeared in their expected location. 
 Using the AGgrid coordinate system, the sparse number of artifacts with point 
provenience data can be located within the GIS model. Most artifacts at 'Ais Giorkis have 
been recorded only at unit and level resolution; therefore, while they could be added as 
XY instances, this would present an illusory level of resolution. In addition to locating 
the few artifacts with point provenience, defining the local coordinate system will 
facilitate the addition of future excavation seasons’ units. 
5.4. Summary 
For maximum interoperability, and utility between project members, the 
geodatabase began as a standard Access database. The data tables generated in Access 
were imported to ArcGIS’s native File Geodatabase format (.gdb). Once in ArcGIS, 
uniquely spatial elements were generated and appended to the data tables using a 
common key. 
As data will be joined/related in different configurations for different tests, a 
detailed explanation of this process will occur in the following chapter. Additionally, 
discussion of the statistical/spatial analytical tools used in testing will accompany their 
first use. 
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Chapter 6: GIS Methods and Results 
6.1. Introduction 
One of the persistent criticisms of the archaeological applications of GIS, 
particularly as discussed by methodological studies, has been a perception that the 
authors often selected their data and questions to match their methods. This type of 
research program allows the technology to drive the research, rather than the research to 
drive the technology. In an effort to avoid allowing the technology to drive this research 
endeavor, four key questions were devised very early in this project. These are:  
1) Can chipped stone data from the colluvial strata be used to reconstruct culturally 
relevant spatial patterns at 'Ais Giorkis?  
2) Can culturally relevant spatial patterning be identified at 'Ais Giorkis using 
chipped stone data?  
3) Can hearth areas be identified at 'Ais Giorkis using chipped stone data?  
4) If spatial patterns are detected, how do they compare with the patterning 
perceived without the aid of GIS. 
 
A negative answer to any of these questions may have multiple causes. Given the 
paucity of research into both the analysis of areal units within archaeology and intra-site 
spatial analysis in general, well established methods are rare. Additionally, though the 
areal units used in this study are the finest resolution available, it is likely that fine 
resolution patterns that may have been present on the ground will be missed in the 
analysis. Finally, a negative answer may represent the genuine absence of patterning at 
the site.  
Before beginning, rather than referring to spatial areas by feature number (as in 
the site documentation) I have prepared an alternate system of named features. This is 
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presented in Figure 28. Throughout this chapter, Feature 1 is Platform 1, Feature 17 is 
Platform 2, and Feature 15 is Platform 3. 
 
 
Figure 28-'Ais Giorkis Locations Discussed Here 
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6.2. Question 1: Effects of Post-Depositional Shifting 
Before serious work can be conducted into the use of space at 'Ais Giorkis, it is 
necessary to determine which data are spatially relevant to past land use. To do this, a 
strong understanding of post-depositional formation processes is necessary (see Schiffer 
1996).  Presently, it is assumed that post-depositional shifting is minimal based on 
observations of sharp edged chipped stone material within Stratum II. However, given the 
dramatic difference in the size of Stratum II between the upslope and downslope areas of 
the upper terrace (see Figure 13, Figure 16, and Figure 17, Chapter 4) this warrants 
further investigation. 
As noted by Cowan (1988), GIS has the capability to store and organize large 
volumes of data, particularly those data with an intrinsically spatial component. By 
exploiting the capability of GIS to manage the large chipped stone assemblage the 
assumption that post-depositional shifting has been minimal will be statistically tested.  
This problem could be approached many ways, such that aggressively testing all 
possible differences between colluvial strata and in situ strata is guaranteed to find 
statistically significant differences on some level. To avoid generating irrelevant findings 
with statistical significance the site director, Dr. Alan Simmons, suggested that the most 
meaningful divergence would be found within the ratio between primary chipped stone 
groups: viz., tools, cores, debitage, and debris.  
6.2.1. Method 
 Following the recommendations for working with MAUP data discussed in 
Chapter 2, this problem is addressed both on a global and local level. Global analysis is 
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conducted using Pearson's chi-squared (χ2) test of independence between the in situ and 
colluvial strata. Local analysis is conducted in ArcGIS through classification of analytic 
unit by dominant chipped stone division. In all cases, these operations are essentially 
applications of quadrat analysis. 
Pearson’s chi-squared equation is 𝜒2 = ∑
(𝑂𝑖−𝐸𝑖)
2
𝐸𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1  where k is the number of 
categories (four in this case), 𝑂𝑖 is the observed number of cases associated with category 
i, and 𝐸𝑖 is the expected cases associated with the i
th
 category (Drennan 2009; Shennan 
1997).  Given that Pearson's chi-squared test is subject to inflated p-values under large 
sample conditions (Berkson 1938; Drennan 2009; Shennan 1997), and a condition of 
large sample size is present in this test, it seems prudent to conduct additional testing. 
Acock and Gordon (1979) suggest Cramér's φ/V be used in conjunction with χ2 in these 
cases. Cramér's V is 𝑉 = √
𝜒2
𝑛(𝑆−1)
 where S is the smaller quantity of rows or tables 
(Drennan 2009). 
6.2.2. Preparing the Data 
Clearly, quadrat analysis is not possible without first transforming the data from 
its variably sized excavation unit to regular quadrats. Analysis is possible only after the 
data has been attached to regular units. This requires the creation of regular units and 
resampling the data into the new units. This was done following the workflow below 
(Figure 29).  
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Figure 29-Workflow Preparing Data for Chi-Squared Analysis 
 
The first step was the creation of regular units using the Create Fishnet tool within 
the ArcGIS Data Management Toolbox. The fishnet grid size was set at two meters. Due 
to the difference between the site’s grid north and UTM north, the fishnet intersects the 
excavation units at an acute angle (c. 41º). The relationship between the original 
excavation units and the analytic units created by the fishnet tool is demonstrated in 
Figure 30. The tally table was used to create counts of the chipped stone groups which 
were then joined at a 1:1 cardinality to the FNs table. The resulting table was restricted 
using the SQL statements “SELECT FROM FNs_Tally WHERE FNs.Stratum = 1 OR 
FNs.Stratum = 2” and “SELECT FROM FNs_Tally WHERE FNs.Stratum >= 3” with 
both results exported as separate tables. Each resultant table was separately summarized 
Create fishnet (polygon)
Prepare tally
 (Divide into tools, cores, 
debitage, debris)
Join to FNs
SQL: SELECT FROM 
FNs_Tally WHERE 
FNs.Stratum = 1 OR 
FNs.Stratum = 2
Export table
Export as new feature
SQL: SELECT FROM 
FNs_Tally WHERE 
FNs.Stratum >= 3
Export table
Summarize based on 
Unit_code
Summarize based on 
Unit_code
Join to Units
Spatial Join Units-Fishnet 
M:1
Summarize based on target 
FID
Join to fishnet
Export table (.xls)
Export data
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by the “Unit_code” field with the results joined to the Units polygon set. A spatial join 
between the Units polygon set and the fishnet polygon set was made at an M:1 cardinality 
with the resulting table summarized based on target FID. This was then joined to the 
fishnet polygon set in a 1:1 cardinality for each sample with the resulting tables exported 
as new feature classes. Finally, the tables were exported from ArcGIS to Excel (.xls) 
where global analysis could take place.  
 
 
Figure 30-Fishnet Units 
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 Within Excel, the resulting data was cleaned of both zero count units and identical 
units produced artificially by the higher resolution resample. This resulted in 66 units 
with unique, non-zero, values. These were arranged as contingency tables both by unit 
and globally.  
6.2.3. Testing 
 Global testing using Pearson’s chi-squared test of independence was conducted 
within Excel. At this level of analysis, the stratigraphically in situ material was composed 
of 3.99% tools, 0.96% cores, 64.07% debitage, and 30.98% debris. The stratigraphically 
colluvial material was composed of 5.74% tools, 1.03% cores, 65.06% debitage, and 
28.18% debris (see Figure 31). Testing found a significant difference between these 
percentages (χ2 = 1544.855; p < .00001; df = 3; N = 792238; V=0.0442).  
 
 
Figure 31-Percentages of Chipped Stone Groups between In Situ and Colluvial Strata 
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Despite the significant p-value, the V-value suggests a very weak effect, implying that 
the significance of the chi squared test is primarily the result of a very large sample size. 
This supports the previously held assumption that colluvial material has undergone only 
minimal post-depositional shifting. 
 Before moving on to further testing, it is important to determine if local changes 
are present. This is accomplished through the creation and comparison of raster datasets. 
One raster for the colluvial strata (see Figure 42, Appendix II) and one raster for the in 
situ strata (see Figure 43, Appendix II) were generated based on the dominant chipped 
stone groups within the analytical unit. The raster sets were compared using the ArcGIS 
Combine Tool, located in the Spatial Analyst Toolbox. Visualization of the resultant 
raster is based on relevant (e.g., not due to excavation) changes. This is summarized 
against a projection of excavation units in Figure 32, and against labeled analytical units 
in Figure 44 within Appendix II. 
 Analytic Units 12 and 20, near Platform 1, produced a change in dominant 
chipped stone division from debris to debitage. As these units are contiguous they can be 
treated as a single local unit. Doing so produces Pearson's chi-squared test of 
independence result of χ2 = 223.42; p < .0001; df = 3; N = 11493; V = .139.  Analytic 
Units 46 and 47 have identical values as they sample the same excavation units, 
individually the produce the following results: χ2 = 146.94; p < .0001; df = 3; N = 6852; 
V = .1464. Analytic Units 150 and 158 are similar to Analytic Units 12 and 20, and 
produce the following results: χ2 = 1018.66; p < .0001; df = 3; N = 42748; V = .1544.  
Analytic Unit 142 produced the following results: χ2 = 128.58; p < .0001; df = 3; N = 
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3218; V = .1999. Finally, Analytic Unit 80 produced the following results: χ2 = 72.05; p 
< .0001; df = 3; N = 1130; V = .2525.   
 
 
Figure 32-Changes in Primary Chipped Stone Groups between Colluvial and In Situ Strata 
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6.2.4. Results 
 These results are different from those the project expected. It was assumed that if 
changes were found between the colluvial and in situ strata they would take the form of a 
shift to less debris in situ (due to the absence of post-depositional damage due to modern 
agriculture), except where features were identified, in which 100% screening was 
expected to result in higher collection rates for small debris. The only shift to debitage 
occurred in proximity to an identified feature (Platform 1). While multiple locations 
demonstrated a shift to debris, only one was in proximity to an identified feature (the 
Chipping Station), though only partially.  
 Despite these surprises, it appears that post-depositional shifting has been 
negligible, at least to the scale of recording, at 'Ais Giorkis. Global application of 
Pearson's chi-squared test demonstrated a significant, but very weak difference between 
the colluvial and in situ strata. Moreover, local application of Pearson's chi-squared test 
to the most dramatically different space produced similar, though less weak, results. 
Given these results, along with the general lack on uniformity amongst the locally tested 
units in terms of spatial distribution, it seems that the colluvial processes at 'Ais Giorkis 
have not resulted in a shifting of material noticeable at the scale of analysis employed in 
this work. Therefore, further testing will treat all non-surface material as relevant to the 
reconstruction of spatial patterning at 'Ais Giorkis. Had the Pearson’s chi-squared testing 
produced significant findings at a respectable effect size (viz., .2 or greater) follow-up 
testing for spatial patterning would have followed using Variance/Mean Ratio (VMR) of 
the quadrates using the Poisson distribution (Walford 2002:240-245). 
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6.3. Question 2: Identification of Activity Areas 
 Unfortunately, due to the current limitations of ArcGIS when operating with areal 
units/polygon sets, attempts to identify previously unsuspected activity areas based on 
distribution of tools is impractical. This is due to the inability of ArcGIS to join tables to 
polygons at an M:1 cardinality. As such, data must be heavily summarized before it can 
be located spatially. The detail beyond raw counts is necessarily lost in the transformation 
of data, reducing its heuristic value. Nonetheless, some basic understanding of spatial use 
remains within the ability of the program.  
6.3.1. Area as Revealed by Density 
 A basic function of spatial analysis that can be brought to bear on the problem of 
spatial use patterns at 'Ais Giorkis is simply density of objects recovered. Using the total 
chipped stone counts which were previously appended to the Units polygon set; it was a 
simple matter to generate a raster file uniting the overlapping polygon features’ count 
using the Feature to Raster tool in the Conversion Toolbox. This was then visualized 
using Jenks natural breaks method to produce Figure 33. 
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Figure 33-Rasterized Chipped Stone Density 
  
6.3.2. Hot Spot Analysis 
 While compiling the data for Figure 33 would have been a tremendous amount of 
work, GIS is capable of generating a much more insightful picture of the situation. The 
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Getis-Ord statistical functions within ArcGIS can be used to explore the distribution in a 
more rigorous fashion. Global testing for spatial clustering is conducted using the Getis-
Ord General G statistic, within ArcGIS the test is run using the High/Low Clustering tool 
within the Spatial Statistics Toolbox. The basic formula for the General G statistic 
is𝐺 =
∑ ∑ 𝑤𝑖,𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1
𝑛
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 (Esri 2014d). 
Global application of Getis-Ord general G demonstrates that a high degree of spatial 
clustering is present at 'Ais Giorkis (Observed General G=0.129068, Expected General G 
= .087108; z = 3.664701; p = .000248).  The local statistic, 𝐺𝑖
∗, produces several maps in 
which the units are classified based on an aspect of the results. Figure 34 demonstrates 
the confidence level of the identified hot and cold spots, while Figure 45 in Appendix II 
demonstrates the difference in material by z-score.  
These results show that the area around Platform 2 is much denser than the site 
average in a much clearer way that the natural breaks classification used in Figure 33. 
The apparent pattern of greatest density near Platform 2 with radial bands of reduced 
density suggest that future excavation aimed at the area above Platform 2 (the lower 
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terrace begins beneath Platform 2) would produce more material than excavation in the 
far north of the site. This inference has been borne out by the 2014 excavation season in 
which an additional platform structure was located in this area.  
 
 
Figure 34-Getis-Ord Gi* of Chipped Stone Classified by Confidence Interval 
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6.3.3. Artifact Distribution 
 As previously mentioned, the limitations of the ArcGIS in terms of M:1 table to 
polygon joins makes in depth artifact distribution analysis difficult. Data must be reduced 
to a single summarized category before being placed in space. This makes robust analysis 
difficult as it limits analysis to a single dimension. This can be problematic. For example, 
it is a relatively simple task to map all the scrapers recovered and test for spatial 
clustering using Getis-Ord, as above. However, it becomes more difficult if one wished to 
check for spatial clustering of broken vs. complete scrapers, and nearly impossible to 
examine the distribution of differing scraper types within the framework of the problem. 
 A full analysis of the distribution of all chipped stone material is beyond the scope 
of this thesis. I have selected Glossed pieces (probable sickles), axes, and potential 
discarded material to serve as proof of concept tests for various analytic techniques. 
Additionally, glossed pieces have been selected as their distribution should be unaffected 
by systemic use, as cereals were not likely grown on site (Espinda 2007). Analysis of 
discard material may reveal formal discard areas. Axes are being examined because there 
are two technological approaches to axe manufacture at 'Ais Giorkis and the spatial 
relationship between them may help interpret this phenomenon.  
6.3.3.1.Distribution of Glossed Pieces 
 Before glossed pieces could be mapped the data had to be prepared. Figure 35 
demonstrates this process. From the tools table ported over from the Access database, the 
data were restricted to class 9 (glossed) pieces. These were then summarized by FN, at 
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this point visibility of artifact variability is lost, though some traits could be brought 
forward if they can be summarized meaningfully; for example mean metrics.  
 
 
Figure 35-Workflow, Single Tool Type Distribution 
 
The summarized data were then joined to the FNs table and summarized by unit code 
with summarization of target values, e.g., glossed count. Had an additional interval data 
field been carried over, such as mean width, simple summarization would not be an 
adequate method for carrying over the data to the next table. Once summarized by unit 
code, the data is joined in the allowed 1:1 configuration with the Units polygon set.  
 Visually, glossed pieces appear uniformly distributed throughout the site (Figure 
46, Appendix II). This observation is confirmed by Getis-Ord General G (Observed 
General G = .118972; Expected General G = .117169; z = .218155; p = .827309). Based 
SQL: SELECT * FROM 
Tools WHERE Class = 9
Summarize on FN field
Join results to FNs table
Summarize on Unit_code 
with Gloss Count (sum)
Summarize on Unit_code 
with Gloss Count (sum)
Join to Units polygon set
Ready for 
Analysis
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on these results, it appears that there is no linkage between the systemic context and 
archaeological context of the glossed pieces at ‘Ais Giorkis. 
6.3.3.2.Distribution of Axes 
 The distribution of axes at ‘Ais Giorkis provides an interesting case study on the 
application of bivariate spatial analysis within areal units. Broadly, two types of axes are 
found at the site. The first, and most common, are polished diabase, while the second are 
chipped stone tools. The raw distribution is seen in Figure 47 of Appendix II. Bivariate 
application of spatial statistics is not available within ArcGIS; therefore, analysis was 
conducted in GeoDa. 
It should be noted that there are relatively few axes at 'Ais Giorkis, only 33 ground 
stone axes and four chipped stone axes. Sample size requirements for univariate Moran’s 
I are vague, and the literature is primarily focused on the effects of large samples (e.g., 
Kelejian and Prucha 2001; Terui and Kikuchi 1994). No information is available on 
bivariate requirements. Based on the discussion of large sample effect, it seems that the 
effect of small sample size should lean toward Type I error; that is, failing to identify a 
pattern that is present in the data. 
 Many steps are required to summarize and export the data to be analyzed, as seen 
in Figure 36. The diabase axes are part of the ground stone assemblage, and therefore not 
the purview of this database. However, as mentioned in Chapter 5, the database was 
designed to later integrate these data; therefore the locations are already stored in the FNs 
table.  
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 The axes from the ground stone assemblage were isolated by restricting the FNs 
table to only Material type 7, ground stone axes, after which axes without clear 
provenience are removed by hand. These were then summarized by Unit_code and 
exported as a new table, GS_Axe. Chipped stone axes were isolated by restricting the 
Tools table to class 16 tools. The FNs table was then joined to the selected tools and 
summarized by Unit_code. The summarized chipped stone axe counts were then exported 
as a new table, CS_Axe. 
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Figure 36-Workflow Preparing Two Lines of Data for Analysis within GeoDa 
 
Both the GS_axe and CS_Axe tables were then joined to the Units polygon set and 
exported as a new polygon set, called axe_units. The tabular data associated with the 
axe_units polygons were then cleaned of data no longer needed, to improve database 
SQL: SELECT*FROM FNs 
WHERE Material = 7
SQL: SELECT*FROM 
Tools WHERE class = 16
Summarize by Unit_code
Unselect poorly 
provienienced instances
Join FNs to Tools
Summarize by Unit_code
Join GS_Axe to Units Join CS_Axe to Units
Export to new polygon set 
(axe_units)
Clean table
Convert to shapefile
Export as GS_Axe Table Export as CS_Axe Table
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performance. Finally, the axe_units polygons were converted to an Esri shapefile for 
analysis in GeoDa. 
 Within GeoDa, bivariate Moran’s I (BiLISA) is available. This test does not 
determine whether two events statistically occur within the same space (this would be 
tested using Pearson’s chi-squared test on quadrats, as in Question 1), rather this tests 
whether instances of one variable are related to the other within neighboring units; that is, 
do one type of axe predict the other within a neighboring unit. 
 The test was conducted using a k=5 nearest neighbors weighting, global results 
for ground stone axes to chipped stone axes demonstrated a small negative correlation (I 
= -.286), while the global score for chipped stone to ground stone axes was nearly 
random (I = -.05). Local results are demonstrated in Appendix II, Figure 48 through 
Figure 51. Essentially, there is no connection between the location of one axe type and 
the other. Figure 47 demonstrates the raw spatial distribution of the axe types at 'Ais 
Giorkis. 
 Though there is no connection between the locations of one axe type and the 
other, axe distribution is highly clustered. When displayed as a chloropleth within regular 
units (Figure 52, Appendix II) this becomes evident. This clustering is confirmed by 
Getis-Ord 𝐺𝑖
∗ (see Figure 53, Appendix II), which shows that axes are primarily clustered 
between the platforms Platform 2 and Platform 3. 
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6.3.3.3.Distribution of Broken and Exhausted Pieces 
 Distribution of broken and exhausted
7
 chipped stone was examined in hopes of 
finding discard areas. Data preparation followed the workflow in Figure 37. Each table 
by chipped stone class was restricted to only presumably discarded items. These were 
then summarized by FN before being joined to the FNs table. The resulting table was 
then summarized by Unit_code with sums for the class counts. The resulting table was 
then joined to the Units polygon set and exported as a new feature. Additionally, the 
associated table was cleaned of unnecessary data and exported as an Esri shapefile for 
analysis in GeoDa.  
 
                                                 
7
 Exhausted cores are cores with no viable platforms from which to produce blades or flakes. For further 
discussion of exhausted cores at 'Ais Giorkis see O’Horo 2008:Chapter 5.5. 
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Figure 37-Broken Pieces Workflow 
 
 The distribution of broken pieces is shown as find spots in Figure 38.Within 
Appendix II, the data are also presented as Jenks method chloropleths; Figure 54 
demonstrates raw values, while Figure 55 demonstrates the counts normalized against the 
total recovered chipped stone within the unit. 
    
SQL: SELECT*FROM 
Tools WHERE complete = 
0
Summarize by FN
SQL: SELECT*FROM 
Cores WHERE Exhausted 
= 1
Summarize by FN
SQL: SELECT*FROM 
Debitage WHERE 
complete = 0
Summarize by FN
Join to FNs
Summarize by Unit_code 
with tools (sum), cores 
(sum), and debitage (sum).
Join to Units polygone set
Export as new feature
Export as esri shapefile
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Figure 38-Broken Chipped Stone Find Spots 
 
 Visually, it appears that broken chipped stone, especially tools, have no formal 
disposal pattern. This is borne out by the Get-Ord 𝐺𝑖
∗ (Figure 56, Appendix II) which 
demonstrates a pattern consistent with the general distribution of chipped stone at 'Ais 
Giorkis (Figure 45, Appendix II). Regrettably, one cannot run Get-Ord 𝐺𝑖
∗, or Moran’s I, 
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against a broken count normalized by recovered pieces as the tests work with count data, 
not frequency data. 
 Complicating the matter, certain blade-based tool types at 'Ais Giorkis are found 
consistently broken, which suggests possible intentionality. Additionally, if one ignores 
the tools (see Figure 57, Appendix II), a majority of the finds are found in areas where 
multiple excavation polygons overlap, as represented in 2-dimensions. In order to 
determine if these factors were masking a disposal pattern, the test was conducted 
without the inclusion of tools and against regularly sized polygons, that is, by spatially 
joining this section’s data to fishnet (Figure 30) created above. 
 Within regularly sized units, and without the inclusion of tools, a pattern of 
distribution becomes immediately apparent when classified as a natural breaks (Jenks 
method) chloropleth (Figure 58, Appendix II). Further, this pattern is confirmed at the 
99% CI by Get-Ord 𝐺𝑖
∗ hot spot analysis (Figure 59, Appendix II). This test demonstrates 
that most presumed discarded material has been recovered in three places: two associated 
with platforms (Platforms 1 and 2), and one associated with the presumed chipping 
station. Additionally, this pattern is seen within the distribution of debris in Figure 60 of 
Appendix II. 
6.3.4. Summary of Question 2 Results 
 A general analysis of find locations demonstrates that the majority of chipped 
stone artifacts recovered at 'Ais Giorkis occur between Platform 2 and Platform 3. The 
2014 excavation season revealed an additional platform in the previously unexcavated 
interstice between the two, making it the densest area for platforms as well. 
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 Glossed pieces, likely sickle blades, are nearly uniform in their distribution across 
the site, indicating no formal disposal pattern. Axes, however, are distinctly clustered in 
the area of the platform structures, though enough variation in placement exists that there 
is no linkage between the locations of ground stone axes and chipped stone axes.  
 Distribution of broken and exhausted chipped stone initially appeared uniform 
across the site; however, when the effects of potentially intentionally “broken” tools and 
the non-uniformity of the excavation units were accounted for, a clear pattern emerged. 
Clustering was primarily in three areas, two associated with platforms, and one associated 
with a chipping station.  
6.4. Question 3: Hearths 
Currently, despite extensive excavation, no known hearth areas have been 
identified at 'Ais Giorkis (though, see Chapter 4.7). Moreover, little is understood about 
how the inhabitants of 'Ais Giorkis utilized space. It is hoped that the identification of 
hearths will provide insight not only into the location of ancient hearths, but into the 
overall use of space at the site.  
6.4.1. Groundwork 
In 2010, Nira Alperson-Afil and Naama Goren-Inbar applied GIS-based spatial 
analysis to the Gesher Benot Ya'agov (GBY) burnt chipped stone record. This study 
made use of wet screen recovered micro-debris, recorded to a precision of 0.5 x 0.5 
meters, relating to the excavation units. Given the standardized excavation grid in place 
at GBY, they were able to employ chi squared (𝜒2) testing to determine significance of 
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burnt chipped stone density, while they used kernel density mapping to illustrate the 
density.   
The GBY study was designed to determine whether anthropogenic fire use was 
present at the site. Three models were tested against the chipped stone record. Based on 
the results of their spatial analysis, they determined Model 3 best represented the data.  
These models were: 
 Model 1: No burned chipped stone present, therefore no evidence of fire—natural 
or anthropogenic.  
 Model 2: Burned chipped stone present, but no patterning distinct from general 
chipped stone distribution, indicating fire though perhaps natural in origin. 
 Model 3: Burned chipped stone present and patterned distinct from general  
chipped stone, interpreted as evidence of anthropogenic fires.  
(Alperson-Afil and Goren-Inbar 2010:Chapter 2.3.3) 
Given the differences, both in excavation methodology and purpose of inquiry, 
between GBY and 'Ais Giorkis the methodology employed by this study differs from that 
of Alperson-Afil and Goren-Inbar. For example, while the GBY study relied on chi 
squared testing, due to the irregularity of excavation units across 'Ais Giorkis this method 
was not used here.  
6.4.2. Underlying Logic 
This test relies on the well documented property of chert to become visibly and 
physically altered when subjected to temperatures between approximately 300º and 500º 
Celsius (Purdy 1971).  Anthropogenically, these temperatures may be reached 
intentionally, as in the process of heat treating, or accidently due to contact with hearths. 
Naturally, wild fires can cause surface material to reach these temperatures (Bellomo 
1994). 
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While the intentional subjection of chert to fire, heat treating, has been 
documented across a broad portion of time and space (Collins and Jason 1974), the 
practice has not been documented among the Neolithic assemblages of Cyprus. 
Therefore, disposal of previously heat treated chert can be ruled out. The effects of 
modern wild fire, such as occurred in the mid-2000s, have been limited through sampling 
only below the plow zone.  
This study does not have access to analyzed micro-debris as the GBY study, 
therefor artifact locations remain subject to the McKeller Effect (Schiffer 1996); 
however, given the absence of heat treating within the cultural practices of the Cypro-
PPNB, one needn’t consider clustered burnt chipped stone in relationship to lithic 
production: e.g., knapping stations where heat treated chert was worked, or disposal of 
used heat treated lithics.  
In light of the above fact, all burnt chipped stone can be attributed either to 
incidental burning related to hearth activities or contemporaneous wild fires. Therefore, 
this project will employ the explanatory models used in the GBY study without change. 
Also like the GBY, Model 1 can be rejected given the presence of 1274 documented 
pieces of burnt chipped stone. It should be noted that the sample used in this study is 
derived only from the recovered chipped stone which has undergone additional analysis, 
rather than the total recorded chipped stone assemblage (see Chapter 4.6.2). 
6.4.3. Preparing the Data 
 Given the limitations of the ArcGIS environment, particularly when working with 
areal data, some processing was required before spatial analysis could be conducted. The 
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following workflow (Figure 39) demonstrates the steps taken in preparing the tabular 
chipped stone data for analysis within the areal framework of this study. 
 
 
Figure 39-Data Preparation of Burnt Chipped Stone 
 
 As illustrated, many steps were required to transform the raw data to a 
summarized form necessary for analysis. Using the sequence above, each of the primary 
chipped stone tables were restricted to items both deep to the plow zone, and burnt by 
using complex SQL expressions. Using the summarize command, counts for the various 
chipped stone classes.  
JOIN
FNs to Tools
SQL
FNs.Stratum >1 AND 
Tools.burnt = 1
Export selection as new 
table
Summarize based on 
Unit_name field
Resulting table 
named 
burnt_tools
JOIN
FNs to Cores
SQL
FNs.Stratum >1 AND 
Cores.burnt = 1
Export selection as new 
table
Summarize based on 
Unit_name field
Resulting table 
named 
burnt_cores
JOIN
FNs to Debitage
SQL
FNs.Stratum >1 AND 
Debitage.burnt = 1
Export selection as new 
table
Summarize based on 
Unit_name field
Resulting table 
named 
burnt_debitage
Create Table Append tables
Summarize based on 
Unit_name field
Resulting table 
named 
burnt_units
Join
burnt_units to Units 
(polygons)
Ready for analysis
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 Initially, the tables were then united using the merge tool, with summary on the 
unit_name column; however, this resulted in an anomalously inflated tally (over seven 
times more pieces). The erroneous table was deleted. Using the create table and append 
tools, the three data sources were united on one table and then summarized as before. The 
resulting table, burnt_units, was then joined to the Units polygon set by unit_name key.  
 A new integer column was created in the Units table, and the counts from the 
burnt_units table were copied using the Field Calculator, and the join was removed. A 
new float field was created in the Units table, using the Field Calculator the burnt count 
were divided by the total chipped stone cataloged within the polygon. In both the 
normalized and raw burn count columns, null values were replaced with zero counts. The 
resulting polygon set was saved as burntunits, and the Units polygon set was returned to 
its base condition. Finally, the burntunits polygons were exported as a shapefile for 
additional analysis within GeoDa. 
6.4.4. Testing 
 Before formal testing was conducted, the burnt material was plotted using the 
symbology tab within the layer’s properties. The dot density function was selected 
generating a map in which one dot was equivalent to nine pieces of burnt chipped stone. 
The output is included here as Figure 61 in Appendix II. Intuitively, it appears to show 
three clusters of burnt chipped stone, two near platforms and one near what has 
previously been assumed to be a knapping station. This visual analysis is hardly robust, 
however (For criticism of visual based spatial analysis see Hodder and Orton 1976).  
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Before attempting to identify the location of burnt chipped stone clusters using 
local statistics, global statistics were used, again, following the recommendations 
described in Chapter 2. The global variant of Moran’s I was run within ArcGIS. 
 ArcGIS’s Global Moran’s I (spatial autocorrelation) equation is 
𝐼 =
𝑛
𝑆𝑜
 ∑ ∑ 𝑤𝑖,𝑗𝑧𝑖𝑧𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1
𝑛
𝑖=1
∑ 𝑧𝑖
2𝑛
𝑖=1
 where zi is the deviation of the unit’s burnt chipped stone count 
from the mean unit count (𝑥𝑖 − ?̅?), 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 is the spatial weight of the unit and its neighbor, 
n is the total number of units, and 𝑆𝑜 is the aggregate of all unit weights (Esri 2013c). 
 Global Moran’s I was run from the Spatial Statistics toolbox with the burntunits 
polygon set as the input feature class and the normalized burnt count column as the input 
field. The results of the Global Moran’s I testing indicated an extreme probability of 
spatially clustered burnt chipped stone at the site. Using Inverse Distance Weighting 
(IDW) and no normalization (as the input data had previously been normalized) produced 
a result of:  I = .066; z = 5.4166; p < .000000; σ = .000179. Based on the positive results 
of global analysis, the local variation of Moran’s I. 
 Local Moran’s I is called Anselin Local Moran's I by ArcGIS and Local 
Indicators of Spatial Association (LISA) by Luc Anselin, as well as GeoDa.  ArcGIS 
computes Local Moran's I as 𝐼𝑖  =
𝑥𝑖−?̅?
𝑆𝑖
 2  ∑ 𝑤𝑖,𝑗(𝑥𝑗 − ?̅?)
𝑛
𝑗=1,𝑗≠𝑖  where 𝑥𝑖 is the unit’s burnt 
chipped stone count, ?̅? is the mean burnt chipped stone count, and as before 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 is the 
spatial weight between two units and n is the number of units (Esri 2013b). Within 
GeoDa, Local Moran's I follows the form originally postulated by Anselin, 𝐼𝑖 =
 𝑧𝑖 ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑧𝑗𝑗  (Anselin 1995:98-99), and allows optional permutations, bivariate testing, 
and Empirical Bayes standardized. 
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 Within ArcGIS Anselin Local Moran’s I was run from the Spatial Statistics 
toolbox with the burntunits polygon set as the input feature class and the normalized 
burnt count column as the input field. The conceptualization of space remains IDW. The 
results demonstrated a larger cluster of burnt pieces occupying multiple polygons in the 
area of Platform 1. This can be seen in Figure 62. This area produced z-scores between 
1.58 and 4.06, I-indices of 2.287 to 6.36, and p-values between .11 and .000049, all 
classified as high-high clusters. The most extreme scores were associated directly with 
Platform 1, while the most normal values were generated by the unit immediately to the 
right. 
Given the difference between the results and the earlier visual interpretation the 
test was rerun using the non-normalized counts to determine if the apparent clusters were 
simply swamped out by the amount of chipped stone recovered in their areas. Figure 63 
demonstrates the results of this test, which are remarkably similar to the normalized 
results.  
It should be noted, that this project previously ran Anselin Local Moran’s I before 
changing the <null> values in the burnt count and normalized burnt count columns to 
zeroes. This produced an erroneous high-low burnt concentration just northwest of 
Platform 2.  Evidently, the algorithm used to transport data from the table to the python 
script within ArcGIS does not code <null> as zero, but rather removes the unit from 
analysis.  
As several authors have suggested employing permutation testing as a way to 
compensate for the problems associated with areal data, Local Moran’s I was conducted 
within GeoDa, as well. Initially, the weight file was set the queens case contingency in 
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attempt to remain as close to the IDW weighting used in ArcGIS. Unfortunately, GeoDa 
found all non-rectilinear features neighborless. Given that ArcGIS found its strongest 
signature associated with the circular Platform 1, this was unacceptable. The 
conceptualization of space used for the weighting file was changed to k-Nearest 
Neighbors (5), which is likely responsible for the variation in results.  
Within GeoDa, Univariant Local Moran’s I was conducted using the weighting 
described above and 999 permutations. The results (Figure 64 and Figure 65) confirm a 
statistically significant (pseudo-p between .05 and .001) pattern. Additionally, GeoDa 
observed statistically significant (pseudo-p = .05) Low-Low (LL) values of burnt chipped 
stone among the pit features in the northern portion of the site. Finally, a statistically 
significant (pseudo-p .001) High-Low (HL) cluster was identified in association with the 
previously identified chipping station. 
Finally, within ArcGIS the burnt chipped stone data was reaggregated using the 
regular units polygons from Question 1 and reanalyzed. Basic distribution (see Figure 66, 
Appendix II) closely mirrors the High-Low Clusters identified in GeoDa, with Global 
Moran’s I identifying a strong probability of spatial clustering (I = .759665; z = 11.89; p 
< .000000; σ = .004155). 
6.4.5. Results 
 Based on the results of Global and Local Moran’s I testing under multiple 
variations, Model 3 appears best supported by the distribution of burnt chipped stone at 
‘Ais Giorkis. Global Moran’s I demonstrated a clear spatial patterning to the find 
locations of burnt chipped stone, such would not be consistent with total site burning. 
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Potential arguments that the burnt chipped stone pattern is the result of site-scale fires 
operating on the general culturally patterned deposition of chipped stone can be 
dismissed. This is due to the patterns having been observed against data already corrected 
for general deposition and recovery patterns. 
 The observed pattern, in all cases, suggests hearth activity in the vicinity of 
Platform 1. Some models suggest potential hearth activity in vicinity of Platform 2 and 
the chipping station as well. Given the disagreement between different tests and testing 
environments it is evident that hearths have not yet been discovered, though evidence of 
anthropogenic fire is present in differing degrees at the site. 
6.5. Question 4: Comparison to Previously Known Space-Use 
 Having invested countless hours into the production and analysis of the ‘Ais 
Giorkis geodatabase it is important to ask “was this valuable.” GIS has done a 
remarkable job managing the massive volume of data. Despite this, sorting the data into 
testable formats has hardly been the push-button experience often described with point-
data analysis. Every operation required its own multistep process before testing could 
begin. 
 Despite the difficulty associated with spatial analysis of areal units, valuable new 
insights into the use of space by the inhabitants of ‘Ais Giorkis have been generated. New 
knowledge of the deposition patterns of burnt chipped stone, axes, and discarded chipped 
stone provide valuable data for the subsequent chapter’s interpretation. The previously 
held assumption about the difference in chipped stone character between the area of 
platforms and the area of pits has been empirically tested and found to be valid. Finally, 
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the contentious issue of post-depositional shifting has been addressed, and found to be 
largely irrelevant at the spatial scale which data are recorded by the project.  
 Though some of these results could have been generated without GIS, a relational 
database was invaluable for the managing of data. For example, Question 1 was answered 
using traditional quadrat analysis techniques; however, GIS provided a relatively quick 
platform from which to segregate the data into quadrats. This operation would likely have 
taken weeks to collate by hand, though it only took hours within ArcGIS.  
 In conclusion, this program of GIS-based spatial analysis has successfully 
demonstrated both the potential for GIS-assisted intra-site spatial analysis using low 
resolution data, as well as assisted in understanding life at ‘Ais Giorkis. In the final 
chapter, I interpret the results generated here as well as provide lessons learned in this 
application of GIS to intra-site spatial analysis of areal units.
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Chapter 7: Discussion 
 
7.1. Introduction 
 This chapter interprets the results of the previous chapter. Interpretative 
assumptions are stated up front with justifications. Interpretations are presented 
thematically before being summarized. In this manner, I attempt to bridge the gap 
between the statistical plots of Chapter 6 and the lived experience at prehistoric ‘Ais 
Giorkis. 
7.2. Interpretative assumptions 
 Archaeological data rarely, if ever, speak for themselves. Likewise, statistical 
analyses of archaeological data, no matter how sophisticated, rarely speak for themselves. 
Some form of interpretation is necessary to produce meaningful understanding of the 
archaeological past.  Interpretation, by necessity, takes place within a matrix of 
assumptions.  As in all science, the understanding produced is impermanent as future data 
may prove the underlying assumptions untenable.  
 The interpretations presented here reject the assumption that 'Ais Giorkis was a 
permanent habitation site. This requires some explanation as 'Ais Giorkis has sometimes 
been described as a village (e.g., Knapp 2013; Simmons 2005).  While there exist many, 
often tacit, definitions of “village” within the context of Neolithic research, I do not 
believe 'Ais Giorkis fits within these definitions.  
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7.2.1. Why 'Ais Giorkis is not a village 
 Within the broader Near East, the concept of village is often a tacit rider within 
larger discussions of sedentism. Various indicators of sedentism and village life have 
been proposed. Generally, the evidence from 'Ais Giorkis fails to meet these indicators, as 
demonstrated below. 
Though he acknowledges other important factors in the identification of villages, such 
as permanence of architecture, size, and social complexity, Thomas Jacobsen (1981) 
believes that subsistence economy should be the primary criterion for the identification of 
the Neolithic village. He writes that “mixed agriculture [should] be taken as a sine qua 
non of the early village” (Jacobsen 1981:304). While cultigens, ground stone, and glossed 
blades all attest to the importance of farmed food in the subsistence practices at 'Ais 
Giorkis, Espinda (2007:120) has suggested grain was not produced locally. Additionally, 
due to access to water, farming at watered areas while living at 'Ais Giorkis would have 
been an economically unsound practice (Keach 2014a).  
Kent Flannery suggests that privatized storage is the hallmark of village life, both in 
the Near East and in the New World (Flannery 1972, 2002). Certainly, 'Ais Giorkis fails 
to meet this criterion as well. While numerous pits have been identified at the site, very 
few, if any, have contained stored material and none have been identified within 
privatized space. Indeed, there is no indication of privately held space at 'Ais Giorkis for 
storage pits to be found. 
Ofar Bar-Yosef and Anna Belfer-Cohen have argued that storage facilities and well-
constructed structures are not strong indicators of sedentism and therefore village life. 
Rather, they suggest that floral and faunal analysis, particularly looking at micro-
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vertebrate commensals such as mice, are more robust markers (Ofar Bar-Yosef and 
Belfer-Cohen 1989). Regarding this indicator, 'Ais Giorkis cannot be measured as faunal 
analysis is still underway. However, given the plentitude of food waste associated with 
the site, commensals could be expected regardless of habitation intensity.  
While discussing sedentism within the Natufian phase
8
, Brian Byrd describes seven 
lines of archaeological evidence that are often enlisted to support interpretations of 
sedentism and therefore village life. These are: 1) Stone architecture 2) Heavy-duty 
material culture—e.g., large ground stone 3) Storage pits 4) Cemeteries 5) The presence 
of commensal species—e.g., mice and rats 6) Seasonality of hunting as indicated by 
cementum increments on gazelle teeth and 7) Thickness of archaeological deposits (Byrd 
2005:166). It should be noted that Byrd has a number of reservations about these 
approaches. Nevertheless, with regard to the site, criterion 1 is lacking as architecture is 
limited to cobble-ringed platforms. Criterion 2 is certainly present, though the presence of 
large pieces and large quantities of ground stone could be accounted for by the geological 
abundance of raw material by which they are crafted. Criterion 3 has been discussed and 
dismissed. Criterion 4 is absent, as far as is known; currently human remains are limited 
to several infant bones and an individual flexed adult burial. Criterion 5 has been 
discussed and, like criterion 6, cannot yet be evaluated. Finally, criterion 7 provides the 
strongest support for sedentism at 'Ais Giorkis. Nevertheless, I believe alternate 
explanations can account for the rich deposits of lithic and faunal material at the site. 
                                                 
8
 The Natufian phase is a mainland Near Eastern Late Epipaleolithic Period dating to approximately 
15,000-12,000 cal B.P. (Bar-Yosef 1998; Simmons 2007: 50). 
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Of the density of lithic material, I suggest that this is a function of proximity source 
material (recall Figure 18). Relative to other Cypro-PPNB sites, 'Ais Giorkis has a 
dramatically larger chipped stone assemblage, although the eventual publication of the 
‘Shillourokambos data may change this. While at first this suggests a more intense 
occupation than at the lowland sites, which in turn suggests sedentism and village life, 
this implication is challenged by inter-period settlement patterns.  
During the Late Epipaleolithic, the upland site of ‘Roudias has demonstrated the 
largest chipped stone assemblage of the period, despite only preliminary excavation 
(Efstratou et al. 2012; Simmons 2014:Table 7.1). No site in the Late Epipaleolithic is 
suspected of being sedentary, thus the difference in this period is not related to sedentism. 
 Later, in the Cypro-PPNA, the upland site of ‘Asprokremnos has produced a greater 
chipped stone assemblage than is currently known as ‘Klimonas (cf. McCartney 
2011:189; Vigne, Briois, et al. 2011:9). The balance of chipped stone once again favors 
the upland site, despite an apparently more sedentary lifeways being practiced at the 
lowland site.  
In the light of past sites, it should not be of any surprise that the Cypro-PPNB upland 
site of 'Ais Giorkis could generate a richer assemblage than its lowland counterparts 
without intensive occupation. Upland sites have direct access to Lefkara formation cherts, 
while lowland sites do not. Any material at the lowland sites must be brought in either 
directly by humans, or indirectly through river carry.  
Chaîne opératoire, particularly at the loci of material acquisition and transportation, 
favors a more cavalier use of chipped stone within the regions of material procurement. 
Because the residents of coastal sites were required to make the most use of their raw 
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material, it is likely that repurposing and reworking of material reduced its archaeological 
signature in accordance with the Frison Effect (Jelinek 1976).   
In regard to the density of faunal remains, these need not be understood within the 
context of uniform buildup over a continuous occupation. On several occasions, feasting 
has been invoked in explaining the deposits at 'Ais Giorkis (e.g., Melson 2010; Simmons 
2009). As discussed in Chapter 4.7, Simmons has demonstrated that the assemblage at 
'Ais Giorkis is consistent with the feasting model proposed by Twiss (cf., Simmons 
2012a:98; Twiss 2008). While feasting in the competitive sense proposed by Hayden 
(2009) seems improbable given the apparently low population density of the island, other 
researchers have proposed socially integrative forms of feasting within the Neolithic Near 
East (e.g., Asouti and Fuller 2013), which may be more applicable. In any case, 
feasting—especially intergroup feasting—can explain the dense faunal material. 
7.2.2. …If Not a Village, Then What? 
 As shown, 'Ais Giorkis does not meet the common indicators of a village as 
defined within the region. Given that seasonality and mobility patterns have not yet been 
established for the Cypro-PPNB, it seems valuable to consider the residential camp. 
While the camp has not been as rigorously defined within the Near Eastern literature, 
global data are available. Ethnographic (e.g., O'Connell et al. 1991), archaeological (e.g., 
Sassaman 1993), and ethno-archaeological (e.g., Gould and Yellen 1987) studies of litter 
patterns within forager camp settings demonstrate a clear delineation of public and 
private space.  
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This delineation has not been observed at 'Ais Giorkis, though as new data are 
incorporated this may change. Specifically, indicators of impermanent housing, such as 
circular areas cleared of debris or post molds, have not been noted. As demonstrated by 
the distribution of broken tools (Figure 38) and the distribution of glossed pieces (Figure 
46), material occurs continuously across the site. Of course, this statement must be 
reevaluated in the light of grinding stone distribution once these data become available.  
   The evidence, excepting the density of archaeological deposits, does not support 
a habitation model. Given this, alternate site functions should be considered. As a 
working model, I propose that the site was primarily ceremonial in nature. Specifically, I 
propose a model of 'Ais Giorkis as a site of regular intercommunity integrative feasting, 
more analogous to the modern fairground than the modern campground. 
 The persistence of food sharing among agriculturalists with forager backgrounds 
has been observed ethnographically (e.g., Kent 1996) and the practices of feasts and 
festivals as social institutions has been observed across time and space (Hayden and 
Villeneuve 2011). Archaeological examples of social feasting can be found across the 
scale of social complexity (Pluckhahn et al. 2006; Yerkes 2005); likewise, the integrative 
role of festival is well documented within extant populations around the world (De Bres 
and Davis 2001; Fortes 1936; Smith 1985). It does not, therefore, seem unreasonable to 
extend this institution the Cypro-PPNB, at least until proven incorrect.  
7.2.3. The Community at 'Ais Giorkis 
 Unfortunately, at this time, there are insufficient data on the demographics of the 
period to build any robust model of the population of the island. Additionally, it seems 
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unlikely that a strongly supported settlement model will be produced in the near future. 
This is due to the cultural history of the Early Neolithic on Cyprus still being in flux (see 
Chapter 3), proposed new sites being slowly evaluated, and a near sui generis discussion 
of Cypro-PPNB sites within the research community.  
 For the time being, the nature of the community at 'Ais Giorkis is beyond the data. 
The site director has, at times, postulated a model that has island elites retreating from the 
muggy coastal sites to summer in the cooler uplands (e.g., Simmons 2012a:98). An 
alternate possibility is that there were small farming stations occupying the uplands 
during the grain production season. This is especially possible in the area now submerged 
beneath the Kannaviou Reservoir, as this is one of the few areas with perennial river 
access on the island (Ministry of Agriculture Natural Resources and Environment 2005). 
Should this have been the case, alluvial deposits from the river would have obscured 
small sites from surface surveys, such as the Canadian Palaipaphos Survey Project. 
7.3. Interpretation 
Using the results of the previous chapter and the assumptions above, it is possible to 
discuss spatial activity at 'Ais Giorkis. This discussion is focused on general spatial use, 
formal disposal areas, and hearths. Merely discussing patterns is not enough; however, 
within this discussion analysis will be extended to the impact of spatial patterns of the 
phenomenology of 'Ais Giorkis within the landscape of the upper Ezousa River valley.  
7.3.1. Of General Spatial Use 
 As demonstrated by the Getis-Ord 𝐺𝑖
∗ hot spot analysis of chipped stone collected 
at 'Ais Giorkis (Figure 45), a significant pattern can be seen in terms of quantity of 
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chipped stone. The vast majority has been recovered in the area of the upper terrace that 
is characterized by platform structures. This confirms the apparent trend observed during 
excavation. My working hypothesis had been that the increased density of chipped stone 
in this area could be explained by post-depositional motion through colluvial processes. 
In short, material from geographically higher parts of the site had settled into the lower 
area. This hypothesis was thoroughly rejected by the analysis conducted for Question 1. 
Not only does Pearson’s chi-squared analysis reject intensive post-depositional shifting, 
but local analysis of the change between major chipped stone divisions rejects it. This can 
be seen in Appendix II; Figure 42 demonstrates the composition of colluvial strata, while 
the following figure (Figure 43) demonstrates the composition of the in situ strata. Figure 
44 highlights the areas of change between the two. 
 As the density of chipped stone in the platform area has been shown not to be due 
to n-transforms, it is possible to consider the c-transforms which may have produced this 
pattern (see Schiffer 1975). Two potential scenarios could account for this pattern, though 
they are not mutually exclusive. First, it is possible that this pattern is due to site 
maintenance activities—that is to say—the intentional transportation of material from its 
location of systemic context (see Schiffer 1976; Schiffer 1996) to a discard location. The 
second scenario which could have produced this pattern is simply a dramatically more 
intense use of the platform area of the upper terrace. 
 I favor a combination of these two possibilities. Distribution of glossed pieces 
(e.g., probable sickle blades) was run because it is unlikely that any site activity, with the 
exception of formal discard, would produce a concentration of this type of artifact as 
reaping outside of a field is highly unlikely. Due to this fact, glossed piece distribution 
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can potentially be used to determine formal disposal areas or variation in intra-site 
occupation intensity. While there are slightly more glossed pieces associated with the 
platform area, this is not statistically significant (p ≈ .83, n = 183, see Chapter 6 and 
Appendix II Figure 46). Likewise, broken tools occur at such uniformity across the site as 
to mask the pattern of other classes of broken and exhausted material. These data do not 
suggest formal discard areas (although this will be returned to momentarily); additionally 
they suggest that occupation intensity was approximately uniform.  
Other data, which are discussed below, indicate that non-tool chipped stone was 
collected in formal discard areas. One area of discard appears to be located just above the 
platform area and was likely damaged by flowing water, both during the site’s occupation 
and after its abandonment. While intuitively it seems likely that the platform area was a 
more active locus of activity than the pit area; n-transforms acting on a culturally relevant 
discard area likely played an important role in the difference in chipped stone density as 
well.  
Based on artifact distribution, one key way that the platform area differs substantially 
from the pit area is in its association with axes. This is particularly true for ground stone 
axes. Ground stone axes are heavily clustered in the eastern
9
 portion of the platform 
areas. Ultimately, ground stone axe function is to be decided by the project’s ground 
stone specialist, Renée Kolvet; however, at this juncture it appears to be linked with the 
activities of the platform structures more so that the function of chipped stone axes.  
In short, there is a definite difference between the pit area and the platform area. This 
difference may have been exaggerated by the erosion of a formal disposal area.  
                                                 
9
 In relationship to UTM north; in relationship to the site grid this would be northern. 
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7.3.2. Formal Disposal Areas 
 Identification of formal disposal areas could provide an important key to 
understanding the use of space at 'Ais Giorkis. This study has identified two potential 
formal disposal areas using multiple lines of evidence within the chipped stone 
assemblage. I stress the potential above, as ultimately these identifications must be tested 
against the faunal deposits before they can be wholly embraced.  
 Identification is based on the distribution of exhausted cores, broken debitage, 
debris, and burnt chipped stone.  All four lines of evidence demonstrate approximately 
similar patterns of distribution (cf. Figure 58, Figure 60, and Figure 66). One area of 
clustering is associated with what had been understood to be a chipping station while the 
other two are located near platforms.  
As mentioned in Chapter 6, chipped stone density suggests an additional feature in 
the unexcavated portion between the two eastern-most platforms. Fortunately, during the 
2014 field season this area was excavated. This revealed the presence of a badly decayed 
structure (Forrest Jarvi, personal communication 2014). I suggest that this structure, 
regardless of what it originally was built for, became a convenient trash receptacle. The 
project’s geoarchaeologist, Dr. Rolfe Mandel, has noted the presence of numerous small 
gullies and channels within the profile of the trench where the platforms have been found. 
These indicated repeated flooding events during and following the occupation. If the 
newly discovered structure is a formal disposal area, as I suggest, these erosional 
episodes could have resulted in repeated damage to its structural integrity, further 
resulting in the spilling of disposed material across the lower areas of the site. The stone 
platforms, as well as the short wall between the eastern platforms, acted as artifact traps 
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retaining the material. Material which passed these traps washed into the lower terrace 
area where its spatial configuration has been obscured by modern terracing and 
agricultural activity.  
 The northwestern disposal area is compositionally similar (cf. Figure 58, Figure 
60, and Figure 66) though much more spatially bound than the disposal area near the 
platforms. This area had been defined as a chipping station based on the heavy 
concentration of chipped stone. Given the site-wide pattern of chipped stone distribution, 
however, this must be reconsidered. As there is no intentional heat treatment practice 
known within the Cypro-PPNB, burnt pieces within a chipping area should only be 
present as a result of material falling into a nearby hearth. Given the resolution of the 'Ais 
Giorkis chipped stone data, both in terms of collection and recording, advanced methods 
of testing for hearth by spatial patterning of micro-debris (as Sergant et al. 2006) are 
impossible. Thus, the possibility that this is a chipping station cannot be ruled out by 
presence of burnt material alone. The presence of faunal remains (including those of a 
human neonate) seems more coherent within a trash context, however. Though detailed 
analysis of the feature’s composition is outside the scope of this thesis, the composition 
consists of many tools, only moderate amounts of debris, and few instances of cortical 
debitage. In summary, while the possibility of a chipping station with a small hearth 
cannot be ruled out, it seems more likely that this area represents a refuse disposal point 
with the incorporation of material cleared from hearths. 
The presence of formal disposal areas, especially in previously used structures, has 
precedence within the Cypro-PPNB. For example, much of the Cypro-PPNB material 
recovered at ‘Mylouthkia was found deposited in wells (Peltenburg 2003a); likewise, 
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excavation at ‘Shillourokambos has produced wells repurposed for trash disposal 
(Peltenburg 2012). Identification of these disposal areas, therefore, comports well with 
known practices on the island during the broader time Cypro-PPNB period. 
7.3.3. Hearths 
 Identification of hearths using the data resolution at 'Ais Giorkis was difficult. 
Previous studies identifying hearths have relied on sub-centimeter to sub-meter spatial 
resolution and collection of micro-debris (e.g., Alperson-Afil and Goren-Inbar 2010; 
Sergant et al. 2006).  Cluster analysis using Moran’s I has demonstrated spatially distinct 
concentrations of burnt chipped stone. These clusters may be interpreted as hearths; 
however, they could also represent the patterned disposal of hearth contents.  
 If one takes the stance that these are hearths, then there were likely hearths near 
the chipping station and two platforms. Of these, the signal near Platform 1 is most clear. 
Perhaps this represents the largest or most formalized fire location. If so, I suggest that 
Platform 1 may have served as a platform for a signal fire. Within the region, use of 
signal fire is well documented during classical antiquity, as well as ethnographically 
among the Bedouin of the Near Eastern mainland (e.g., Raswan 1947). Globally, the use 
of simple pyrotechnic signaling in small scale societies has been noted both 
ethnographically and through folklore (e.g.,Gusinde 1966; Musters 1873 in relation to 
South America). There is no reason, therefore, to suspect that pyrotechnic signaling was 
outside of the ability for the people of the Cypro-PPNB. If this were the case, a signal fire 
located at Platform 1 producing a mere 15-meter high smoke plume would have been a 
dominant feature throughout the area. This can be demonstrated using visibility analysis 
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within ArcGIS, as in Figure 40. Such a signal could be used to alert small agricultural 
outposts along within the upper Ezousa river valley of a successful deer/pig hunt and the 
beginning of a feast or festival. 
 
 
Figure 40-Visibility of Potential Pyrotechnic Signal 
 
Such a scenario is exciting to think about; however, in light of the evidence from discard 
material discussed above it seems less than parsimonious. A far simpler explanation for 
this evidence is that the clustering of burnt chipped stone largely mirrors the distribution 
of discarded clusters because hearths were cleared into the same discard areas. The slight 
shift between the discard and burnt distribution in the vicinity of the platforms can be 
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attributed to stochastic processes within the fluvial redistribution of material, while the 
major clustering of both are due to the platforms acting as artifact traps. 
In summary, the best explanation for the patterning of burnt material at 'Ais Giorkis is 
that the burnt material was systematically cleared from its systemic context and placed in 
the same collection areas as exhausted cores and broken debitage. As mentioned in the 
above discussion of disposal areas, the location in the platform area was likely a damaged 
structure that was further damaged, both during and after the sites occupation, spilling its 
contents during periodic flooding. 
7.4. Summary 
The distribution pattern of broken debitage, debris, exhausted cores, and burnt 
chipped stone are very similar. The most likely explanation for this phenomenon is 
formal deposition of waste material, including the clearing of hearths, into two areas. The 
first of these areas is located near the pits in what may been a structure (Simmons 
2012a:91), while the second appears to be a heavily damaged structure. Such repurposing 
is similar to the practices seen at ‘Mylouthkia and ‘Shillourokambos. 
 While the uncritical analysis of just burnt material suggests the location of 
hearths, spatial analysis of multiple discard item types suggest that the material is 
patterned due to discard. Unfortunately, identification of burnt material within discard 
context does nothing to inform on hearth locations. Based on the interpretation of burnt 
and broken material Figure 41 has been produced.  
Material density is dramatically denser in the area of platforms compared to the pit 
area. This is especially true of material formally discarded. Assuming that—like most 
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people—the people of ‘Ais Giorkis did not desire extra work, the discard area nearest to 
the waste producing activity likely received more material than the farthest discard area. 
While n-transforms, viz. the erosion of the discard point, are responsible for the apparent 
mess near the platform, c-transforms are responsible for the increased density.   
 Based on find location, it does not appear that chipped stone axes and ground stone 
axes demonstrate a minority solution to a common technical need. As such, axe 
technology does not comment on the diversity of groups meeting at the site. While both 
axe types are found primarily within the area of platforms, there is no relationship 
between them. Of course, given the small number of chipped stone axes found at the site, 
the relationship would have had to be very strong to be seen. 
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Figure 41-Interpreted Map of Ais Giorkis Locations 
 
Overall, I am suggesting that ‘Ais Giorkis was a communal gathering site with the 
majority of activity taking place around the platform structures. The purpose of the stone 
axes, especially the ground stone axes, was entangled with these platforms. Whether this 
was the preparation of fire wood, the extraction of marrow from long bones, or some 
other purpose cannot be answered by these data. Rather than slovenly leaving the detritus 
of these feasting events where it lay, trash was policed into culturally defined areas of 
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discard. Likely, communal gatherings were seasonal in nature, as was site flooding. Gully 
cutting likely disturbed the discard area near the platforms outside the site’s use season. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 
 
8.1. Introduction 
Throughout this project, missteps and failed techniques have been documented in 
hopes of informing other projects establishing a GIS component not just what to do, but 
what not to do. In this chapter I make explicit some of the most illustrative failures in 
implementing the geodatabase. I will close this thesis with some observations of the 
necessary future directions not only of this line of research, but also spatial and Early 
Cypriot archaeology in general. 
8.2. Methodological Overview 
The general methodology of this thesis has followed three major arcs. The first 
was data integration. The second was the creation of the geodatabase and generation of 
spatial content. The final arc was testing and analysis.  
The data integration arc involved the digitization of nearly a decade of chipped 
stone data. Much of these data were not used in the analysis presented in this thesis; 
however, for future, more detailed spatial analyses, these data will be necessary. Data 
integration within a common database was intended to provide a single unified platform 
from which the entire Ais Giorkis Project could conduct their analyses, and therefore 
minimize discrepancy due to differing datasets and states of update. Given this, the 
chipped stone data is only a single component of a larger database, which has been 
designed for interoperability across a variety of analysis platforms.  
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The creation of the geodatabase and generation of spatial content arc involved the 
creation of polygons with which spatial properties could be applied to the tabular data 
produced in the previous arc, as well as the production of Digital Elevation Models 
(DEM) at both local and regional scales. The geodatabase was constructed as a File 
Geodatabase (.gbd) as the primary benefit of the personal database is interoperability 
with Access, but this has not been maintained with the current version of Access. Of the 
DEMs, the regional DEM was derived from the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission 
and Reflection Radiometer Global Digital Elevation Model, version 2, while the local 
DEM was produced through the regular kriging of survey points collected using 
differential GPS during the 2013 field season.  
Finally, analysis was conducted in both ArcGIS and GeoDa. Two methods of 
quantifying spatial relationship were applied both locally and globally. These were 
Moran’s I and Getis-Ord G. Moran’s I produces a value between -1 and 1 that is, 
completely negatively to completely positively correlated with 0 implying no correlation, 
similar to Pearson’s r. The G statistic is slightly different in that it tests whether larger 
values are associated with each other spatially. The global variation of Moran’s I and 
Getis-Ord G statistics test for spatial patterning across the site, while their local variations 
highlight the location of patterning. In addition to these tests, the approximate find spots 
were plotted and density was mapped. 
8.3. Insights into Lifeways at 'Ais Giorkis 
Prior to this research, all that was known about spatial use at the site was that 
there were platforms and pits with a suspected difference between the two areas. Now, 
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we know that the distinction between them is reflected both in the quantity of chipped 
stone and in the likelihood of encountering ground stone axes. Additionally, two trash 
disposal areas have been located. Strong evidence for domestic structures and hearth 
locations remain elusive. Nevertheless, discard areas provide a means to begin 
interrogating space at ‘Ais Giorkis.  
The pit area is distinct from the platform area in more ways that simple 
architecture. Chipped stone material is much sparser in the pit area (recall Figure 34 and 
Figure 45). While site maintenance activity is responsible for some of this difference, 
intensity of use is implicated as well. The general scarcity of material found within the 
pits is intriguing, as pits generally collect material, either through c-transforms such as 
secondary use as formal disposal areas or through n-transforms due to their properties as 
artifact traps. Given the apparent scarcity of material, especially in the most northern pits, 
it seems that whatever activities took place at 'Ais Giorkis did not extend past the present 
limits of excavation in this area. 
The identification of discard areas is exciting because it suggests that, despite the 
non-residential
10
 nature of 'Ais Giorkis, efforts were made to maintain the site by the 
community which occupied it nearly 10,000 years ago. Moreover, as other lines of 
evidence are considered, I expect that we will identify additional activity areas. Once 
these are identified, understanding the discard practices will allow us to address more 
phenomenological questions. For example, future spatial analysis of ground stone may 
demonstrate constrained loci of feasting through the patterning of platters; it may also 
                                                 
10
 I do not suggest that no one has ever overnighted at ‘Ais Giorkis; however, there is no evidence of 
privatized space which is common even to temporary camps.  
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divulge cereal preparation areas through the patterning of querns. Understanding the 
relationship between these areas and disposal areas will allow for the reconstruction of 
pathways throughout the communal gathering landscape. 
Unlike most artifact classes examined in this thesis, ground stone axes were found 
to be highly associated with a particular area of the site. Most of these have been found 
near or on platforms 2 and 3. Detailed examination of these axes should be conducted to 
determine whether the four axes found in the pit area are similar, beyond the etic 
classification of axe, to those found in the platform area. Based on this study, it appears 
that these artifacts have the best probability of illuminating the function of the platform 
structures at 'Ais Giorkis. Once this function has been determined, the platforms can be 
considered within the context of other identified areas to better understand the behaviors 
and meanings associated with the site.  
Though initial results looked promising, hearth locations have not yet been 
identified at 'Ais Giorkis. Hearths, like houses, are areas of human interaction. 
Establishing the location of hearths at the site will do much toward peopling the site. 
Unfortunately, the single line of evidence, burnt chipped stone, produced a pattern nearly 
identical to that of trash items at the site. This suggests that the burnt chipped stone was 
intentionally deposited during hearth cleaning. These cleaning practices, coupled with the 
lack of clearly constructed formal hearths, go a long way toward explaining the absence 
of identified hearths at the site.  
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8.4. GIS Lessons Learned 
One of the major goals of this project was to document and evaluate the process 
of GIS-assisted intra-site spatial analysis with low resolution data. Having completed the 
project, it is easy to look back and observe a number of mistakes make along the way. 
Additionally, certain observations regarding the effectiveness of ArcGIS as an analysis 
platform warrant discussion. 
In Chapter 5, database construction was begun in Microsoft Access to serve as a 
common DBMS across the Ais Giorkis Project. This turned out to be a poor choice in 
regard to interoperability with ArcGIS. As mentioned, the personal geodatabase format 
(.mdb) is essentially an Access database. Unfortunately, this is not compatible with 
current versions of Access. This incompatibility, coupled with the poorer performance of 
the personal geodatabase format resulted in this project ultimately using the file 
geodatabase (.gdb) format. This further resulted in a forking of the database into a spatial 
and traditional database which could not communicate with each other. The lack of 
interconnection made certain analyses more difficult and required errors to be corrected 
multiple times. ArcGIS desktop license includes a basic version of ArcSDE that supports 
Microsoft SQL Express, while the server license includes the full version of ArcSDE 
which allows connect to most DBMS environments, including PostgreSQL. Rather than 
forking the database, it would have been better to run the database back-end in 
PostgreSQL, or at least SQL Express, and setup front-end connections in Access and 
ArcGIS to maintain the connection between environments. 
ArcGIS does not support M:1 joins to features. Rather, M:1 tabular data are 
connected via relates. The relate system is wholly inadequate for the purpose of spatial 
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analysis as statistics and classification do not propagate through relates. This requires 
complex summarization workflows before data can be spatially analyzed and reduces the 
resolution of data. Within the open GIS platforms, such as qGIS, users have produced 
plugins to mitigate this problem. As a proprietary platform, this is not possible within 
ArcGIS. Esri must address this shortcoming before archaeological analysis of complex 
areal units can be conducted efficiently within the ArcGIS environment. As a community 
of use, we must call for this change rather than ignore areal data, lest we fall into the trap 
of allowing the program to steer our research agendas. 
Given that the Ais Giorkis Project changes excavation unit size with depth (as 
described in Chapter 4), and a desire to maintain maximum data resolution, areal units 
were created in a nested fashion. Doing so would have been especially necessary had the 
differences in stratigraphic units been found significant. Nevertheless, a review of the 
analysis in Chapter 6 using excavation units versus the analysis using regularized units 
demonstrates the problem with this practice. The nested units do not matte down to a 
single unit with more material in the overlapping portion. Due to the conceptualization of 
space inherent in the tests, this produces a result that describes the pattern in excavation 
more than the pattern of material. This is most clear in Test 3, wherein the variation in 
excavation units used for the pit section disposal area masked the clustering within 
ArcGIS and reduced the significance of clustering within GeoDa when analyzing the 
excavation units. After reaggregating the data using the regular fishnets, the same test 
(Local Moran’s I) picked up on the cluster. Based on these observations, it is necessary to 
avoid overlap in areal units. Within this project, I accomplished this using a spatial join to 
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the fishnet polygons. The same function could be accomplished using the dissolve tool 
based on a common characteristic, such as the named corner.   
Finally, though not strictly a GIS issue, a number of errors reduced the usability 
of the local DEM. Given that the survey device was available for only a short time, in 
conjunction with a magnetometry survey, point collection was a somewhat rushed job. As 
no survey grade local datum has been established at 'Ais Giorkis, the base station was 
setup in various locations and allowed to self-locate. While the easting and northing 
values are all correct, the elevation points appear slightly erratic, especially as one leaves 
the upper terrace. I do not believe that I collected an adequate number of survey points 
outside of the upper terrace. This was due in part to time constraints and in part to local 
topography. Additionally, GPS is notoriously bad at establishing elevation, relative to 
easting and northing. These errors in collection have resulted in an elevation model that 
does not demonstrate the proper relationship between the elevation of the upper terrace 
and the elevation of the lower terrace and, as such, some planned tests (e.g., a comparison 
of changes in mean blade size between strata and elevation) were not conducted.   
8.5. Future Directions 
Based on the results of this thesis project, a number of future research directions 
are advised. These can be divided both as directions for the Ais Giorkis Project vs. the 
larger archaeological community and archaeological vs. technological.  
Most critical in the domain of technological direction within the broader 
community is the expansion of research into areal unit analysis within site-specific 
archaeology. An experimental program must be conducted to determine the distortion 
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which results from aggregating point data to the most common scales of archaeological 
units, that is the 1x1 and the 2x2 meter excavation unit. While this research has shown 
that useful analysis is possible using aggregated data, the distorting effects of doing so 
can only be determined through the reanalysis of aggregated point data. Additionally, if 
spatial analysis of areal data is to become a common practice within archaeology, either 
ArcGIS must provide a way to link tabular data to polygons with a many-to-one 
cardinality and propagate statistics through this link or another program with this 
capability must be identified. More generally, as few archaeologists have been trained to 
understand the minutia of statistical mathematics, those that specialize in statistics for 
archaeologists should examine the situational appropriateness of the most common 
spatial statistics and develop similar dummy-proof checklist as exist for traditional 
statistics, lest we repeat within the spatial realm the mistakes made with traditional 
statistics. 
Within the domain of technological direction at the project level, two major tasks 
lay ahead. First, we must bring the totality of our data into a common database so that 
they can be analyzed together. This process is already well underway with small finds 
currently being coded and ground stone coding planned for this year. Incorporating the 
vast faunal assemblage and somewhat inchoate excavation notes (soil observations, etc.) 
will be significant projects, but will lead to a far more robust analytical environment.  
The second major task is the migration of the back-end database from the Access default 
JET engine to SQL Server Express or PostgreSQL, as our GIS license will support. This 
will allow a single core database for the entirety of the Ais Giorkis Projects application, 
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as was originally intended. Beyond the long-term benefits of a unified database, this will 
allow simpler integration of new data into the spatial database. 
Outside of the project, one of the most important coming archaeological events is 
the upcoming release of the second volume in the monograph series out of the 
Parekklesia Shillourokambos project. As mentioned previously, les industries lithiques at 
Shillourokambos have yet to be fully published. Once these data are made available, it 
will be an indispensable comparative assemblage for anyone working with Cypro-PPNB 
lithics.  More broadly, additional settlement data within the middle and late phases of the 
Cypro-PPNB would be enormously helpful in understanding a likely non-habitation site 
like 'Ais Giorkis. Unfortunately, the focus of research into the early prehistory of Cyprus 
has recently been directed more toward the Late Epipaleolithic and the Cypro-PPNA. 
Archaeologically, future directions within the Ais Giorkis Project should involve 
the production of high-resolution plan-view photos of the excavation area so that the 
GIS-based excavation units can be more accurately placed. Now that methodology has 
been tested, and as more lines of evidence are being integrated into the project database, 
more in depth analysis of the composition of identified areas must be conducted. 
Furthermore, spatial patterning within and among the different tool types must be 
examined. Finally, the hunt for hearths must continue.  
8.6. Conclusions 
Based on the findings of this thesis it is possible to say that, even with low 
resolution data, GIS-based spatial analysis of areal units can provide valuable insight into 
the spatial configuration of archaeological sites. At ‘Ais Giorkis, data resolution is 
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variable between five square meters and less than one square meter, without accurate 
interunit spacing; nevertheless GIS-based spatial analysis produced far more insight than 
previous classical statistical analysis at the unit level. These findings include the 
identification of formal disposal areas, artifact distribution patterns, and the quantification 
of difference between the platform and pit areas in comparison to mean artifact 
association. 
Future work must build on these finding, both technologically and 
archaeologically. The distorting effects of data aggregation, at a variety of resolutions, on 
the analysis of archaeological material must be better understood. Additionally, now that 
this method has been demonstrated, in depth analysis of the tool and debitage assemblage 
in spatial context can begin. As additional datasets are integrated within the geodatabase, 
a holistic picture of spatial patterning at ‘Ais Giorkis can emerge. 
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Appendix I: Lithic Descriptive Statistical Tables 
I.1. Tables 
 
CATEGORY COUNT PERCENT 
 234,610 100 
Cores + Fragments 2,521 1.08 
Core Trimming 
Elements 
761 .32 
Core Tablets 83 .03 
Flakes 106,952 45.59 
Blades 23,876 10.18 
Bladelets 8,462 3.61 
Microflakes 18,194 7.75 
Burin Spalls 498 .21 
Chips 51,158 21.81 
Chunks 9,551 4.07 
Tools 12,554 5.35 
Table 11-Chipped Stone Categories, Counts and Percentages 
 
 COUNT PERCENT 
(Blanks) n=139,290 100 
Flakes 106,952 76.78 
Blades 23,876 17.14 
Bladelets 8,462 6.08 
(Tools) n=10,698 100 
Flakes 5,463 51.1 
Blades 5,044 47.1 
Bladelets 191 1.8 
Table 12-Sample Relative Blank Type Percentages 
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MATERIAL TYPE COUNT PERCENT 
(Blanks) n=10,770 100 
Translucent 800 7.4 
Lefkara Translucent 1,318 12.2 
Lefkara Dense Trans. 5 .005 
Lefkara Basal 5,491 78.8 
Moni 60 .5 
Other 96 .89 
(Tools) n=6,514 100 
Translucent 699 10.7 
Lefkara Translucent 927 14.2 
Lefkara Dense Trans. 126 1.9 
Lefkara Basal 4,565 70.1 
Moni 127 1.9 
Other 70 1.1 
(Cores) n=2222 100 
Translucent 58 2.6 
Lefkara Translucent 200 9 
Lefkara Dense Trans. 3 .1 
Lefkara Basal 1889 85 
Moni 6 .3 
Other 66 .3 
Table 13-Sample Raw Material Utilization 
 
 
 
 COUNT PERCENT 
n=2,088 100 
Material test 33 1.58 
Flake 1335 63.94 
Blade 455 21.79 
Bladelet 265 12.69 
Table 14-Sample Core Types and Percentages 
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 COUNT PERCENT 
(Blanks) n=11,923 100 
Single 4,921 41.3 
Punctiform 639 5.3 
Dihedral 1,291 10.8 
Cortical 875 7.3 
Crushed 2,613 21.9 
Other 1584 13.4 
(Tools) n=4,443 100 
Single 1,844 41.5 
Punctiform 233 5.2 
Dihedral 588 13.2 
Cortical 282 6.3 
Crushed 1007 22.7 
Other 489 11 
Table 15-Sample Platform Type and Percentages 
 
 BLANK BLANK TOOL TOOL 
AVERAGE S.D. AVERAGE S.D. 
(Blades) n=2,331  n=1,474  
Length 52.47 19.80 68.27 23.19 
Width 19.74 6.86 25.28 8.48 
Thickness 6.44 4.75 8.74 4.35 
(Flakes) n=8,202  n=1,841  
Length 30.18 13.88 46.36 18.19 
Width 26.43 12.27 37.61 15.78 
Thickness 6.66 4.89 10.36 5.07 
Table 16-Sample Complete Blank and Tool Average Dimensions 
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TOOL CLASS COUNT PERCENT 
 n=11,392 100 
Projectile Point 16 .14 
Piercing tool 121 1.06 
Scraper 913 8.01 
Burin 249 2.19 
Notch 937 8.23 
Denticulate 135 1.19 
Serrated piece 127 1.11 
Knife 104 .91 
Glossed 183 1.60 
Truncation 383 3.36 
Tanged 131 1.15 
Backed 412 3.62 
Microlith 169 1.48 
Retouched blade 3228 28.34 
Retouched flake 3313 29.08 
Axe 4 .04 
Varia 287 2.52 
Fragment 545 4.78 
Biface 64 .56 
Uniface 10 .09 
Crescent 61 .54 
Table 17-Sample Tool Class Counts and Percentages 
 
I.2. Discussion 
Table 11 demonstrates the breakdown of the ‘Ais Giorkis chipped stone 
assemblage from 1997-2013 following the general outline used by McCartney at ‘Tenta. 
Contrast this to the 1997-2004 data published by O’Horo (2008:Tables 11-13) for the 
evolving understanding of the assemblage. Alternately, contrast with McCartney 
(2005:Table 23) for intersite variability within the Cypro-PPNB. Table 13 indicates the 
gross pattern of raw material use at the site. Again, contrast with O’Horo (2008:Tables 
70-71) for the effects of increased sample, and McCartney McCartney (2005:Table 27) 
for intersite variability. Likewise, Table 12 can be compared to O’Horo or McCartney 
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(1998: Table 31). Table 14 is the condensed breakdown of cores which corresponds to 
Table 27 in O’Horo, though due to differences in typology it does not compare well to 
Table 39 in McCartney. Table 15 demonstrates the platform statistics for both debitage 
and tools which are two separate tables in O’Horo (1998) one for flakes (Table 78) and 
one for blades (Table 76); McCartney’s ‘Tenta is demonstrated on a single table 
(2005:Table 51) though two notable differences in terminology are present between the 
sites. McCartney uses “butt type” where the Ais Giorkis Project uses “platform type” and 
McCartney uses “plain” where we use “single.” Table 16 correlates with Tables 80 and 
81 in O’Horo (1998) and Table 60 in McCartney (2005); here and in O’Horo, units are 
millimeters, while in McCartney units are centimeters. Finally, Table 17 breaks down the 
tool assemblage to the Class level. This can be contrasted with O’Horo (1998) Table 33 
and McCartney (2005) Table 67.
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Appendix II: Supplemental GIS Imagery to Chapter 6  
 
II.1. Question 1 Figures 
 
Figure 42-Primary Chipped Stone Class within Colluvial Strata 
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Figure 43-Primary Chipped Stone Class within In Situ Strata 
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Figure 44-Changes in Primary Chipped Stone Groups between Colluvial and In Situ Strata, Labeled Analytic Units 
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II.2. Question 2 Figures 
 
Figure 45-Getis-Ord Gi* of Chipped Stone Density Classified by Z-Score Based Standard Deviation from Mean Density 
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Figure 46-Distribution of Glossed Pieces 
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Figure 47-Distribution of Axes 
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Figure 48-BiLISA Cluster Map for GS Axes Vs. CS Axes Using GeoDa 
Red=HH; Blue=LL; Pink=HL; Light Blue=LH 
 
 
 
Figure 49-Confidence Intervals for Figure 48, Light Green=0.05; Green=0.01 
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Figure 50-BiLISA Cluster Map for CS Axes Vs. GS Axes Using GeoDa 
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Figure 51-Confidence Intervals for Figure 50, Light Green=0.05; Green=0.01 
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Figure 52-Distribution of Combined Axe Types within Regular Units 
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Figure 53-Hot Spot Analysis of Combined Axe Distribution 
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Figure 54-Broken Pieces by Unit 
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Figure 55-Broken Pieces Normalized by Recovered Pieces 
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Figure 56-Cluster Analysis of Raw Broken Chipped Stone 
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Figure 57-Broken Debitage and Exhausted Cores 
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Figure 58-Broken Non-tools per Regularized Unit, Jenks Method Chloropleth 
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Figure 59-Hot Spot Analysis of Exhausted Cores and Broken Debitage in Regularized Units 
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Figure 60-Distribution of Debris 
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II.3. Question 3 Figures 
 
Figure 61-Burnt Chipped Stone Finds 
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Figure 62-Normalized Clustering of Burnt Chipped Stone 
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Figure 63-Non-Normalized Clustering of Burnt Chipped Stone 
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Figure 64-Normalized Clustering of Burnt Chipped Stone Using GeoDa 
Red=HH; Blue=LL; Pink=HL; Light Blue=LH 
 
 
Figure 65-Normalized Clustering of Burnt Chipped Stone Significance Using GeoDa 
Light Green=0.05; Dark Green=0.001 
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Figure 66-Distribution of Burnt Chipped Stone by Regular Unit 
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Appendix III: Reserved Words 
III.1. Introduction 
 This appendix contains lists of the reserved word of several popular Database 
Management Systems as promised in Chapter 5. Reserved words are terms which have 
been researched for various program functions; therefore, use of reserved words in 
database headers is either forbidden or results in decreased functionality. Archaeologists 
developing a database which will be shared across platforms must be cognizant of the 
reserved words within each planned operating environment.  
This appendix is a compilation of reserved words used by several popular 
databases. Words that, in my view, might be especially tempting headers for 
archaeologists have been bolded.  
III.2. Access 2013 Reserved Words 
 
While Microsoft Access is much maligned within database administration, it is 
nevertheless one of the most readily available and easily accessible Database 
Management Systems (DBMS) within the Academy. Data stored within Microsoft 
Access is easily exportable to other common programs, such as IBM’s SPSS, Minitab, R, 
ArcGIS, and Excel using ODBC and OLE DB connection. The database employed during 
this thesis began within Microsoft Access. 
A 
ADD                ALL                ALTER                AND 
ANY                AS                 ASC                  
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AUTHORIZATION    
B 
BACKUP             BEGIN              BETWEEN              BREAK 
BROWSE             BULK               BY     
C 
CASCADE            CASE               CHECK                CHECKPOINT 
CLOSE              CLUSTERED          COALESCE             COLLATE 
COLUMN             COMMIT             COMPUTE              CONSTRAINT 
CONTAINS           CONTAINSTABLE      CONTINUE             CONVERT 
CREATE             CROSS              CURRENCY             CURRENT 
CURRENT_DATE       CURRENT_TIME       CURRENT_TIMESTAMP    CURRENT_USER 
CURSOR     
D 
DATABASE           DATE               DATEWITHTIME         DAY 
DAYOFYEAR          DBCC               DEALLOCATE           DECLARE 
DEFAULT            DELETE             DENY                 DESC 
DISK               DISTINCT           DISTRIBUTED          DOUBLE 
DROP               DUMP     
E 
ELSE               END                ERRLVL               ESCAPE 
EXCEPT             EXEC               EXECUTE              EXISTS 
EXIT               EXTERNAL     
F 
FETCH              FILE               FILLFACTOR           FLOAT 
FOR                FOREIGN            FREETEXT             
FREETEXTTABLE 
FROM               FULL               CLUSTERED               
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G 
GOTO               GRANT              GROUP     
H 
HAVING             HOLDLOCK           HOUR     
I 
IDENTITY           IDENTITY_INSERT    IDENTITYCOL          IF 
IN                 INDEX              INNER                INSERT 
INTEGER            INTERSECT          INTO                 IS 
ISO_WEEK     
J 
JOIN     
K 
KEY                KILL     
L 
LEFT               LIKE               LINENO               LOAD 
LONGTEXT     
M 
MERGE              MILLISECOND        MINUTE               MONTH     
N 
NATIONAL           NO                 NOCHECK              NONCLUSTERED 
NOT                NULL               NULLIF     
 
O 
OF                 OFF                OFFSETS              ON 
OPEN               OPENDATASOURCE     OPENQUERY            OPENROWSET 
OPENXML            OPTION             OR                   ORDER 
OUTER              OVER     
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P 
PERCENT            PIVOT              PLAN                 PRECISION 
PRIMARY            PRINT              PROC                 PROCEDURE 
PUBLIC     
Q 
QUARTER     
R 
RAISERROR          READ               READTEXT             RECONFIGURE 
REFERENCES         REPLICATION        RESTORE              RESTRICT 
RETURN             REVERT             REVOKE               RIGHT 
ROLLBACK           ROWCOUNT           ROWGUIDCOL           RULE  
S 
SAVE               SCHEMA             SECOND               
SECURITYAUDIT 
SELECT             SEMANTICKEYPHRASETABLE            
SEMANTICSIMILARITYDETAILSTABLE        SEMANTICSIMILARITYTABLE 
SESSION_USER       SET                SETUSER              SHORTTEXT 
SHUTDOWN           SOME               STATISTICS           SYSTEM_USER     
T 
TABLE              TABLESAMPLE        TEXT                 TEXTSIZE 
THEN               TIME               TO                   TOP 
TRAN               TRANSACTION        TRIGGER              TRUNCATE 
TRY_CONVERT        TSEQUAL     
U 
UNION              UNIQUE             UNPIVOT              UPDATE 
UPDATETEXT         USE                USER     
V 
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VALUES             VARYING            VIEW     
W 
WAITFOR            WEEK               WEEKDAY              WHEN 
WHERE              WHILE              WITH                 WITHIN GROUP 
WRITETEXT     
X 
Y 
YEAR               YES                YESNO     
Z 
Table 18-Access Reserved Words 
(Microsoft 2012) 
 
III.3. Microsoft JET 4.0 Reserved Words 
 
 Microsoft Jet is the DBMS engine behind several Microsoft products, including 
Access.  Some words are not reserved within Microsoft Access, despite being reserved 
within the underlying JET framework: for example Zone and Level, both potential words 
with an archaeological database. While use of these words does not present a problem 
while working within Access, these words can cause errors or failures during export of 
data to other programs, such as ArcGIS. Because Access does not prevent one from using 
JET reserve words, special attention should be taken when designing an Access database 
if communication with a GIS is planned. 
A 
ABSOLUTE            ACTION              ADD                 ADMINDB 
ALL                 ALLOCATE            ALPHANUMERIC        ALTER 
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AND                 ANY                 ARE                 AS 
ASC                 ASSERTION           AT                  
AUTHORIZATION       AUTOINCREMENT       AVG     
B 
BAND                BEGIN               BETWEEN             BINARY 
BIT                 BIT_LENGTH          BNOT                BOR 
BOTH                BXOR                BY                  BYTE     
C 
CASCADE             CASCADED            CASE                CAST 
CATALOG             CHAR                CHARACTER           CHAR_LENGTH 
CHARACTER_LENGTH    CHECK               CLOSE               COALESCE 
COLLATE             COLLATION           COLUMN              COMMIT 
COMP                COMPRESSION         CONNECT             CONNECTION 
CONSTRAINT          CONSTRAINTS         CONTAINER           CONTINUE 
CONVERT             CORRESPONDING       COUNT               COUNTER 
CREATE              CREATEDB            CROSS               CURRENCY 
CURRENT             CURRENT_DATE        CURRENT_TIME        
CURRENT_TIMESTAMP   CURRENT_USER        CURSOR 
D 
DATABASE            DATE                DATETIME            DAY 
DEALLOCATE          DEC                 DECIMAL             DECLARE 
DEFAULT             DEFERRABLE          DEFERRED            DELETE 
DESC                DESCRIBE            DESCRIPTOR          DIAGNOSTICS 
DISALLOW            DISCONNECT          DISTINCT            DOMAIN 
DOUBLE              DROP     
E 
ELSE                END                 END-EXEC            ESCAPE 
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EXCEPT              EXCEPTION           EXCLUSIVECONNECT    EXEC 
EXECUTE             EXISTS              EXTERNAL            EXTRACT     
F 
FALSE               FETCH               FIRST               FLOAT 
FLOAT4              FLOAT8              FOR                 FOREIGN 
FOUND               FROM                FULL     
G 
GENERAL             GET                 GLOBAL              GO 
GOTO                GRANT               GROUP               GUID 
H 
HAVING              HOUR 
I 
IDENTITY            IEEEDOUBLE          IEEESINGLE          IGNORE 
IMAGE               IMMEDIATE           IN                  INDEX 
INDICATOR           INHERITABLE         INITIALLY           INNER 
INPUT               INSENSITIVE         INSERT              INT 
INTEGER             INTEGER1            INTEGER2            INTEGER4 
INTERSECT           INTERVAL            INTO                IS 
ISOLATION     
J 
JOIN     
K 
KEY     
L 
LANGUAGE            LAST                LEADING             LEFT 
LEVEL               LIKE                LOCAL               LOGICAL 
LOGICAL1            LONG                LONGBINARY          LONGCHAR 
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LONGTEXT            LOWER    
M 
MATCH               MAX                 MEMO                MIN 
MINUTE              MODULE              MONEY               MONTH  
N 
NAMES               NATIONAL            NATURAL             NCHAR 
NEXT                NO                  NOT                 NOTE 
NULL                NULLIF              NUMBER              NUMERIC 
O 
OBJECT              OCTET_LENGTH        OF                  OLEOBJECT 
ON                  ONLY                OPEN                OPTION 
OR                  ORDER               OUTER               OUTPUT 
OVERLAPS            OWNERACCESS 
P 
PAD                 PARAMETERS          PARTIAL             PASSWORD 
PERCENT             PIVOT               POSITION            PRECISION 
PREPARE             PRESERVE            PRIMARY             PRIOR 
PRIVILEGES          PROC                PROCEDURE           PUBLIC 
Q 
R 
READ                REAL                REFERENCES          RELATIVE 
RESTRICT            REVOKE              RIGHT               ROLLBACK 
ROWS 
S 
SCHEMA              SCROLL              SECOND              SECTION 
SELECT              SELECTSCHEMA        SELECTSECURITY      SESSION 
SESSION_USER        SET                 SHORT               SINGLE 
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SIZE                SMALLINT            SOME                SPACE 
SQL                 SQLCODE             SQLERROR            SQLSTATE 
STRING              SUBSTRING           SUM                 SYSTEM_USER     
T 
TABLE               TABLEID             TEMPORARY           TEXT 
THEN                TIME                TIMESTAMP           
TIMEZONE_HOUR 
TIMEZONE_MINUTE     TO                  TOP                 TRAILING 
TRANSACTION         TRANSFORM           TRANSLATE           TRANSLATION 
TRIM                TRUE    
U 
UNION               UNIQUE              UNIQUEIDENTIFIER    UNKNOWN 
UPDATE              UPDATEIDENTITY      UPDATEOWNER         
UPDATESECURITY 
UPPER               USAGE               USER                USING     
V 
VALUE               VALUES              VARBINARY           VARCHAR 
VARYING             VIEW 
W 
WHEN                WHENEVER            WHERE               WITH 
WORK                WRITE  
X 
Y 
YEAR                YESNO  
Z 
ZONE   
Table 19-Microsoft Jet 4.0 Reserved Words 
(Microsoft 2004) 
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III.4. ODBC Reserved Words 
 
ODBC stands for Open Database Connectivity, and is a middleware program used 
to facilitate interoperability between databases and database dependent programs, much 
like OLE DB. It is necessary to avoid these words in order to allow seamless 
communication between a core database and a database dependent program, such as 
SPSS.   
A 
ABSOLUTE            ACTION              ADA                ADD 
ALL                 ALLOCATE            ALTER              AND 
ANY                 ARE                 AS                 ASC 
ASSERTION           AT                  AUTHORIZATION      AVG  
B 
BEGIN               BETWEEN             BIT                BIT_LENGTH 
BOTH                BY 
C 
CASCADE             CASCADED            CASE               CAST 
CATALOG             CHAR                CHAR_LENGTH        CHARACTER 
CHARACTER_LENGTH    CHECK               CLOSE              COALESCE 
COLLATE             COLLATION           COLUMN             COMMIT 
CONNECT             CONNECTION          CONSTRAINT         CONSTRAINTS 
CONTINUE            CONVERT             CORRESPONDING      COUNT 
CREATE              CROSS               CURRENT            CURRENT_DATE 
CURRENT_TIME        CURRENT_TIMESTAMP   CURRENT_USER       CURSOR 
D 
DATE                DAY                 DEALLOCATE         DEC 
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DECIMAL             DECLARE             DEFAULT            DEFERRABLE 
DEFERRED            DELETE              DESC               DESCRIBE 
DESCRIPTOR          DIAGNOSTICS         DISCONNECT         DISTINCT 
DOMAIN              DOUBLE              DROP  
E 
ELSE                END                 END-EXEC           ESCAPE 
EXCEPT              EXCEPTION           EXEC               EXECUTE 
EXISTS              EXTERNAL            EXTRACT  
F 
FALSE               FETCH               FIRST              FLOAT 
FOR                 FOREIGN             FORTRAN            FOUND 
FROM                FULL 
G 
GET                 GLOBAL              GO                 GOTO 
GRANT               GROUP 
H 
HAVING              HOUR 
I 
IDENTITY            IMMEDIATE           IN                  INCLUDE 
INDEX               INDICATOR           INITIALLY           INNER 
INPUT               INSENSITIVE         INSERT              INT 
INTEGER             INTERSECT           INTERVAL            INTO  
IS                  ISOLATION  
J 
JOIN     
K 
KEY     
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L 
LANGUAGE            LAST                LEADING             LEFT 
LEVEL               LIKE                LOCAL               LOWER 
M 
MATCH               MAX                 MIN                 MINUTE 
MODULE              MONTH  
N 
NAMES               NATIONAL            NATURAL             NCHAR 
NEXT                NO                  NONE                NOT                  
NULL                NULLIF              NUMERIC 
O 
OCTET_LENGTH        OF                  ON                  ONLY 
OPEN                OPTION              OR                  ORDER 
OUTER               OUTPUT              OVERLAPS 
P 
PAD                 PARTIAL             PASCAL              POSITION 
PRECISION           PREPARE             PRESERVE            PRIMARY 
PRIOR               PRIVILEGES          PROCEDURE           PUBLIC 
Q 
R 
READ                REAL                REFERENCES          RELATIVE 
RESTRICT            REVOKE              RIGHT               ROLLBACK 
ROWS 
S 
SCHEMA              SCROLL              SECOND              SECTION 
SELECT              SESSION             SESSION_USER        SET                  
SIZE                SMALLINT            SOME                SPACE 
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SQL                 SQLCA               SQLCODE             SQLERROR            
SQLSTATE            SQLWARNING          SUBSTRING           SUM                 
SYSTEM_USER     
T 
TABLE               TEMPORARY           THEN                TIME 
TIMESTAMP           TIMEZONE_HOUR       TIMEZONE_MINUTE     TO 
TRAILING            TRANSACTION         TRANSLATE           TRANSLATION 
TRIM                TRUE    
U 
UNION               UNIQUE              UNKNOWN             UPDATE 
UPPER               USAGE               USER                USING     
V 
VALUE               VALUES              VARCHAR             VARYING             
VIEW 
W 
WHEN                WHENEVER            WHERE               WITH 
WORK                WRITE  
X 
Y 
YEAR                  
Z 
ZONE   
Table 20-ODBC Reserved Words 
(Microsoft N.D.) 
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III.5. Filemaker Pro Reserved Words 
 
 Filemaker Pro is another entry-level DBMS, similar to Microsoft Access. While 
slightly less common within the Academy, it is considered by many people to have one of 
the friendliest GUIs of any DBMS. Since 2007, Filemaker Pro has included support for 
SQL as well as ODBC, allowing similar connectivity as Microsoft Access. In addition to 
the Filemaker Pro reserved words, it is necessary to consider the standard SQL reserved 
words if using Filemaker Pro.   
A 
ALLSTYLES        AND    
B 
BOLD     
C 
CENTRALEUROPE   CONDENSE        CYRILLIC 
D 
DATABASENAMES   DOUBLEUNDERLINE     
E 
EXTEND     
F 
FALSE                    
G 
GREEK 
H 
HIGHER           HIGHLIGHTYELLOW 
I 
ITALICS     
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J 
JOIN     
K 
KEY     
L 
LOWER             LOWERCASE    
M 
N 
NOT 
O 
OEM               OR                  OTHER 
P 
PI                PLAIN 
Q 
R 
RANDOM           ROMAN 
S 
SELF             SHIFTJIS         SIMPLIFIEDCHINESE   
SMALLCAPS        STRIKETHROUGH         SUBSCRIPT 
SUPERSCRIPT      SYMBOLSYSTEM_USER     
T 
TITLECASE        TRADITIONALCHINESE    TRUE    
U 
UNDERLINE        UPPERCASE    
V 
W 
WORDUNDERLINE   
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X 
XOR           
Y 
Z   
Table 21-Filemaker Pro Reserved Words 
(FileMakerInc 2013) 
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III.6. SQL Standard Reserved Words 
 
 The Following table lists the words reserved by ISO/ANSI SQL.  
A 
ADD                ALL                ALLOCATE          ALTER 
AND                ANY                ARE               ARRAY 
AS                 ASENSITIVE         ASYMMETRIC        AT 
ATOMIC             AUTHORIZATION     
B 
BEGIN              BETWEEN            BIGINT            BINARY 
BLOB               BOOLEAN            BOTH              BY    
C 
CALL               CALLED             CASCADED          CASE 
CAST               CHAR               CHARACTER         CHECK 
CLOB               CLOSE              COLLATE           COLUMN 
COMMIT             CONDITION          CONNECT           CONSTRAINT 
CONTINUE           CORRESPONDING      CREATE            CROSS 
CUBE               CURRENT            CURRENT_DATE 
CURRENT_DEFAULT_TRANSFORM_GROUP       CURRENT_PATH 
CURRENT_ROLE       CURRENT_TIME       CURRENT_TIMESTAMP 
CURRENT_TRANSFORM_GROUP_FOR_TYPE      CURRENT_USER 
CURSOR             CYCLE    
D 
DATE               DAY                DEALLOCATE        DEC 
DECIMAL            DECLARE            DEFAULT           DELETE 
DEREF              DESCRIBE           DETERMINISTIC     DISCONNECT 
DISTINCT           DO                 DOUBLE            DROP 
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DYNAMIC   
E 
EACH               ELEMENT            ELSE              ELSEIF 
END                ESCAPE             EXCEPT            EXEC 
EXECUTE            EXISTS             EXIT              EXTERNAL     
F 
FALSE              FETCH              FILTER            FLOAT 
FOR                FOREIGN            FREE              FROM 
FULL               FUNCTION     
G 
GET                GLOBAL             GRANT             GROUP 
GROUPING     
H 
HANDLER            HAVING             HOLD              HOUR                
I 
IDENTITY           IF                 IMMEDIATE         IN 
INDICATOR          INNER              INOUT             INPUT 
INSENSITIVE        INSERT             INT               INTEGER 
INTERSECT          INTERVAL           INTO              IS 
ITERATE    
J 
JOIN      
K    
L 
LANGUAGE           LARGE              LATERAL           LEADING 
LEAVE              LEFT               LIKE              LOCAL 
LOCALTIME          LOCALTIMESTAMP     LOOP    
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M. 
MATCH              MEMBER             MERGE             METHOD 
MINUTE             MODIFIES           MODULE            MONTH              
MULTISET    
N 
NATIONAL           NATURAL            NCHAR             NCLOB 
NEW                NO                 NONE              NOT 
NULL               NUMERIC   
O 
OF                 OLD                ON                ONLY 
OPEN               OR                 ORDER             OUT 
OUTER              OUTPUT             OVER              OVERLAPS   
P 
PARAMETER          PARTITION          PRECISION         PREPARE 
PRIMARY            PROCEDURE    
Q    
R 
RANGE              READS              REAL              RECURSIVE 
REF                REFERENCES         REFERENCING       RELEASE 
REPEAT             RESIGNAL           RESULT            RETURN 
RETURNS            REVOKE             RIGHT             ROLLBACK 
ROLLUP             ROW                ROWS  
S 
SAVEPOINT          SCOPE              SCROLL            SEARCH 
SECOND             SELECT             SENSITIVE         SESSION_USER 
SET                SIGNAL             SIMILAR           SMALLINT 
SOME               SPECIFIC           SPECIFICTYPE      SQL 
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SQLEXCEPTION       SQLSTATE           SQLWARNING        START 
STATIC             SUBMULTISET        SYMMETRIC         SYSTEM 
SYSTEM_USER     
T 
TABLE              TABLESAMPLE        THEN              TIME 
TIMESTAMP          TIMEZONE_HOUR      TIMEZONE_MINUTE   TO   
TRAILING           TRANSLATION        TREAT             TRIGGER 
TRUE   
U 
UNDO               UNION              UNIQUE            UNKNOWN 
UNNEST             UNTIL              UPDATE            USER 
USING     
V 
VALUE              VALUES             VARCHAR           VARYING     
W 
WHEN               WHENEVER           WHERE             WHILE 
WINDOW             WITH               WITHIN            WITHOUT    
X 
Y  
YEAR  
Z 
Table 22-SQL Standard (2003) Reserved Words 
(Mimer) 
III.7. PostgreSQL Reserved Words 
 
The following table lists the words reserved within PostgreSQL, an open source 
RDBMS which can be used on its own or with PostGIS with ArcSDE/ArcGIS Server, GRASS 
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and qGIS. Both PostGIS and qGIS rely on PostgreSQL for their database functions. It is 
essential to avoid using the PostgreSQL reserved if one is planning to migrate their 
spatial database to an enterprise level environment, or if one is concerned with 
developing an Open Data/Open Access aspect to one’s project. 
A 
ALL                ANALYSE            ANALYZE              AND 
ANY                ARRAY              AS                   ASC 
ASYMMETRIC     
B 
BOTH    
C 
CASE               CAST               CHECK               COLLATE 
COLUMN             CONSTRAINT         CREATE              
CURRENT_CATALOG    CURRENT_DATE       CURRENT_ROLE       CURRENT_TIME       
CURRENT_TIMESTAMP  CURRENT_USER    
D 
DEFAULT            DEFERRABLE         DESC                DISTINCT 
DO    
E 
ELSE               END                EXCEPT     
F 
FALSE              FETCH              FOR                FOREIGN             
FROM     
G 
GRANT              GROUP     
H 
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HAVING                  
I 
IN                 INITIALLY          INTERSECT           INTO    
J     
K    
L 
LATERAL            LEADING            LIMIT               LOCALTIME 
LOCALTIMESTAMP    
M    
N 
NOT                NULL   
O 
OFFSET             ON                 ONLY                OR 
ORDER    
P 
PLACING            PRIMARY    
Q    
R 
REFERENCES         RETURNING  
S 
SELECT             SESSION_USER       SOME                SYMMETRIC     
T 
TABLE              THEN               TO                  TRAILING   
TRUE   
U 
UNION              UNIQUE             USER                 USING     
V 
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VARIADIC     
W 
WHEN               WHERE              WINDOW               WITH    
X 
Y  
Z 
Table 23-PostgreSQL Reserved Words  
(PostgreSQL_GDG n.d.) 
 
III.8. ArcGIS 10.0 and 10.1 Reserved Words 
 
Reserved words within a file 
geodatabase at version 10.0 and before:  
Reserved words within a file 
geodatabase at version 10.1:  
• ADD  
• ALTER  
• AND  
• AS  
• ASC  
• BETWEEN  
• BY  
• COLUMN  
• CREATE  
• DATE  
• DELETE  
• ADD  
• ALTER  
• AND  
• BETWEEN  
• BY  
• COLUMN  
• CREATE  
• DELETE  
• DROP  
• EXISTS  
• FOR  
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• DESC  
• DROP  
• EXISTS  
• FOR  
• FROM  
• IN  
• INSERT  
• INTO  
• IS  
• LIKE  
• NOT  
• NULL  
• OR  
• ORDER  
• SELECT  
• SET  
• TABLE  
• UPDATE  
• VALUES  
• WHERE  
 
• FROM  
• GROUP  
• IN  
• INSERT  
• INTO  
• IS  
• LIKE  
• NOT  
• NULL  
• OR  
• ORDER  
• SELECT  
• SET  
• TABLE  
• UPDATE  
• VALUES  
• WHERE 
Table 24-Reserved Words within ArcGIS 10.X 
(Esri 2013a) 
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